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Summary 
The World Health Organization has identified seventeen neglected tropical 
diseases (NTDs) for targeted control. Schistosomiasis (SCH) is one of the most 
prevalent NTDs worldwide with high significance in the public health domain. 
Spatial modelling of SCH using earth observation data informs about the 
geographic areas where at-risk populations are in need of mass drug 
anthelminthic treatment. Several sources of uncertainty may decrease the 
quality and reliability of SCH modelling. This dissertation investigates three 
methods to reduce the uncertainty derived by the use of earth observation 
data in SCH modelling studies. It uses spatial statistics for uncertainty 
quantification and representation, and provides potential consequences when 
ignoring uncertainties for SCH control.  
 
First, a systematic review and evaluation of uncertainty in SCH and soil-
transmitted helminths modelling studies was performed (STH). The definition, 
quantification, and main sources of uncertainty were investigated as well as 
implications for SCH and STH control. The literature search was done by 
grouping three terms referring to uncertainty, geography, and the type of 
disease (SCH or STH) in the Web of Knowledge and PubMed. Uncertainty was 
mostly defined as lack of precision. In total, 91% of the studies quantified 
uncertainty in their predictions, and 23% of the studies mapped uncertainty. 
Furthermore, uncertainty in the regression coefficients was quantified by 57% 
of the studies but only 7% incorporated it in the predictions. Uncertainty in the 
covariates was identified but not quantified in 50% of the studies. Bayesian 
statistics was used to quantify uncertainty by means of credible intervals. Main 
sources of uncertainty were related to sample design and spatial aggregation 
and disaggregation methods. 
 
Second, uncertainty due to positional mismatch between covariate and survey 
data was addressed using exposure areas as potential locations for SCH 
transmission. Exposure areas were delineated using a spatial Bayesian network 
(sBN) with five observable exposure risk factors. Prior and conditional 
probabilities were obtained from the literature and inserted as weights based 
upon their relative contribution to exposure. Based on those, joint probabilities 
of exposure were obtained to be used within sBNs. High probability values of 
exposure corresponded to areas where snails could be present and where 
people can easily access water bodies. Extracting covariate values from areas 
with high probability of exposure, instead of survey locations, is a way to 
address this mismatch. These results can be used to guide local SCH control 
teams to exposed communities, and in this way improve the efficiency of mass 
drug administration campaigns. 
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Third, uncertainty due to pure specification bias was solved by using a 
convolutional model. The model used barangay or ecological-level survey data 
and city-level environmental data. Covariate city–level data were considered 
as individual-level exposure. Differences between ecological and individual-
level estimates and predictions were quantified and compared using Bayesian 
statistics. The estimated parameter corresponding to the nearest distance to 
water bodies presented the minimum difference between convolution and 
ecological models (0.03), whereas the estimated normalized difference water 
index parameter presented the maximum difference (0.28). Land surface 
temperature at night and elevation presented high differences with uncertainty 
vales equal to 0.23 and 0.13, respectively. The convolutional model presented 
less uncertain parameter estimates showing its good ability to correct for pure 
specification bias. 
 
Fourth, the effects of the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) on 
environmental drivers of SCH were quantified. Five spatial supports of 
increasing size were used. All covariates were brought to the same spatial 
support of analysis (SSA). Differences between individual-level parameter 
estimates from the models at five increasing SSAs were quantified and 
compared. Increasing the SSA to 500 m gradually increased the parameter 
estimates and their associated uncertainties. Abrupt changes in parameter 
estimates occurred at SSA = 1 km, resulting in loss of significance of almost 
all covariates on SCH prevalence. These results suggest the use of an adequate 
spatial data structure to provide more reliable parameter estimates and a 
realistic relationship between the risk factors and SCH prevalence. 
 
To summarize, the research presented in this dissertation investigates 
methods to deal with uncertainties derived from the use of earth observation 
data in SCH modelling. It uses Bayesian statistics for uncertainty quantification 
and highlights implications of uncertainty interpretation in the public health 
domain. Such implications aim to enable best practice in survey design and 
improve the identification of populations at-risk, and quantification of people 
in need of anthelmintic treatment. This research thus presents a framework for 
the future development of spatial decision support systems for SCH 
surveillance and control. 
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Samenvatting 
De Wereldgezondheidsorganisatie heeft zeventien verwaarloosde tropische 
ziekten (NTD's) geïdentificeerd die in aanmerking komen voor gerichte 
bestrijding. Schistosomiasis (SCH), één van de meest voorkomende NTD’s 
wereldwijd, is belangrijk op het gebied van de volksgezondheid. Ruimtelijke 
modellering van SCH met behulp van aardobservatiegegevens geeft informatie 
over de geografische gebieden waar populaties die blootstaan aan deze ziekte 
gebaat zijn bij grootschalige campagnes ter behandeling met anthelminthica. 
Verschillende bronnen van onzekerheid kunnen de kwaliteit en 
betrouwbaarheid van SCH-modellering verminderen. Dit proefschrift 
onderzoekt drie methoden om de onzekerheid te verminderen die ontstaat 
door het gebruik van aardobservatiegegevens in SCH-modelleringsstudies. Het 
maakt gebruik van ruimtelijke statistiek voor het kwantificeren en 
representeren van onzekerheden en laat de mogelijke gevolgen zien bij het 
negeren van onzekerheden bij een SCH-controle. 
 
Allereerst is een systematische review en evaluatie van studies naar 
onzekerheid in SCH en naar modellering van helminthen die via de bodem 
worden overgedragen (STH) uitgevoerd. De definitie, kwantificering en de 
belangrijkste bronnen van onzekerheid zijn onderzocht, evenals mogelijke 
implicaties voor controleprogramma's van SCH en STH. Het 
literatuuronderzoek is gedaan door drie termen te groeperen die verwijzen 
naar onzekerheid, geografie en het type ziekte (SCH of STH) in het Web of 
Knowledge en PubMed. Onzekerheid is meestal gedefinieerd als precisie. In 
totaal heeft 91% van de studies onzekerheid in hun voorspellingen 
gekwantificeerd en 23% van de studies bracht de onzekerheid in kaart. 
Daarnaast is de onzekerheid in de regressiecoëfficiënten gekwantificeerd in 
57% van de studies, maar slechts 7% nam het op in de voorspellingen. 
Onzekerheid in de covariabelen is geïdentificeerd maar niet gekwantificeerd in 
50% van de studies. Bayesiaanse statistiek is gebruikt om onzekerheid te 
kwantificeren door middel van geloofwaardigheidsintervallen. De belangrijkste 
bronnen van onzekerheid zijn gerelateerd aan steekproefontwerp en 
ruimtelijke aggregatie- en desaggregatiemethoden. 
 
Als tweede is onzekerheid als gevolg van positionele mismatch tussen 
covariabele en schatting-gegevens aangepakt door blootstellingsgebieden af 
te bakenen als potentiële locaties voor SCH-transmissie. Dit is gedaan met 
behulp van een ruimtelijk Bayesiaans netwerk (sBN) met vijf waarneembare 
factoren die een risico zijn voor blootstelling. A priori en voorwaardelijke 
kansen zijn verkregen uit de literatuur en zijn als gewichten gebruikt naar rato 
van hun relatieve bijdrage aan blootstelling. Deze zijn gebruikt om simultane 
blootstellingskansen binnen sBN's te verkrijgen. Hoge blootstellingswaarden 
komen overeen met gebieden waar een grote kans is op de aanwezigheid van 
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slakken en waar mensen gemakkelijk toegang hebben tot afgesloten water 
oppervlaktes. Het verkrijgen van waarden aan de covariabelen uit gebieden 
met een hoge waarschijnlijkheid van blootstelling, in plaats van op 
onderzoekslocaties zelf, is een manier om de positionele mismatch aan te 
pakken. Deze resultaten kunnen worden gebruikt om lokale SCH-
controleteams naar blootgestelde gemeenschappen te leiden. Op deze manier 
wordt de efficiëntie verbeterd van grootschalige campagnes ter behandeling 
met anthelminthica. 
 
Als derde studie is de onzekerheid als gevolg van pure specificatiebias opgelost 
met behulp van een convolutie model. Dit model gebruikt onderzoeksgegevens 
op het niveau van barangays of ecologische eenheden en milieugegevens op 
stadsniveau. Gegevens aan covariabelen op stadsniveau zijn beschouwd als 
individuele blootstelling. Verschillen tussen ecologische en individuele 
schattingen en voorspellingen zijn gekwantificeerd en vergeleken met behulp 
van Bayesiaanse statistiek. De geschatte kortste afstand tot afgesloten water 
oppervlaktes  gaf het kleinste verschil (0,03) tussen convolutie en ecologische 
modellen, terwijl de geschatte genormaliseerde waterindex parameter het 
grootste verschil (0,28) gaf. Landoppervlaktemperatuur gedurende de nacht 
en hoogte lieten grote verschillen zien in onzekerheidswaarden van 
respectievelijk 0,23 en 0,13. Het convolutiemodel liet minder onzekere 
parameterschattingen zien, waaruit blijkt dat het goed in staat is te corrigeren 
voor pure specificatiebias. 
 
De vierde studie kwantificeert de effecten van het Modifiable Area Unit 
probleem (MAUP) op milieu-factoren van SCH. Vijf ruimtelijke eenheden van 
een toenemende grootte zijn gebruikt. Alle covariabelen zijn naar dezelfde 
ruimtelijke analyse eenheid (SSA) gebracht. Verschillen tussen parameter-
schattingen op individueel niveau van de modellen bij vijf toenemende SSAs 
zijn gekwantificeerd en vergeleken. Het verhogen van de SSA tot 500 m 
verhoogde geleidelijk de parameterschattingen en de bijbehorende 
onzekerheden. Abrupte veranderingen in parameter schattingen traden op bij 
een SSA van 1 km, resulterend in verlies van significantie van bijna alle 
covariabelen op SCH prevalentie. Deze resultaten bieden een adequate 
ruimtelijke gegevensstructuur aan om betrouwbaardere parameterschattingen 
en een realistische relatie te verkrijgen tussen de risicofactoren en SCH-
prevalentie. 
 
Samenvattend onderzoekt dit proefschrift methoden om met onzekerheden om 
te gaan die zijn afgeleid van het gebruik van aardobservatiegegevens in SCH-
modellen. Het maakt gebruik van Bayesiaanse statistiek voor de kwantificering 
van onzekerheden en belicht implicaties van de interpretatie van onzekerheden 
in het domein van de volksgezondheid. Dergelijke implicaties zijn bedoeld om 
beste praktijken mogelijk te maken bij het verzamelen van gegevens, de 
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identificatie van risicopopulaties te verbeteren en om het het aantal mensen te 
schatten die een behandeling met anthelminthica nodig hebben. Dit onderzoek 
presenteert daarbij een kader voor de toekomstige ontwikkeling van systemen 
voor ondersteuning van ruimtelijke besluitvorming voor SCH-surveillance en -
controle. 
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Resumen 
Diecisiete enfermedades tropicales desatendidas (ETDs) han sido identificadas 
por la Organización Mundial de la Salud como prioritarias para su control. 
Schistosomiasis (SCH) es una de las ETDs con mayor prevalencia y de gran 
importancia para la salúd pública a nivel mundial. El modelamiento de SCH a 
partir de datos espaciales permite identificar zonas geográficas en donde 
poblaciones con alto riesgo de infección necesitan un suministro masivo de 
medicamentos. Varias fuentes de incertidumbre pueden, sin embargo, afectar 
la calidad y confiabilidad de los modelos espaciales utilizados para este fin. El 
presente trabajo investiga tres métodos para reducir la incertidumbre en estos 
modelos mediante el uso de estadísticas espaciales como herramienta de 
cuantificación y representación de la misma. Esta investigación expone así 
mismo, las posibles consecuencias en el control de SCH que podrian derivarse 
de omitir las incertidumbres presentes en su modelamiento. 
 
Primero, se realizó una revisión sistemática y evaluación crítica de la 
incertidumbre en los estudios de modelamiento de SCH y helmintiasis 
transmitidas por el suelo (HTS). Se investigaron varios tipos de cuantificación, 
definición y fuentes de incertidumbre, como también, la connotación que esta 
tiene en los programas de control de SCH y HTS. La búsqueda bibliográfica se 
realizó usando una combinación de términos referentes a incertidumbre, 
geografía o espacio, y el tipo de enfermedad (SCH or HTS). La búsqueda se 
realizó usando los portales digitales Web of Science y PubMed. En total, 91% 
de los estudios cuantificaron la incertidumbe en sus predicciones y 23% la 
mapearon. Adicionalmente, 57% de los estudios cuantificaron la incertidumbre 
usando coeficientes de regresión, pero sólo un 7% la incorporó en sus 
predicciones. Finalmente, 50% de los estudios identificaron incertidumbres en 
las covariables, pero no las cuantificaron. La incertidumbre se define 
generalmente como precisión, y se cuantifica usando intervalos de confianza 
por medio de estadística Bayesiana. Las principales fuentes de incertidumbre 
están relacionadas con el diseño de muestreo, y los métodos de agregación y 
desagregación espacial.  
 
Segundo, se propone un método para aliviar la incertidumbre causada por la 
incompatibilidad entre, la posición en la cual las covariables ambientales son 
extraídas, y la localización donde la encuesta fue abordada. El método 
propuesto define áreas de exposición como lugares potenciales para la 
transmisión de SCH. De esta manera las covariables ambientales pueden ser 
extraídas de las áreas de exposición y relacionadas con la localización de las 
encuestas. Las áreas de exposición se mapearon usando una red espacial 
Bayesiana (RsB) en base a cinco factores de riesgo. Las probabilidades 
condicionales y a priori de cada factor de riesgo fueron obtenidas de la 
literatura e incluidas usando pesos. Los pesos fueron atribuidos en base a la 
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contribución relativa de cada factor en la exposición a SCH. Estas 
probabilidades fueron usadas para calcular la probabilidad conjunta de 
exposición en la RsB. Altos valores de exposición corresponden a áreas de fácil 
acceso a cuerpos de agua y con potencial presencia de caracoles. Estos 
resultados pueden guiar a los equipos de control de SCH hacia comunidades 
con alta exposición a la enfermedad, y de esta forma mejorar la eficiencia en 
la distribución de medicamentos. 
 
Tercero, se propone un modelo convolucional para reducir la incertidumbre 
causada por el sesgo en la especificación del modelo. Este sesgo se produce al 
usar encuestas agregadas a niveles administrativos en la inferencia de 
parámetros a nivel individual. El modelo convolucional usa encuestas a nivel 
de barrio, también llamado grupal o ecológico, y datos ambientales a nivel de 
ciudad como un proxy de exposición individual. Las diferencias entre los 
parámetros estimados y predicciones, a nivel ecológico e individual, fueron 
cuantificadas y comparadas usando estadística Bayesiana. Las diferencias 
mínimas y máximas entre los parámetros estimados en los modelos 
convolucional y ecológico fueron 0.03 para la distancia mínima a los cuerpos 
de agua, y 0.28 para la el índice diferencial normalizado de agua (NDWI en 
inglés), respectivamente. Grandes diferencias en incertidumbre se observaron 
en la temperatura nocturna terrestre (0.23) y elevación (0.13). El modelo 
convolucional presentó menor incertidumbre en sus parámetros estimados, 
demostrando su capacidad para corregir el sesgo en la especificación del 
modelo. 
 
Cuarto, se cuantificaron los efectos del problema de agregación espacial (MAUP 
en inglés) en los factores ambientales de SCH. Se usaron cinco tamaños para 
la resolución espacial (RE). Todas las covariables fueron llevadas a la misma 
resolución espacial antes de su análisis. Se cuantificaron y compararon las 
diferencias entre los parámetros estimados a nivel individual para cada uno de 
los modelos generados en base a los cinco tipos de RE. Un incremento en la 
RE = 500 m produce un aumento gradual en los parámetros estimados e 
incertidumbre asociada. Cambios abruptos en los parámetros estimados 
ocurren a una RE = 1 km, produciendo pérdida de significancia en casi todas 
las covariables en la prevalencia de SCH. Estos resultados sugieren la 
importancia de definir una adecuada estructura en los datos espaciales para 
obtener parámetros estimados más confiables y entender mejor la relación 
entre los factores de riesgo y la prevalencia de SCH. 
 
En resumen, la presente investigación propone métodos para tratar la 
incertidumbre derivada del uso de datos espaciales en el modelamiento de 
SCH. Este trabajo se basa en el uso de estadística Bayesiana como herramienta 
de cuantificación de la incertidumbre, y resalta las implicaciones de su 
interpretación en el área de salud pública. Estás implicaciones tienen por fin 
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incentivar mejores prácticas en el diseño de encuestas y, mejorar la 
identificación de poblaciones en riesgo y la cuantificación de personas con 
necesidad de un tratamiento antihelmíntico. Esta investigación busca ser una 
base para el desarrollo futuro de sistemas espaciales de apoyo a la toma de 
decisiones (SDSS en inglés) para el monitoreo y control de SCH. 
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1.1 Schistosomiasis (SCH) 
This thesis considers Schistosomiasis (SCH), a very common neglected tropical 
disease (NTD). SCH is a water-borne infection caused by schistosomes. More 
than 252 million people worldwide are affected by SCH (Hotez et al., 2014), 
especially regions in sub-Saharan and North Africa, Asia, and the central and 
Andean regions of Latin America (Hotez et al., 2014). Transmission occurs by 
skin penetration of the infective stage of schistosomes, a type of helminths, 
which are parasitic worms transmitted by the ingestion of contaminated 
food/water, or by skin contact with contaminated soil/water. Helminths have 
two major phyla: nematodes and platyhelminths. Nematodes encompass soil-
transmitted and filial worms. Platyhelminthes include schistosomes and 
tapeworms (Hotez et al., 2006). Soil-transmitted helminths and schistosomes 
are parasites in the shape of little worms that spread some of the most 
prevalent NTDs, affecting human populations living in areas where there is 
limited access to potable water, and sanitation and hygiene are poor. In human 
populations, the parasites live and feed on their living hosts, taking all their 
nutrients and causing malnutrition, stunted growth, and anaemia (Coutinho et 
al., 2005; Leenstra et al., 2006). Human SCH infections directly influence the 
nutrition status, individual productivity, and the physical and mental 
development (Taylor‐Robinson et al., 2015). Three schistosome species cause 
the infection: Schistosoma mansoni, Schistosoma haematobium and 
Schistosoma japonicum. Among these, Schistosoma japonicum is the hardest 
one to control due to its zoonotic life cycle (Jia et al., 2007) which includes the 
infection of an amphibious snail belonging to several subspecies of 
Oncomelania hupensis as the intermediate host, and humans and other 
mammalians as definite host (Tarafder et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2008).  
 
Control and elimination targets have been established by the World Health 
Organization (WHO) and the World Bank (Stolk et al., 2016). In order to 
accomplish these, the 2012 London declaration for Neglected Tropical Diseases 
and the 2013 World Health Assembly resolution, resolved the implementation 
of mass drug administration (MDA) campaigns with praziquantel (Keenan et 
al., 2013; Mccarty,  Turkeltaub and Hotez, 2014) to populations at-risk of SCH. 
MDA campaigns consist on oral therapies of a single dose which are harmless 
and cheap, but require to be distributed periodically to the at-risk populations. 
MDA campaigns are commonly school or community-based. Various 
international initiatives such as Deworm the World (Action, 2018) and the 
Schistosomiasis Control Initiative (SCI) (Initiative, 2019) have supported mass 
school-based treatment for SCH. For instance, in 2017, ‘Deworm the World’ 
treated over 260 million of children in India, Kenya, Ethiopia, Vietnam and 
Nigeria, dramatically reducing soil-transmitted and schistosomiasis helminth 
infections.  
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Morbidity indicators such as prevalence and intensity of infection can be 
measured via surveying at-risk populations in order to guide MDA campaigns 
implementation (Soares Magalhães et al., 2011b). Prevalence (i.e. proportion 
of infected individuals) is the ration between the number of infected individuals 
and the total number of sampled individuals in an area. Intensity of infection 
(i.e. worm load) is derived based upon parasite egg counts or blood smears. 
Decisions on where to implement SCH control is often based on whether the 
prevalence exceeds a determined threshold. For SCH, mass treatment is 
recommended (i) once in a year for all children and adults at risk in 
communities with prevalence values > 50%. (ii) once every two years for all 
children and adults at risk in communities with prevalence values ranging from 
10 to 50%, and (iii) twice during the primary school age of children in 
communities with prevalence values < 10%. (Duarte et al., 2014).  

1.2 Spatial modelling of SCH 
Studying the distribution of at-risk populations enables a better understanding 
of SCH epidemiology, as well as the impact of the environment on the disease.  
 
Rapid and inexpensive methods that provide reliable estimates of the 
geographical distribution of SCH infection are needed for an effective control 
of the disease (Brooker,  Clements and Bundy, 2006). Nationwide detailed 
surveillance data are required for planning optimal control measures, but only 
few endemic countries provide suitable data for these purposes (Brooker et al., 
2000). Ways of maximising the usefulness of available data and reduce the 
cost of prevalence surveys (Soares Magalhães et al., 2011b), include spatial 
statistical modelling based on relationships between environmental predictors 
and the observed risk of infection. Methods for modelling SCH are data-driven, 
knowledge-driven, and a combination of both. Commonly used data-driven 
methods are: logistic regression (Brooker et al., 2002) as part of the 
generalized linear models (GLMs), generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) 
(Soares Magalhães et al., 2011a), and generalized additive models (GAMs) 
(Pfukenyi et al., 2006). Commonly used knowledge-driven methods are 
Maxent (Stensgaard et al., 2013), the genetic algorithm for rule-set prediction 
(GARP) (Stensgaard et al., 2006), and multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA). 
The most commonly used data and knowledge-driven method is Bayesian 
statistics (Soares Magalhães et al., 2014). 
 
SCH infection risk is determined by various environmental and socio-economic 
factors (Brooker et al., 2002). Observations on those factors can be derived 
from earth observation data sources. These sources include both remote 
sensing and in situ observations. During the last decade, SCH infection 
mapping has used model-based geostatistics for estimation and prediction of 
spatially continuous prevalence of infection (Brooker et al., 2002). Using 
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model-based geostatistics along with spatial information techniques such as 
global positioning systems, remote sensing, and geographical information 
systems (Manyangadze et al., 2015; Walz et al., 2015a), has facilitated the 
integration of environmental and disease data derived from earth observation 
(Manyangadze et al., 2015). Thus, they all contribute to more rational 
resources allocation strategies for optimized cost-effective SCH control efforts. 
 
Unlike other spatial statistical modelling, model-based geostatistics can take 
into account spatial autocorrelation. The implication of spatial autocorrelation 
is that nearby locations are likely to have similar risk values than those farther 
apart (Tobler, 1970). Model-based geostatistics overcomes issues regarding 
uncertainty quantification for non-Gaussian outcome predictions, such as 
proportions (i.e. infection prevalence) or counts (i.e. infection intensity) 
(Diggle,  Tawn and Moyeed, 2002). Model-based geostatistics can generally be 
applied using Bayesian statistics, which allows a direct and intuitive 
interpretation of uncertainty in the parameter estimates and predictions 
(Diggle,  Tawn and Moyeed, 2002). 

1.3 Uncertainty and its sources 
Uncertainty, also referred as vagueness (Shi, 2009), ambiguity (Foody, 2003), 
inaccuracy or imprecision (Dungan, 2002), has been widely discussed in 
Geographic Information Science (Longley et al., 2015; Tavana et al., 2016; 
Worboys and Duckham, 2004) as it is present in the acquisition, abstraction 
and geo-processing of spatial data. In the SCH spatial modelling framework, 
uncertainties are not only present in spatial data (i.e. disease and covariate 
data), but also in the selected model and during modelling itself.  
 
Uncertainty sources derived from spatial data – covariate and survey data -  
arise due to random errors, such as equipment limitations or unfavourable 
environment conditions during data capture; and systematic errors, such as 
sampling design (Rothman, 2012) and measurement errors (Zhang et al., 
2016). Sampling design errors relate to insufficiently large sample sizes, the 
type of survey (Chammartin et al., 2014), the selected morbidity indicator 
(Soares Magalhães et al., 2014), and limited access to geographic areas 
(Zhang et al., 2009), among others. Examples of measurement errors are 
positional measurement error (Zhang et al., 2016), geo-coding errors 
(Atkinson and Graham, 2006), non-calibrated equipment or data (i.e. 
coordinate inaccuracies) (Curran et al., 2000). 
 
Uncertainty sources from the prediction model have been classified into 
uncertainties in model structure, model parameters and solution method (Raso 
et al., 2005). Uncertainties in model structure arise due to the imperfect 
knowledge about the complex spatial and temporal variability that describe the 
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phenomena of interest (Clements,  Moyeed and Brooker, 2006; Schur et al., 
2011; Shi, 2009). Uncertainties in model parameters refer to uncertain 
estimates or measurements derived from empirical quantities applied to 
specific-case models (Duarte et al., 2014). Uncertainties in the solution method 
refer to model selection as different mathematical models ranging from 
simplistic, linear models to rather complex numerical ones could lead to 
different solutions (Brown and Heuvelink, 2006; Clements et al., 2006). 
 
Finally, uncertainty during modelling could emerge from inconsistencies in the 
selection of covariates (Clements et al., 2008), their misalignment with survey 
data and other covariates, i.e. different spatial and temporal scales of analysis, 
(Soares Magalhães et al., 2014; Sturrock et al., 2013), and inconsistences in 
the pre-processing of spatial information such as spatial aggregation and 
disaggregation (Zhang et al., 2009). Also, the lack of radiometric, atmospheric 
or geometric correction of satellite images is an important source of uncertainty 
(Curran et al., 2000). 
 
The complex epidemiology of the diseases and the stochastic nature of their 
environmental risk factors (Briggs,  Sabel and Lee, 2009) have made 
uncertainty quantification more challenging. The complex epidemiology of a 
disease is characterized by its mobility pattern, global distribution, evolution, 
and factors influencing its biogeographical and ecological pattern (Hay et al., 
2002). These issues are manifest by space and time non-stationarity, and 
anisotropy. For instance, non-stationarity can be observed in either or both, 
the space  and time  domains. The disease 	is nonstationary if either E ,  
varies or the covariance C , , ,  depends on locations 	and	 	and/or 
time points  and , rather than only the space-time lag. The spatio-temporal 
structure of a disease relies on covariance and variogram modelling which often 
assume, for simplicity, stationarity. As uncertainty in all these respects is 
highly complex, I focus in this study on a spatial statistical analysis. Finally, 
uncertainty is a quantitative data quality indicator. Thus, it should be 
communicated as a decision support tool for SCH control.  

1.4 The Bayesian approach 
Uncertainties in SCH mapping often arise from having insufficient information 
about the underlying causes of the disease infection risk (section 1.3). 
Uncertainty quantification becomes difficult when these causes cannot be 
determined directly. Thus, the use of an inductive reasoning, where 
consequences help to infer possible causes, is needed.  
 
Bayesian statistics allows to quantify uncertainty by using evidence from prior 
knowledge (Stone, 2013). A Bayesian analysis has two components: prior 
beliefs and likelihood. Prior beliefs, e.g. prior knowledge, is represented as the 
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probability distribution assigned to the presence of an event. In the context of 
modelling, prior distributions reflect prior opinions about possible values of the 
unknown parameters  previous to data  collection and inspection (Lawson, 
2013). The data likelihood | , or probability of observing the data 
	regarded as a function of the parameters , in combination with the prior 

distribution , provides posterior beliefs about the parameters. This is again 
expressed as probability distributions | . Bayes’ theorem is then 
formulated as: | 	∝ 	 | 	 ∙ 		 . 
 
Commonly two types of prior distributions are distinguished. Informative priors 
are obtained from expert knowledge and historical or experimental data, 
whereas non-informative priors express the lack of relevant prior information. 
Non-informative priors have little impact on the posterior distributions, 
compared to the data likelihood (Lawson, 2013).  
 
Spatial autocorrelation parameter, variance parameter, and covariate 
regression coefficients can only be estimated numerically. Computational 
methods like Monte Carlo integration using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 
are adequate to simulate distributions. MCMC generates random samples from 
the joint distribution (i.e. prior distributions and likelihood) using the observed 
data, prior parameters, and the covariates from sampled point locations. MCMC 
uses a set of chains to calculate approximately the same posterior distribution 
for each chain, reaching an equilibrium distribution. This approximation to an 
equilibrium distribution depends upon the number of samples taken from the 
initial joint distribution and not from the previous state of the chain. Thus, by 
increasing the number of samples the chain should forget its initial state. The 
posterior distributions are then estimated after several runs, when the 
equilibrium is reached. 
 
Bayesian model based geostatistics is a spatial statistical method with useful 
implications in SCH mapping. In particular, the obtaining of posterior predictive 
distributions at unsampled locations from both the parameters and the SCH 
epidemiological data (e.g. prevalence of infection) (Soares Magalhães et al., 
2011b). This method is preferred in SCH modelling because it can handle both, 
several spatial structure of the data, and uncertainty representation on the 
predictions in a robust way. The uncertainty representation given by model 
based geostatistics is also practical for control programs as the posterior 
distributions can be mapped, showing the plausible predicted values for each 
location.  

1.5 Bayesian networks 
A Bayesian network (BN) is a probabilistic graphical model that captures the 
various conditional dependencies of a set of discrete or continuous random 
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variables (Bottcher and Dethlefsen, 2003) into a joint probability distribution 
using a directed acyclic graph (Fenton and Neil, 2012; Nielsen and Jensen, 
2009). A BN consists of the pair , , where 	is the directed acyclic 
graph and 	is the set of probability distributions for a set of random variables 
	in the network. Each variable 	with parents 	has a conditional 

probability . For a set of discrete variables , the joint probability 
distribution factorizes into equation 1.1 as the product of all conditional 
probabilities specified in a BN. 
 

|   (1.1)

 
The spatial Bayesian network (sBN) aims to model the conditional dependence 
between the a spatial random variable and its parents. In the directed acyclic 
graph, conditional dependence is represented as edges, whereas spatial 
random variables are represented as nodes. The direction given by the edges 
between variable nodes encodes a direct causal dependence of a node on its 
parent node.  

1.6 Pure specification bias 
Pure specification bias is a type of ecological fallacy that arises when 
aggregated survey or covariate data are used for individual-level inferences 
(Wakefield and Shaddick, 2006; Zhang et al., 2016). Ecological fallacy is an 
important source of uncertainty in spatial epidemiological studies as any direct 
link between exposure and health outcomes is imperfectly measured (King, 
2013). This means that the real relationship between the affected population 
and their exposure is incorrectly represented. Pure specification bias arises due 
to the loss of information when a non-linear model changes its form under 
aggregation (Gelfand et al., 2010; Wakefield and Lyons, 2010). It is called 
‘pure’ because it specifically addressed model specification bias (Gelfand et al., 
2010). Pure specification bias can be reduced as the ‘within area’ exposure is 
more homogenous (Wakefield and Lyons, 2010). This could be obtained by 
dividing the areas of analysis into finer units at which exposure measurements 
are available (Wakefield and Lyons, 2010; Wakefield and Shaddick, 2006). 
 
Various efforts have been made to address pure specification bias. For 
instance, Prentice and Sheppard (Prentice and Sheppard, 1995) suggested the 
creation of models based upon exposure information available for a subset of 
individuals. Wakefield and Shaddick (Wakefield and Shaddick, 2006) proposed 
an appropriate likelihood function for aggregated health outcome data and 
exposure information available at monitoring sites. Wang et al. (Wang et al., 
2017) used aggregated disease output counts and point-level exposures to 
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propose a conceptual probability of the incidence surface over the study region 
as a function of an exposure surface. The probability surface was used to 
simulate individual disease outcomes to obtain individual-level parameter 
estimates. 

1.7 Modifiable areal unit problem 
The modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) arises when for a specific study area, 
the use of aggregated survey or covariate data at arbitrary spatial support 
sizes and shapes, might affect the patterns identified in the data (Schur et al., 
2011; Schur et al., 2013) and the relationship between the disease and the 
environmental risk factors (Dungan et al., 2002). The MAUP is also part of the 
ecological fallacy issue and represents a source of uncertainty in spatial 
epidemiological studies. Several studies investigated the consequences of 
ignoring the MAUP in spatial epidemiology. For instance, Hellsten et al. 
(Hellsten, 2006)  studied the influence of using aggregated covariate data to 
model ammonia emissions at farm level. They showed that the size and shape 
of spatial aggregation areas strongly changes the location of the emissions 
estimated by the model, e.g. too small areas resulting in false emission “hot 
spots”. Schur et al (Schur et al., 2011) and Schur et al (Schur et al., 2013) 
aggregated SCH prevalence to evaluate endemicity for various administrative 
units (Schur,  Vounatsou and Utzinger, 2012). Such aggregation presented 
different endemicity patterns and intervention methods. As a consequence, 
high endemic areas may not be correctly targeted. 

1.8 Research gap 
Spatial modelling of SCH is now commonplace as it informs decisions regarding 
the locations to be targeted with mass drug administration (Stensgaard et al., 
2005). Mapped outcomes, however, need to be interpreted with care as they 
could be weakened by several sources of uncertain information (Manyangadze 
et al., 2015). Although many studies highlight the relevance of uncertainty 
quantification in the estimates and predictions (Schur et al., 2011), little 
attention has been put on tackling main sources of uncertainty and investigate 
their possible consequences in SCH modelling.  
 
The main gaps identified in the study of uncertainty in SCH spatial modelling 
are the following: 
 
Uncertainty interpretation and communication 
 
The large variety of uncertainty sources can be propagated from the disease 
and environmental input data through the model definition and structure, 
reaching the model outputs (Brown and Heuvelink, 2006). Despite the wide 
use of spatial models for SCH, many studies ignored a proper analysis of the 
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propagated uncertainty sources that influence their results. Moreover, when 
presenting the level of uncertainty in their findings, its interpretation and 
communication to the public health scientist, decision makers, and affected 
community remains weak, despite the large implications it might have for SCH 
control (Burns et al., 2014; Manyangadze et al., 2015). Such implications are 
not only related to the target of mass drug administration  campaigns, but also 
to inform about the need of more resources (e.g. improvement of sanitary 
conditions), or investigative efforts in high risk areas (Clements,  Moyeed and 
Brooker, 2006; Raso et al., 2009).  
 
Spatial locations of disease survey data  
 
Two sources of uncertainty of particular interest arise from the use of disease 
survey data at non-existing or unreliable locations. One is positional 
uncertainty, specifically the extraction of disease survey and covariate 
information from locations where SCH exposure did not occur (Zhang et al., 
2016). The affected population is usually concentrated at hospitals, health 
centres and schools. These places are relatively easy to access and survey, but 
do not represent the exact locations where exposure could have occurred. This 
produces a positional mismatch of the surveyed disease values and the actual 
disease exposure locations (Zhang et al., 2016). The second is a lack of geo-
located individual-level survey data. For a detailed inference level, individual 
survey data are preferred above administrative survey data. Although many 
studies have individual-level data available, almost none of them have linked 
them to locations in space. This occurs because disease survey data are usually 
not intended to be applied for a spatial analysis, thus limiting their usefulness 
in spatial modelling (Soares Magalhães et al., 2011b). 
 
Spatially misaligned data 
 
Environmental covariate data can be obtained from a wide numer of EO data 
sources: in situ measurements and low, moderate and high resolution images. 
The low cost and rapid availability of data from low resolution (1-8 km) 
sources, such as the WorldClim global climate data, the moderate resolution 
imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS), and the advanced very high resolution 
radiometer (AVHRR) (Araujo Navas et al., 2016); have made them the most 
used sources for covariate data extraction. Other moderate and high resolution 
sensors have been used as well, such as SPOT, RapidEye or Landsat (Walz et 
al., 2015a). Most SCH modelling studies have extracted covariate information 
directly from these sources and inserted them into the model, using data at 
various spatial resolutions with misaligned grids. This causes an incompatibility 
of spatial units, and leads to wrong conclusions about the disease pattern and 
its relationship with the environment (Dungan et al., 2002; Gotway and Young, 
2002).  
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1.9 Study areas  
The Philippines was the selected study area, due to (i) the high endemicity of 
Schistosoma japonicum in the country, with 28 endemic provinces out of 81 
(Leonardo et al., 2015), and (ii) the availability of good quality nationwide 
data. People at-risk surpass five million, and around 1.8 million are infected. 
For the past 30 years, MDA campaigns have been undertaken to control the 
infection in the country. However, there are still severe cases of retardation, 
malnutrition, poor cognitive function and anaemia in endemic areas, especially 
those with scarce treatment coverage. Control efforts on SCH are complicated 
due to the zoonotic life cycle of the parasite, as large mammals such as water 
buffaloes and cattle are known to contribute to the disease transmission SCH 
keeps on being a major public health problem in the country given the 
advanced SCH cases reported by the National Department of Health for 
Mindanao, Leyte, and Oriental Mindoro. 
 
Two endemic areas from the Philippines were selected (Figure 1.1). The first is 
a local area in the Alangalang municipality in the Leyte province. Its selection 
was based on a survey collected in 2015 by scientists from the College of Public 
Health and College of Science from the University of Philippines. The second is 
the Mindanao region. Selection of this area was due to the good spatial 
coverage and high response rate (~70%) to the 2008 Nationwide 
Schistosomiasis Survey in the Philippines. 

1.10 Research objectives and questions 
The main objective of the proposed research was to analyse uncertainties in 
spatial modelling of SCH helminth infections. This was done by means of the 
following sub-objectives: 
 
Objective 1: To identify the gaps in knowledge of the different components of 
uncertainty associated with mapping and modelling helminth infections. 
 
Research questions: 
 
 How is uncertainty defined and quantified in helminth modelling studies? 
 
 What are the main sources of uncertainty in helminth infections mapping 

and modelling? 
 
 How is uncertainty informative for decision makers, public health scientist 

and the affected community? 
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Figure 1.1: Location of the study areas in The Philippines. Area 1 was used as the study 
are in Chapter 3. Area 2 was used as the study area in Chapters 4 and 5. 

Objective 2: To map potential areas of exposure to Schistosoma japonicum 
infection using a spatial Bayesian network (sBN) model. 
 
Research question: 
 
Could the positional mismatch between survey and covariate data be 
corrected? 
 
Objective 3: To quantify the effect of pure specification bias on the parameter 
estimates of various environmental drivers of Schistosoma japonicum 
infection. 
 
Research questions: 
 
 Can pure specification bias be corrected by using group-level disease data 

and individual-level covariate data? 
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 How much does pure specification bias increase or decrease parameter 
estimates and their uncertainties? 

 
Objective 4: To quantify the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) effect on 
various environmental drivers of Schistosoma japonicum infection. 
 
Research questions: 
 
 Does an increase in the spatial support of analysis increase or decrease 

parameter estimates and their uncertainties? 
 
 What is the suggested spatial support of analysis to model Schistosoma 

japonicum infection? 

1.11 Thesis outline 
The present thesis contains six chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the research. 
Chapters 2 to 5 are the key elements of this thesis. They have all resulted in 
scientific manuscripts that have been published by, or are being reviewed in, 
ISI journals. Chapter 6 contains the synthesis of the research. The six chapters 
are organized as follows: 
 
Chapter 1.- gives a general introduction to schistosomiasis and the 
importance of modelling it for the public health community. It also describes 
uncertainty and its various sources in SCH modelling; and highlights the use 
of Bayesian model-based geostatistics for parameter estimation and 
uncertainty representation. The chapter motivates the work and sharpens the 
research objectives. 
 
Chapter 2.- presents a systematic review and critical evaluation of the current 
published literature on the spatial epidemiology of helminth infections. Three 
analyses are presented: (i) definition and quantification of uncertainty, (ii) 
identification of the various uncertainty sources, and (iii) implications and 
communication of uncertainty for soil transmitted helminths control 
programme managers and scientists. 
 
Chapter 3.- constructs a spatial Bayesian network to delineate exposure areas 
to Schistosoma japonicum infection that could be used to correct for the 
positional mismatch. It starts by describing the positional mismatch issue in 
modelling Schistosoma japonicum infection. It then presents the defined 
spatial Bayesian network, using the accessibility cost of people to main sources 
of infection and the distribution of snail infection. Finally, it describes validation 
using human positive cases. 
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Chapter 4.- quantifies the effect of pure specification bias on the parameter 
estimates of six environmental drivers for Schistosoma japonicum infection. It 
proposes a spatial convolution model that uses group-level disease data and 
individual-level covariate data to correct for pure specification bias. Group and 
individual level parameter estimates are presented and compared in order to 
reach conclusions about the implications of pure specification bias on SCH 
modelling. 
 
Chapter 5.- quantifies the MAUP effects on six environmental drivers for 
Schistosoma japonicum infection. Alignment among all covariates is presented 
by using aggregation and disaggregation methods. Five increasing spatial 
support sizes of analysis are used to quantify the differences in parameter 
estimates, and the MAUP implications on SCH modelling. 
 
Chapter 6.- synthesizes and discusses the results for each chapter and the 
research as a whole. It also provides reflections on the work and future outlook. 
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Chapter 2. Mapping Soil Transmitted Helminths 
and Schistosomiasis under Uncertainty: A 
Systematic Review and Critical Appraisal of 
Evidence1 

 
  

                                          
1  This chapter is published as: 
 
Araujo Navas, A. L.; Hamm, N. A. S.; Soares Magalhães, R. J.; Stein, A. Mapping Soil 
Transmitted Helminths and Schistosomiasis under Uncertainty: A Systematic Review and 
Critical Appraisal of Evidence. PLoS Neglected Tropical Diseases 2016, 10, e0005208, 
doi: 10.1371/journal.pntd.0005208. 
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Abstract 
Spatial modelling of STH and schistosomiasis epidemiology is now 
commonplace. Spatial epidemiological studies help inform decisions regarding 
the number of people at risk as well as the geographic areas that need to be 
targeted with mass drug administration; however, limited attention has been 
given to propagated uncertainties, their interpretation, and consequences for 
the mapped values. Using currently published literature on the spatial 
epidemiology of helminth infections we identified: (1) the main uncertainty 
sources, their definition and quantification and (2) how uncertainty is 
informative for STH programme managers and scientists working in this 
domain. 
 
We performed a systematic literature search using the Preferred Reporting 
Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) protocol. We 
searched Web of Knowledge and PubMed using a combination of uncertainty, 
geographic and disease terms. A total of 73 papers fulfilled the inclusion criteria 
for the systematic review. Only 9% of the studies did not address any element 
of uncertainty, while 91% of studies quantified uncertainty in the predicted 
morbidity indicators and 23% of studies mapped it. In addition, 57% of the 
studies quantified uncertainty in the regression coefficients but only 7% 
incorporated it in the regression response variable (morbidity indicator). Fifty 
percent of the studies discussed uncertainty in the covariates but did not 
quantify it. Uncertainty was mostly defined as precision, and quantified using 
credible intervals by means of Bayesian approaches. 
 
None of the studies considered adequately all sources of uncertainties. We 
highlighted the need for uncertainty in the morbidity indicator and predictor 
variable to be incorporated into the modelling framework. Study design and 
spatial support require further attention and uncertainty associated with Earth 
observation data should be quantified. Finally, more attention should be given 
to mapping and interpreting uncertainty, since they are relevant to inform 
decisions regarding the number of people at risk as well as the geographic 
areas that need to be targeted with mass drug administration.  
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2.1 Introduction 
Helminth infections from as soil-transmitted helminths (STHs) and 
schistosomes are among the most prevalent neglected tropical diseases (NTDs) 
affecting human populations living in countries where clean water, sanitation, 
and hygiene (WASH) are limited. STHs and schistosomes, affect more than 1.7 
billion and 252 million (Hotez et al., 2014; Pullan et al., 2014) people worldwide 
respectively. The majority of these infections are concentrated in sub-Saharan 
(Walz et al., 2015a) and North Africa, Asia, and central and Andean regions of 
Latin America (Hotez et al., 2014). STH and schistosome infections influence 
directly the nutrition status, educational development, individual productivity, 
physical and mental development in human populations (Taylor‐Robinson et 
al., 2015). The World Health Organization (WHO), the World Bank and other 
agencies defined control and elimination targets in the poorest populations 
(Stolk et al., 2016). Although the global burden of NTDs declined by 27% from 
1990 to 2010 in upper-middle income countries (Stolk et al., 2016), low and 
lower middle income countries still need attention. Besides, according to the 
Global Burden of Disease Study 2010 (Hotez et al., 2014), STHs due to 
intestinal nematode infections, and schistosomiasis, caused the largest number 
of cases reported in 2010. In order to improve population health and 
accomplish WHO targets, the 2012 London declaration for Neglected Tropical 
Diseases and the 2013 World Health Assembly resolution highlighted the 
importance of mass drug administration (MDA) with benzimidazoles (Keenan 
et al., 2013; Mccarty,  Turkeltaub and Hotez, 2014) to communities at risk. 
 
To identify communities at risk, indirect indicators of morbidity such as 
prevalence of infection and intensity of infection can be measured via surveying 
at-risk populations (Soares Magalhães et al., 2011b). Communities at risk can 
then be categorized into disease prevalence classes (e.g. low, moderate, high) 
based on WHO guidelines (Duarte et al., 2014). In the absence of empirical 
data on infection at unsampled communities, one way to identify communities 
at risk is to study the role of the environment (physical and biological) to 
characterize potential habitats of parasites and intermediate hosts, as well as 
to understand the ecology and epidemiology of infections. Statistical modelling 
of the spatial distribution of helminth infections provides empirical relationships 
between infections and risk factors, which can then be used to predict the level 
of infection prevalence at unsampled locations (Cadavid Restrepo et al., 2016; 
Soares Magalhães et al., 2011b; Weiss et al., 2015). In the statistical model, 
prevalence or another morbidity indicator, is treated as the response variable. 
 
Although statistical modelling of helminth infections is useful to effectively and 
efficiently manage surveillance, control and prevention of the infection 
(Stensgaard et al., 2005), the mapped outputs should be interpreted with care 
because these can be weakened by several sources of uncertain information 
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(Manyangadze et al., 2015). Sources of uncertainty that need to be accounted 
for in the modelling  process include differences in variable selection criteria, 
statistical methods used, selected spatial and temporal scales of analysis 
(Duarte et al., 2014), sampling design, sensitivity and specificity of diagnostic 
techniques as well as the quality of the spatial data used.  
 
Uncertainty has been the subject of extensive discussion in Geographic 
Information Science (GIScience) (Longley et al., 2015; Tavana et al., 2016) 
and related subjects (Rougier,  Sparks and Hall, 2014). Uncertainty may relate 
to (1) a state of mind and our perception of the world or (2) statements about 
the world or observations on natural phenomena (Longley et al., 2015; 
Worboys and Duckham, 2004) and is relevant in terms of specifications and 
representations, measurement and the transformations, processing and 
modelling performed on raw data to turn them into usable information (Longley 
et al., 2015; Worboys and Duckham, 2004). In order to address uncertainty, 
a more formal approach is required (Duckham et al., 2001; Worboys and 
Duckham, 2004). Here we conceptualize uncertainty as imperfection, which is 
further categorized as inaccuracy or imprecision.  
 
Imprecision may arise because the phenomenon is vague (i.e., the 
phenomenon is not clearly defined), ambiguous (i.e., different definitions can 
be applied to the phenomenon) (Foody, 2003) or due to the granularity of the 
observation (Worboys and Duckham, 2004). In the spatial setting granularity 
relates to the resolution or spatial support (area or volume) of the observation 
and affects our ability to discern objects (Dungan et al., 2002; Worboys and 
Duckham, 2004). Imprecision may also arise due to natural variability, 
measurement error and model variability and may be described statistically, 
for example by the variance or standard deviation (Atkinson and Graham, 
2006; Dungan, 2002). In this context, model variability may arise due to 
uncertain data, stochastic processes within the model or variability between 
competing models. The reader may be familiar with the narrow statistical 
definition of precision as the inverse of the variance, whereas the imprecision 
that is applied here encompasses a wider set of concepts (Duckham et al., 
2001; Worboys and Duckham, 2004). Put another way, in this 
conceptualization, variance is not the only measure of precision.  
  
Accuracy is a measure of closeness between the observed phenomenon and 
reference observations, considered representative of the reality (Atkinson and 
Graham, 2006; Worboys and Duckham, 2004).  Accuracy assessment is often 
referred to as validation (Foody and Atkinson, 2002).  Common measures of 
accuracy include the root mean square error (RMSE) for continuous data 
(Atkinson and Graham, 2006), the overall accuracy (OA) for categorical data 
(Congalton, 2010) and the area under the receiver operator characteristic 
curve (AUC) for binary data (Atkinson and Graham, 2006). Bias relates to 
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accuracy and refers to systematic differences between the observations and 
reference data.   
 
Accounting for uncertainty in disease mapping is important for the assessment 
of the applicability and validity of the predicted morbidity indicators 
(Manyangadze et al., 2015). Furthermore, it will allow a complete risk 
assessment and the identification of potential sources of bias (Burns et al., 
2014). Ignoring uncertainty can lead to incorrect predictions, thus wrong 
estimates of disease burden, which can result in misleading public health 
advocacy and decisions regarding disease control. Consideration of information 
about uncertainty is critical for control programs, health care workers, 
populations at risk, and other involved users who attempt to reduce prevalence 
and incidence of helminth infections across the affected areas (Burns et al., 
2014). For example, control programs need accurate information to decide 
about drug distribution strategies and the frequency of treatment of the target 
populations. Decision makers can use information about uncertainty to target 
more resources (e.g., data acquisition) or to focus investigative efforts on low 
or highly uncertain risk areas (Clements,  Moyeed and Brooker, 2006; Raso et 
al., 2009).  
 
This paper is a systematic review that aims at the identification of the gaps in 
knowledge of the different components of uncertainty associated with mapping 
and modelling helminth infections. It also aims at providing a basis for a 
complete uncertainty communication, by evaluating the impact of  uncertainty 
on the predicted morbidity indicators. This paper starts by investigating how 
uncertainty is informative for decision makers, public health scientists and the 
affected community. It then identifies main sources of uncertainty in helminth 
infection mapping studies, and how uncertainties have been defined and 
quantified. Regarding the sources of uncertainty, their definition and 
quantification, the focus will be put on sources relating to Earth Observation. 
The significance of this paper is that it contributes to inform control programs 
and health workers about the importance of uncertainty in mapping and 
modelling helminth infections, by putting special attention on relevant sources 
of uncertainty, and analyzing their real influence on the predicted morbidity 
indicator values used to guide mass drug administration strategies and their 
cost effectiveness. 

2.2 Methods for the search strategy and data 
collection process 

2.2.1 Search Strategy 
 
An online search was performed using two search engines, the Web of 
Knowledge (Core collection and MEDLINE) and PubMed. Only articles published 
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in English were considered. The date range was 1 January 1980 to 24 October 
2016. The search strategy aimed at the identification of primary research 
studies that have looked into establishing the geographical limits of STH and 
schistosomiasis present only in humans; therefore the search strategy 
combined variations of three terms: spatial, helminth infection, and 
uncertainty terms. The full list of terms used in the systematic review is shown 
in Table 2.1 Six searches were performed by combining the three terms in each 
search engine, using the keywords described in Table 2.2. 
 
After removing duplicates, the abstracts of 139 papers were read. Papers 
written in languages other than English (11 papers) were automatically 
excluded.  Review papers (14 papers) were also excluded. Further criteria were 
then applied to select the final papers to read, but also to make the reading 
process more efficient. The inclusion criteria considered were (i) the presence 
of the three spatial, uncertainty and helminth infection search terms in the 
abstracts and (ii) also articles related to only STH and schistosomiasis helminth 
infections. The papers were classified into schistosomiasis and soil transmitted 
helminth studies. The selection of the papers, data acquisition and analysis 
was undertaken by the first author. The PRISMA flow diagram is given in Figure 
2.1. 
 
2.2.2 Data collection process 
 
Data collection from each paper focused on addressing three main research 
questions. (1) How is uncertainty informative for decision making in the public 
health context? (2) What are the different uncertainty sources reported in the 
reviewed studies? (3) How were uncertainty and its sources defined and 
quantified in the studies? Papers addressing these questions were enumerated. 
 
Figure 2.2 illustrates the relevant three uncertainty stages that drive the final 
mapping and modelling of STH and schistosomiasis infections. The first stage 
(pink box) describes the origin of uncertainty coming from data sources, 
including uncertainties in the response variable and covariates. The second 
stage (orange box) shows how uncertainty from the pink box propagates 
through the predictive model (green box). The green box incorporates 
uncertainties derived from the selection of the predictive model, considering 
that there could be different ways to model the same helminth infection. It also 
includes uncertainties in model structure, which refers to all possible limitations 
and assumptions in the selected model, such as: the lack of understanding 
about the interaction between the environment, helminth infections and human 
populations, as well as the assumptions of stationarity and spatial isotropy 
(Soares Magalhães et al., 2011b). Finally, the green box includes uncertainties 
in the methods used to estimate the model parameters. 
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Figure 2.1: PRISMA flow diagram 
 
Table 2.1: Classification of search terms 

 
The third stage (yellow box), shows how uncertainty in the predicted morbidity 
indicator is addressed, firstly in policy and decision making settings and 
secondly in a scientific setting. This stage aims to understand how information 
on uncertainty is used practically and how is it defined and quantified. The blue 
box represents different elements of data quality that relate to the sources of 
information (pink box), and the predicted morbidity indicators (yellow box), 

Uncertainty term Spatial term Disease term 

1 TS=uncertain* 3 TS=geogra* OR 
TS=spatial OR 
TS=geo$spatial 
OR TS= "remote* 
sens*" 

4 TI= schistosom* 
2 TS= vague* OR 

TS=*precision OR 
TS=*precise OR 
TS=*accura* OR 
TS=fuzz* OR 
TS=error* OR 
TS=bias 

5 TI= hookworm* OR 
TI="trichuris trichiura" 
OR TI="ascaris 
lumbricoides" 

6 TI= helminth* OR 
TI="soil$transmitted 
helminth*" OR TS= 
“neglected tropical 
disease*” 
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which due to its wide field of study and importance was separated into a 
different box. 
 

 
 
Figure 2.2: Uncertainty propagation through the process chain of mapping and 
modelling helminth infections. Pink box: uncertainty from information data sources. 
Orange box: uncertainty from the predictive model. Yellow box: uncertainty in the 
predictions. 
 
Uncertainty use in helminth infection mapping for morbidity control 
(Uncertainty Interpretation) 
 
Two approaches were considered to describe the possible usage of uncertainty 
in helminth infections modelling. The first approach indicates that uncertainty 
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could be used in policy making in order to support public health institutions, 
governments and national or international organizations involved in the control 
and prevention of STH and schistosome infections. Three foci of attention for 
policy making were considered: (1) plan and guide prevention strategies, (2) 
plan the intervention, monitoring, evaluation and consolidation of MDA 
campaigns, (3) evaluate cost-effectiveness of control programmes. The second 
approach proposes to use uncertainty to support scientific interpretation by 
looking at the influence of different information sources on the modelling 
process, and decide about new improvements or conclusions that need to be 
considered. Three foci of attention for scientific research were considered: (1) 
spatial sampling, (2) the role of risk factors (covariates in the statistical 
model), (3) the mapping of uncertainty. An overview of the different foci of 
attention of uncertainty information is explained in Table 2.3. 
 
Uncertainty sources in modelling and mapping helminth infections 
(Uncertainty in the data) 
 
Sources of uncertainty shown in the red box in Figure 2.2 were classified into 
four: (1) survey, (2) Earth observation, and (3) socio-economic data, (4) 
inherent group characteristics. Survey data encompassed uncertainties in the 
response variable, while Earth observation and socio-economic data were 
uncertainty sources coming from the covariates. Survey data contained 
uncertainty from the sampling design and diagnostic technique.  
 
Sampling design refers to the type of survey used, sample manipulation, 
sample size selection, incomplete sample coverage, logistic limitations, survey 
registration method, adjustment for confounding and the measured morbidity 
indicator. Uncertainty in the diagnostic technique arises due to the lack of 
sensitivity and specificity in the methods used to detect helminth parasites 
eggs in the stool or urine of affected individuals. Uncertainties derived from 
Earth observation data arise due to spatio-temporal misaligned data, incorrect 
selection of significant environmental and socio-economic variables, as well as 
selection of spatial and temporal support of analysis which do not fit the study 
purpose. The term misaligned data refers to the combination of multiple 
datasets that may be defined on different or non-aligned spatial units, whereas 
the support refers to size, shape and orientation of the spatial units (Gotway 
and Young, 2002). 
 
The term scale can have multiple meanings in geographical information science 
(GIScience) (Dungan et al., 2002); here we consider scale in terms of the 
support of the data and the extent of the study domain (Atkinson and Graham, 
2006). 
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Table 2.2: Keywords used in the literature search,* indicates wildcard 

 
Data quality refers to the evaluation in terms of fitness-for-use for a given 
application . This evaluation addresses the completeness, logical consistency, 
time, attribute and positional accuracy of spatial data (Iso, 2013; Shi, 2009). 
Different measurements of the same variable may even have different qualities 
according to the sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of the instrument or 
measurement technique.  
 
Scale is a major concern in spatial epidemiology (Atkinson and Graham, 2006; 
Walz et al., 2015c). Different environmental and socio-economic risk factors 
may be relevant according to the scale of the analysis (Simoonga et al., 
2009a). For a given extent the choice of support may affect the patterns 
identified in the data (Schur et al., 2011; Schur et al., 2013) as well as the 
relationship between the response variable and covariates. This is known as 
the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) in GIScience (Dungan et al., 2002). 
Different datasets may be misaligned and need to be brought to a common 
grid prior to analysis (Schur et al., 2013). Hence it may be necessary to 
aggregate, disaggregate or interpolate data prior to analysis (Raj,  Hamm and 
Kant, 2013). All of these operations may be applied in time and space and all 
have an associated uncertainty. Issues about the selection of significant 
environmental and socio-economic variables referred to: (1) the exclusion of 
some socio-economic and climatic factors, which due to logistics or lack of 
reliable information have not been included in the modelling process; (2) the 
uncertain choice of covariates produced by the lack of knowledge about the 
influence of risk factors depending on the spatial support of analysis, the spatial 
support of the data and other aspects of data quality. Sources of uncertainty 
derived from inherent group characteristics refer to the heterogeneous 

Uncertainty 
term (UT) 

Spatial term 
(ST) 

Disease term (UT) 

Uncertainty, 
uncertain, 
uncertainties 

Geographic, 
geographical, 
geography 

helminth(s), helminthiasis, soil-
transmitted helminths, soil-
transmitted helminthiasis, 
neglected tropical diseases 

Vagueness, vague Spatial, 
geospatial 

Schistosome, Schistosoma, 
schistosomiasis 

Imprecision, 
precision, precise, 
imprecise 

Remote sensing, 
remotely sensed 

Hookworm(s) 

Accuracy, 
inaccuracy, 
accurate, 
inaccurate 

 Trichuris trichiura 

Fuzzy, fuzziness  Ascaris lumbricoides 
Error(s)   
Bias   
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distribution of parasites in the population, and the influence of polyparasitism 
(infection due to multiple parasites also termed coinfections) on the risk of 
infection. 
 
Table 2.3: Description of communication of uncertainty 

Uncertainty informs about Description 
Policy Making Planning, Intervention, 

Monitoring, Evaluation 
and Consolidation of 
MDA campaigns.  

 Plan spatial targeting and the 
frequency of deworming campaigns 
to estimate required drug supplies.  

 Guide interventions towards high 
risk populations. 

 Monitoring: Maintain success and 
long term sustainability of control 
programs. 

 Evaluation: compare and choice 
more efficient strategies to control 
the disease. 

 Consolidate control and move 
towards disease elimination. 

Cost effectiveness  Inform about the cost associated 
with the health benefit acquired by 
implementing a specific control 
strategy. 

 Ensure the resources are distributed 
efficiently by channel funds to high 
risk populations. 

Plan and guide 
prevention Strategies 

 Plan and guide hygiene education 
and infrastructure programs in water 
sanitation and hygiene, as well as 
implement environmental 
educational health awareness 
programs. 

 Control intermediate host or parasite 
sources to prevent transmission to 
definitive hosts. 

Scientific 
Interpretation 

Sampling  Define uncertain risk areas where 
further data collection is required. 

 Guarantee the safety of local citizens 
from future infection resurgence by 
determining appropriate surveys and 
monitoring strategies. 

Role of risk factors  Investigate the effect of 
environmental risk factors on 
transmission of parasites. 

 Guide control efforts in the absence 
of epidemiological information. 

Mapping Uncertainties  Spatial representation of uncertainty 
as a necessary resource for decision 
making. 
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Table 2.4: Measures of uncertainty corresponding to different types of data 
Categories of 
Imperfection 

Element of 
uncertainty 

Measure of 
Uncertainty 

Abbreviation 

Imprecision Continuous 
data 

Standard deviation SD 
Credible intervals CrI 
Confidence Intervals CI 

Categorical 
data 
(Vagueness) 

Fuzzy sets  
Rough sets  

Inaccuracy Continuous 
data 

Root mean square 
error 

RMSE 

Mean absolute error MAE 
Residual mean 
square 

RME 

Mean error (bias) ME 
Categorical 
data 

Overall accuracy OA 
User’s accuracy UA 
Producer’s accuracy PA 
Kappa statistic K 

Binary data Area under the 
receiver operator 
characteristic curve 

AUC 

 
Uncertainty definition and quantification in helminth infections mapping 
 
As mentioned in the introduction, uncertainty was conceptualized as 
imperfection and further categorized as accuracy and imprecision (Duckham et 
al., 2001; Worboys and Duckham, 2004). Accuracy may be evaluated by 
comparison with a reference dataset (Atkinson and Graham, 2006; Congalton, 
2010) and different quantitative measures may be used depending on the type 
of data. Continuous data may be evaluated using the root mean square error 
(RMSE) or mean absolute error (MAE), which are both measures of the average 
error. Bias can be evaluated using the mean error. Categorical data are 
typically evaluated using a confusion matrix with summary measures including 
the overall accuracy, user’s and producer’s accuracy and kappa statistic. Binary 
data may be evaluated using the area under the receiver operator curve (ROC) 
(AUC). Measures of accuracy are summarized in Table 2.4. 
 
Evaluation of imprecision depends on the nature of the phenomena and data 
being studied. Where these are well defined, imprecision may be defined 
statistically (Tavana et al., 2016) and applied in both Bayesian and frequentist 
settings. The error variance is the usual measure here, although this is 
commonly expressed as the standard deviation or standard error  or as an 
interval – such as the 95% confidence interval (frequentist) or 
credible/credibility interval (Bayesian). Vagueness may be evaluated using 
fuzzy set or rough set theory (Tavana et al., 2016). Table 2.4 shows the 
elements and measures of uncertainty conceptualized as imperfection. 
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2.3 Results on uncertainty definition and 
quantification in helminth infections mapping 

2.3.1 Search Strategy 
 
The total number of papers found in each search is shown in Table 2.5. Table 
2.6 shows the resulting number of read and discarded papers presented per 
infection. In total 73 papers were selected, from which 14 were review papers. 
While the identified review papers were not included in this review we 
examined their reference lists; this yielded another 14 valuable references that 
had not been identified by our original search. Finally 73 primary research 
papers were included in our systematic review. Our results demonstrate that 
the annual number of publications on mapping and modelling STH and 
schistosome infections was constant until the year 2007 and steadily increased 
since then; since 2008 a total of 49 (67% of the total) papers were published 
(Figure 2.3).  
 
2.3.1 Data collection process 
 
Uncertainty use in helminth infection mapping for morbidity control 
 
For policy making 47 (64%) studies used uncertainty information, in planning, 
intervention, monitoring, evaluation and consolidation of MDA campaigns 
(Table 2.7). This was followed by 15 (21%) studies that focused on increasing 
cost effectiveness of these programmes. Five studies (7%) used uncertainty in 
disease maps to inform about prevention strategies such as to plan and guide 
hygiene education and infrastructure WASH programmes. For scientific 
interpretation, only seven studies (10%) used uncertainty to improve spatial 
sampling, eight studies (11%) used it to investigate the role of environmental 
and socio-economic risk factors on the infections, and 17 (23%) papers 
mapped uncertainty.  
 
Uncertainty sources in modelling and mapping helminth infections 
 
Table 2.8 shows that, from the total number of reviewed papers, sampling 
design was the most highlighted source of uncertainty, with a total of 42 (58%) 
papers acknowledging it. The second and third most highlighted sources of 
uncertainty were diagnostic techniques, with a total of 29 (40%) papers 
acknowledging it, and selection of significant environmental and socio-
economic variables, acknowledged by 22 (30%) papers. The last highlighted 
uncertainty source was related to spatial support, with 19 (26%) papers 
acknowledging it.  
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Table 2.5: Results of the search performed in the Web of Knowledge and PubMed, using 
the search terms and the corresponding keywords given in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2, 
respectively. 
UT ST DT Results Web of Science Results PubMed
1 3 4 24 23 
2 3 4 72 65 
1 3 5 0 5 
2 3 5 7 18 
1 3 6 19 13 
2 3 6 52 90 

 
Table 2.6: Total number of read and discarded papers presented per infection 
 Read papers Discarded papers

Schistosomes 47 26 
STH 26 26 

 
Table 2.7: Use of information on uncertainty in the public health context 

Uncertainty informs about Papers 
SCH 

Papers 
STH 

Total 

Policy Making Cost effectiveness [1-10] [11-15] 15 
Planning, 

intervention, 
monitoring, 

evaluation and 
consolidation of 
MDA campaigns.  

[1-8, 16-
44] 

[11-13, 
45-52] 

47 

Plan and guide 
prevention 
strategies 

[4, 28, 38] [13, 46] 5 

Scientific 
Interpretation 

Sampling [5, 17-18, 
31, 33, 53] 

[54] 7 

Role of risk factors [39, 55-59] [60-61] 8 
Mapping uncertainty [1-2, 4-6, 

17-18, 24-
25, 27-28, 
33, 36, 62-
63] 

[13, 45] 17 
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Figure 2.3: Year of publication of studies included in this review 
 
The least highlighted uncertainty sources were: inherent group characteristics, 
use of data with insufficient quality, temporal support, and spatio-temporal 
misalignment, with 15 (20%), 15, 7 (10%) and 5 (7%) papers acknowledging 
them respectively. From the category sampling design, the most highlighted 
sources of uncertainty were: incomplete sample coverage and sample size, 
with respectively 16 (37%) and 22 (51%) papers acknowledging them 
respectively (table 2.9). Heterogeneity and polyparasitism were acknowledged 
by nine (12%) and six papers (8%) respectively. 
  
Regarding uncertainty relating to the model, model structure was the most 
highlighted source of uncertainty, with 19 (26%) papers acknowledging it, 
followed by, uncertainty in model selection and uncertainty in model 
parameters with 3 (4%) papers each (Table 2.10). 
 
Uncertainty definition and quantification in helminth infections mapping 
 
Four ways to define uncertainty were found: accuracy, imprecision, bias and 
vagueness. Sixty-one (83%) papers expressed uncertainty in the modelled 
results using measures of imprecision and credible intervals were the most 
frequently used measure of imprecision (Table 2.11). Thirty-nine (53%) papers 
defined uncertainty by means of accuracy, using mostly the area under the 
curve of the receiver operating characteristic and the percentage of correctly 
predicted morbidity indicators.  
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Table 2.8: Uncertainty sources in modelling and mapping helminth infections 
Uncertainty sources Papers using 

different 
measures of 
uncertainty 

Papers highlighting 
the importance of 

uncertainty sources 

Total 

Papers 
SCH 

Papers 
STH 

ID Survey 
Data 

Sampling design ROC (AUC) [5] [3-6, 8-9, 
17, 20, 22-
28, 30, 32, 
34, 36-37, 
40, 42, 44, 
52, 55, 62, 
64-65] 

[11-12, 
14, 45-
48, 50-
51, 66-
70] 

42 
Credible 
intervals [26] 

Diagnostic 
Techniques 

Credible 
intervals [11, 
44] 

[4, 6-8, 10, 
20, 22-28, 
37-40, 43-
44, 53, 55-
56] 

[11-13, 
15, 46, 
49, 66] 

29 

EO data Spatial support  [1, 4-5, 8-
9, 22, 25, 
27, 34, 38, 
44, 53, 56] 

[13, 45, 
47, 60-
61, 68] 

19 

Temporal support  [53, 64] [14, 45, 
60-61, 
66] 

7 

Data quality  [1, 3, 16, 
18, 28, 36, 
42, 52-53, 
56-57] 

[14, 46, 
48, 50] 

15 

Spatio-temporal 
misaligned data 

 [9, 38] [18, 46, 
48] 

5 

Selection of 
significant 
environmental 
and socio-
economic risk 
factors 

Credible 
Intervals: 

[4-5, 8, 19-
21, 25-28, 
32, 34, 38, 
44, 59, 65] 

[11-13, 
46-47, 
66] 

22 
Socio-
economic 
data SCH: [2-7, 9-

10, 18, 22, 24-
26, 29-30, 34, 
39-44, 53, 56-
59, 64, 71] 
STH: [11-14, 
45-47, 49-50, 
60-61, 70] 
Confidence 
Intervals: 
SCH: [23, 53, 
64] 
STH: [60-61, 
66, 68] 

IGC Heterogeneity ROC (AUC) [3]  [3, 6-7, 20, 
44, 59] 

[12, 46, 
69] 

9 

Polyparasitism  [6-7, 10, 
25] 

[48, 70] 6 

ID: Input Data; IGC: Inherent group characteristics 
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Table 2.9: Categories of sources of uncertainty and papers included in this review 
grouped into categories 
Categories Uncertainty sources Papers 

focusing on 
SCH 

Papers 
focusing 
on STH 

Total 

Sampling Design Type of survey [22, 26, 30, 
32, 69] 

[47] 6 

Samples manipulation [23]  1 
Sample size  [4, 6, 9, 17, 

20, 24-25, 
27, 30, 32, 
36-37, 62, 
64] 

[11-12, 45-
47, 66-67, 
70] 

22 

Sample coverage [3-4, 17, 24-
25, 34, 42, 
44] 

[11-12, 14, 
46, 48, 50-
51, 68] 

16 

Logistics [3, 8, 27, 55, 
65] 

[51, 66] 6 

Survey registration 
method 

[5, 9, 52] 
 

 3 

Adjust for confounders [26]  1 
Selection of the measure 
of risk 

[32] [46, 69] 3 

Diagnostic 
Techniques 

Sensitivity and specificity 
of diagnostic methods 

[4, 6-8, 10, 
20, 22-28, 
37-40, 43-44, 
53, 55-56] 

[11-13, 15, 
46, 49, 66] 

29 

Spatial support  Spatial aggregation and 
disaggregation  

[1, 4-5, 8-9, 
22, 25, 27, 
34, 38, 44, 
53, 56] 

[13, 45, 
47, 60-61, 
68] 

19 

Temporal support  Temporal aggregation and 
disaggregation 

[53, 64] [14, 45, 
60-61, 66] 

7 

Data quality Position accuracy, logical 
consistency, time 
accuracy, completeness, 
attribute accuracy (pre-
processing) 

[1, 3, 16, 18, 
28, 36, 42, 
52-53, 56-57]

[14, 46, 
48, 50] 

15 

Spatio-temporal 
misaligned EO data 

Spatial and temporal 
misaligned EO data. 

[9, 38] [18, 46, 
48] 

5 

Selection of 
environmental and 
socio-economic 
variables 

Environmental: Distance 
to water bodies, land 
surface temperature, soil 
moisture, vegetation 
cover, Rainfall. 

[4-5, 8, 19-
21, 25-28, 
32, 34, 38, 
44, 59, 65] 

[11-13, 46-
47, 66] 

22 

Socio-Economic: poverty, 
clean water, sanitation 
and hygiene, 
urbanization, land use. 

Inherent group 
characteristics 

Heterogeneity [3, 6-7, 20, 
44, 59] 

[12, 46, 
69] 

9 

Polyparasitism [6-7, 10, 25] [48, 70] 6 
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Table 2.10: Model sources of uncertainty 
Model uncertainty 

sources 
Papers SCH Papers 

STH 
Total 

Model parameters [3, 16, 55]  3 
Model selection [18] [46, 69] 3 
Model structure [1, 3-4, 6-8, 18, 20, 26, 30, 

33-34, 41, 44, 53, 64] 
[12-13, 46, 
61] 

20 

 
Bias and vagueness were the least used measure of uncertainty with only five 
(7%) and one (1%) papers quantifying uncertainty in their results by means 
of mean error and fuzzy sets respectively. 
 
A total of 57 (78%) studies evaluated regression coefficient parameters by 
means of precision, and quantified them using Bayesian approaches (57%), 
and frequentist approaches (52%). This overlap arose because several authors 
first used frequentist non-spatial approaches to identify the significant 
covariates (Soares Magalhães et al., 2015) and then applied these covariates 
in a Bayesian geostatistical model (Chammartin et al., 2014; Pullan et al., 
2014; Walz et al., 2015a). Two papers (3%) quantified the uncertainty arising 
due to questionnaires data, as well as the uncertainty arising due to combining 
age-groups in the predictions (Clements et al., 2008; Schur,  Utzinger and 
Vounatsou, 2011). Regarding diagnostic techniques, two studies (3%) 
addressed diagnostic uncertainty by modelling sensitivity and specificity as 
random variables, specified as beta distributions, and quantified as posterior 
credible intervals (Soares Magalhães et al., 2014; Soares Magalhães et al., 
2015). 

2.4 Discussion 
2.4.1 Uncertainty use in helminth infections mapping for morbidity 

control  
 
Most of the studies used information on uncertainty to guide MDA campaigns 
and evaluate their cost effectiveness. Information on uncertainty was also used 
to evaluate the role of risk factors in mapping helminth infections. 
Nevertheless, prevention strategies, improvements in sampling design, and 
mapping of uncertainty have not yet been addressed (Walz et al., 2015b). We 
advise to use information on uncertainty not only to inform about MDA 
campaigns, but also to inform about prevention strategies such as improving 
sanitation and hygiene education  or delineating potential transmission sites 
(Walz et al., 2015b). 
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Table 2.11: Uncertainty definition and quantification 
Uncertainty 
definition 

Uncertainty 
quantification 

Model + 
parameters 

Total Parameters 

Papers 
SCH 

Papers 
STH 

Papers SCH  Papers 
STH  

Accuracy Residual mean 
square. 

[1]  1   

Mean absolute 
error. 

[6, 19, 
22, 26] 

[13, 43, 
45, 70] 

8   

Percentage of 
locations that were 
predicted within a 
95% 
confidence/credible 
interval. 

[2, 4, 6-
7, 10, 
24, 26, 
57, 72] 

[12, 45, 
70] 

12   

Receiving operating 
characteristics 
(AUC). 

[2-3, 5, 
8, 18, 
25, 30, 
32, 34, 
42, 44, 
73] 

[11, 13, 
46, 49-
50] 

18 [3, 5]  

Point-wise standard 
error. 

[17]  1   

Log likelihood ratio. [21]  1   
Root mean square 
error. 

[62-63, 
73] 

 3   

Kappa statistic. [36] [54] 2   
Precision Bayesian 

approaches 
(Credible Intervals).

[2-7, 9-
10, 18, 
20, 22, 
24-26, 
29-30, 
34, 39-
44, 53, 
56-59, 
64] 

[11-14, 
45-47, 
49-50, 
60-61, 
70] 

42 [2-7, 9-10, 18, 
20, 22, 24-26, 
29-30, 34, 39-
44, 53, 56-59, 
64] 

[11-14, 
45-47, 
49-50, 
60-61, 
70] 

Standard deviation. [27, 33, 
35, 63] 

 4   

Standard 
deviational ellipse. 

[28]  1   

Frequentist 
approaches 
(Confidence 
intervals, R 
squared). 

[1, 4-6, 
8, 16-
17, 23, 
28, 33, 
36, 38, 
40-42, 
44, 52-
53, 55-
58, 62-
64, 70, 
72] 

[11, 14, 
50-51, 
54, 59-
61, 66, 
68] 

38 [1, 4-6, 8, 17, 
23, 28, 33, 36, 
40-42, 44, 52-
53, 55-58, 62-
64, 70] 

[11, 14, 
50-51, 
54, 59-
61, 66, 
68] 

 

Ranking statistic 
based on maximum 
likelihood. 

[16]  1   

Bias Residual, mean 
error 

[6, 9, 
43, 63] 

[13] 5   

Vagueness Fuzzy theory [74]  1   
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Transmission control is important for its public health relevance, since potential 
disease transmission sites could guide direct intervention measures at the 
place of infection (Walz et al., 2015b; Walz et al., 2015c). Likewise, mapping 
of uncertainty is also recommended, since it is known to be an important tool 
for public health decision making, especially to determine the geographical 
distribution of areas for which information is lacking [112]. Mapping could be 
used as a tool to improve the sampling strategy and modelling efforts. Maps of 
uncertainty could also support communication of uncertainty to the affected 
communities. A complete exploration and judgement of uncertainty 
information would enhance the assessment of the risk of getting these 
infections, and would allow to understand potential impacts on human health 
(Burns et al., 2014).  
 
While most studies identified and discussed different sources of uncertainty, 
this was mainly limited to a qualitative discussion, rather than a quantitative 
one (Jurek et al., 2006) (Table 2.11). For instance, 38 (52%) papers 
highlighted qualitatively the importance of sampling design in mapping 
helminth infections, but only two studies (3%) have quantified their possible 
effects on the accuracy of the predicted morbidity indicator. An example is 
given by Clements et al (Clements et al., 2006), where uncertainties in the 
predictions were used to identify areas requiring further data collection before 
programme implementation. The lack of a quantitative assessment limits the 
utility of the findings in both policy/decision making setting and a scientific 
setting (Burns et al., 2014; Stürmer et al., 2007). Communication of 
uncertainty will never be complete without an extensive quantification of 
uncertainties in all possible information sources (Burns et al., 2014), where 
model assumptions, selection of covariates and acquisition of survey data are 
clearly explained, either within the publication or as supplementary 
information.  
 
2.4.2 Uncertainty sources in modelling and mapping helminth 

infections 
 
Figure 2.4 shows the three uncertainty stages previously described in Figure 
2.2 where these stages encompass specific uncertainty components, which 
need to be considered for a complete uncertainty communication. Each of these 
components is analyzed in the next sections. 
 
Uncertainty in the response variable (morbidity indicator) 
 
This uncertainty belongs to the first uncertainty stage (uncertainty coming 
from different data sources) and is described in Box A from Figure 2.4. This 
type of uncertainty exists as a function of the measurement (Dungan, 2002) 
or data collection. Uncertainty in the response variable depends on the survey 
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data quality, generated based on the sampling design, and the used diagnostic 
approach (Figure 2.2). A total of 68% of the papers mentioned the importance 
of sampling design as the main source of uncertainty, supporting the idea that 
significantly biased results may be produced due to an inappropriate sampling 
design (Rothman, 2012). When mapping helminth infections, it is suggested 
to document the sample size calculation method, together with the analysis of 
a certain target group selection. Other sources of uncertainty in sampling 
design are related to the type of survey, type of morbidity indicator and the 
use of misaligned survey data. For instance, Chammartin et al. (Chammartin 
et al., 2014) argued that cross sectional studies might not capture well the 
focal pattern of schistosomiasis, since their information is based on an specific 
point in time. Likewise, prevalence as the most frequently used morbidity 
indicator, underestimates morbidity values (Mccreesh,  Nikulin and Booth, 
2015; Soares Magalhães et al., 2014) and was considered a biased and poor 
indicator of risk (Mccreesh,  Nikulin and Booth, 2015; Rothman, 2012).  
 
Also, combining data from different sources of information, with different 
survey times and diagnosis methods may result in inaccurate estimates 
(Clements et al., 2008; Schur et al., 2013; Schur,  Utzinger and Vounatsou, 
2011). This is why it is suggested to document all possible drawbacks in the 
selected type of survey and measure of risk, and document all problems when 
using misaligned survey data. 
 
Data collection also influenced the results when there was a lack of spatial and 
laboratory sampled data in areas where the presence of infection was 
suspected to be high (Hu et al., 2015; Mccreesh,  Nikulin and Booth, 2015; 
Scholte et al., 2014). This could be due to inaccurate and missing reports (Hu 
et al., 2015), lack of people’s participation  and limited access to geographical 
areas (Zhang et al., 2009).  
 
All these potential causes should be reported as well as issues regarding high 
costs of the survey, diagnosis, delivery of drugs, type of registration resource 
and limited training and expertise of field personnel, which might also influence 
the quality of the results (Hu et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2009). For instance, 
the use of questionnaires might underestimate prevalence data, since their 
discriminatory performance differs among regions, and these are not always 
completely returned by surveyed people (Clements et al., 2008; Sturrock et 
al., 2013).  
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Figure 2.4: Stages of uncertainty analysis when mapping STH and schistosome helminth 
infections. Colour coding as for Figure 2.2 
 
Finally, issues related to diagnostic technique, sample manipulation (Krauth et 
al., 2012), and lack of stratification due to confounders (Schur,  Utzinger and 
Vounatsou, 2011) are also important to be considered and should also be 
reported and analyzed. 
 
Uncertainty in the covariates (EO data) 
 
This uncertainty is also part of the first uncertainty stage and is represented in 
Box B of Figure 2.4. Main sources of uncertainty in the covariates were related 
to the selection of significant environmental and socio-economic risk factors, 
the type of environmental data, and also to the selection of the spatial support 
of analysis. The importance of including risk factors such as sewage system, 
water supply and other climatic, demographic and socio-economic variables 
were the most highlighted issues (Table 2.8). Soares Magalhães et al (Soares 
Magalhães,  Barnett and Clements, 2011) found that including WASH indicators 
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as random variables in the model contributed to improved definition of the 
areas to target for integrated helminth control and improvement of WASH risk 
factors. The selection of EO data depends on the selected spatial support, 
defined based on the research objective and analysis method used (Nijland et 
al., 2009), but also on the quality of EO data itself. In addition Walz et al. (Walz 
et al., 2015a) argued that the relevance of environmental variables are 
expected to vary between different landscapes and ecological regions, having 
an impact on the predicted morbidity indicators. Likewise, socio-economic and 
ecological processes that govern schistosomiasis transmission operate and 
vary across different scales of observation (Schur,  Vounatsou and Utzinger, 
2012). Since statistical correlation can vary according to the extent of the 
studied area and the scale of aggregation (Walz et al., 2015b), quantitative 
methods to select the optimal support of analysis, such as aggregation and 
disaggregation process should be documented. Clear guidance on the selection 
of the optimal support of EO data does not exist (Hamm,  Soares Magalhães 
and Clements, 2015), and this remains an open topic of research. Nevertheless 
the choices made as well as an applied aggregation or disaggregation should 
be documented. Although few studies highlighted the relevance of data quality, 
temporal support and extent, and spatio-temporal misaligned data (Table 2.9), 
these sources of uncertainty cannot be ignored. Data quality elements (i.e 
completeness, logical consistency, temporal accuracy, spatial accuracy, and 
attribute accuracy (Iso, 2013) relate to the identification of uncertainty 
sources, and have been shown to influence the predicted disease risk (Hamm,  
Soares Magalhães and Clements, 2015). EO quality elements should also be 
addressed and analyzed, as well as possible inconsistencies in their pre-
processing. Attention should also be put to the selection of the temporal 
support of analysis (Jong and Bruin, 2012), which need to be defined 
depending on the study objective and the host and vectors epidemiology and 
ecology. Finally, both temporal and spatial supports need to be adjusted into 
a common temporal and spatial grid since different spatial and temporal 
supports, could lead to erroneous conclusions in the predictions (Gotway and 
Young, 2002). 
 
According to our analysis, although uncertainty in the covariates has been 
highlighted by most studies, almost none of them have quantified their impact 
on the disease risk predictions, and just a few have incorporated uncertainty 
in the response variable. Uncertainty quantification and documentation is 
suggested in order to completely inform about uncertainty and help decision 
makers and public health scientists to undertake independent uncertainty 
assessments (Jurek et al., 2007) and better communicate uncertainty (Burns 
et al., 2014; Stürmer et al., 2007).  
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Uncertainty in the EO data selection, predictive model and predicted disease 
values 
 
Spatial prediction of parasitic disease risk patterns are explained by the 
statistical relationships between environmental and socio-economic covariates, 
individuals, and observed risk of infection (Soares Magalhães et al., 2011b). 
Setting initial candidate environmental and socio-economic covariates and 
their inclusion in the predictive model is one of the first steps for geostatistical 
modelling of helminth infections. Thus the methods used for this selection 
should be explained and documented explicitly such that the statistical method 
itself and the measure used for covariates inclusion are clearly interpreted in 
the mapping process (Box C from Figure 2.4). The selection of the predictive 
model, its possible limitations (when estimating model parameters, predicting 
morbidity indicators, or handling non-linear relations between response 
variables and covariates) and assumptions made, should also be reported and 
justified, explaining step by step the reasoning behind the use of the specific 
model (Box D from Figure 2.4). Boxes C and D in Figure 2.4 relate to the green 
box (uncertainty in the predictive model) in Figure 2.2, whereas Box E relates 
to the model output (yellow Box from Figure 2.2). 
 
The mean predicted values are often aggregated to different administrative 
supports, without considering the uncertainty in the predictions (Kabore et al., 
2013). This could lead to a biased estimate of treatment needs (Kabore et al., 
2013; Schur,  Vounatsou and Utzinger, 2012). Uncertainty can and should be 
incorporated into the aggregation process, yielding measures of precision 
(e.g., credible intervals) in the aggregated predictions.  Where feasible, we 
advise validation of the predicted aggregated morbidity indicators (Box E in 
Figure 2.4) against empirical observations (Kabore et al., 2013). This will 
facilitate a more appropriate spatial target of intervention and prevention 
strategies.  

2.5 Conclusions 
Acknowledging and incorporating uncertainty in mapping and modelling 
helminth infections is a step-by-step process, which should be considered 
formally when developing geographical models of helminth infection. 
Geographical models aim at informing, not only about MDA campaigns and 
their cost-effectiveness, but also prevention strategies, where it is necessary 
to define transmission areas and plan and guide hygiene education and 
infrastructure programs in water sanitation and hygiene. A quantitative and 
qualitative analysis of uncertainty is necessary for a complete assessment of 
risk, to understand potential impacts on human health, and to allow a complete 
uncertainty communication to public health managers. Five components of 
uncertainty analysis were recognized: (1) uncertainty in the response variable, 
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(2) uncertainty in the covariates, (3) uncertainty in the relationship between 
them, (4) uncertainty in the predictive model, and (5) the propagated 
uncertainty on the results. Our conclusions are shown diagrammatically in 
Figure2.5, which aims at providing a framework for a full uncertainty evaluation 
when undertaking spatial modelling of helminth infections for policy 
formulation.  Uncertainty analysis should start by identifying possible sources 
of uncertainty in the studies and categorize them such that at least the most 
important ones can be incorporated into the predictive model. Sampling design 
and EO data have been acknowledged as the major sources of uncertainty and 
should be given primary attention in the modelling process. In particular, 
sampling design, diagnosis, selection of significant risk factors, and selection 
of an adequate spatial support of analysis. Next, uncertainties in the response 
variable and covariates should be quantified and incorporated into the model. 
Methods used to define the relationship between covariates and response 
variables should also be documented, as well as the selection of the predictive 
model and its limitations. Finally, uncertainties in the parameters and response 
variables should be quantified, and uncertainty mapping should be performed 
as a valuable element for uncertainty communication and policy formulation. 
 

 
Figure 2.5: Framework for the evaluation and utilization of uncertainty in mapping soil 
transmitted helminth infections and schistosomiasis. 
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Chapter 3. Modelling local areas of exposure 
to Schistosoma japonicum in a limited survey 
data environment 2 
 
 
  

                                          
2 This chapter is published as: 
 
Araujo Navas, A. L.; Soares Magalhaes, R. J.; Osei, F.; Fornillos, R. J. C.; Leonardo, L. 
R.; Stein, A. Modelling local areas of exposure to Schistosoma japonicum in a limited 
survey data environment. Parasites & Vectors 2018, 11,doi: 10.1186/s13071-018-3039-
6. 
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Abstract 
Spatial modelling studies of schistosomiasis (SCH) are now commonplace. 
Covariate values are commonly extracted at survey locations, where infection 
does not always take place, resulting in an unknown positional exposure 
mismatch. The present research aims to: (i) describe the nature of the 
positional exposure mismatch in modelling SCH helminth infections; (ii) 
delineate exposure areas to correct for such positional mismatch; and (iii) 
validate exposure areas using human positive cases. 
 
To delineate exposure areas to Schistosoma japonicum, a spatial Bayesian 
network (sBN) was constructed. It uses data on exposure risk factors such as: 
potential sites for snails’ accessibility, geographical distribution of snail 
infection rate, and cost of the community to access nearby water bodies. Prior 
and conditional probabilities were obtained from the literature and inserted as 
weights based on their relative contribution to exposure; these probabilities 
were then used to calculate joint probabilities of exposure within the sBN.  
 
High values of probability of S. japonicum exposure correspond to polygons 
where snails could potentially be present, for instance in wet soils and areas 
with low slopes, but also where people can easily access water bodies. Low 
correlation (R² = 0.3) was found between the percentage of human cases and 
the delineated probabilities of exposure when validation buffers are generated 
over the human cases. 
 
The utility of a probabilistic method for the identification of exposure areas for 
S. japonicum, with wider application for other water-borne infections, was 
demonstrated. From a public health perspective, the schistosomiasis exposure 
sBN developed in this study could be used to guide local schistosomiasis control 
teams to specific potential areas of exposure, and improve efficiency of mass 
drug administration campaigns in places where people are likely to be exposed 
to the infection. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Schistosomiasis (SCH) is a water-borne neglected tropical disease of global 
public health significance (King,  Dickman and Tisch, 2005; Walz et al., 2015b). 
It affects more than 252 million people worldwide (Hotez et al., 2014), 
especially human populations living in places where clean water and sanitation 
are limited (Araujo Navas et al., 2016). Schistosomiasis is known to lead to 
anaemia, stunted growth and other organ pathologies in school-aged children 
(Coutinho et al., 2005; Leenstra et al., 2006). Three schistosome species cause 
the infection: Schistosoma mansoni, S. japonicum and S. haematobium. 
Schistosoma japonicum is presently endemic in China, Indonesia and the 
Philippines, and is hard to control due to its zoonotic life-cycle (Jia et al., 2007). 
The life-cycle of S. japonicum includes infection of an amphibious snail 
belonging to several subspecies of Oncomelania hupensis as the intermediate 
host, and humans and other mammalians as definitive hosts (Tarafder et al., 
2006; Yang et al., 2008). 
 
Traditionally, schistosomiasis risk mapping has enabled the identification of at 
risk populations for targeting mass drug administration campaigns, thus 
increasing the efficiency of schistosomiasis disease control (Soares Magalhães 
et al., 2014). Schistosomiasis mapping has been supported by the use of 
spatial information techniques, such as geographical information systems 
(GIS), remote sensing and global positioning systems (GPS). Spatial 
information techniques allow the manipulation of spatially referenced infection 
data and data on the physical and biological environmental variables (Hamm,  
Soares Magalhães and Clements, 2015; Herbreteau et al., 2007). Modelling 
those data in combination allows studying the distribution of communities most 
at risk schistosomiasis and the role of the geographical variation of 
environmental exposure factors on schistosomiasis risk (Zhang et al., 2016). 
 
There are a number of errors inherent to spatial information used in 
geographical epidemiological studies (Araujo Navas et al., 2016). Most of these 
errors involve positional measurement errors, where observation and 
prediction locations are affected by various factors such as GPS inaccuracies, 
the presence of multiple addresses, geocoding errors, outcome or covariate 
aggregations, and misalignment between covariates of exposure and disease 
outcome estimates (Zhang et al., 2016). The last one is of our current interest 
and may occur when covariates of exposure are extracted from locations where 
exposure has not occurred. 
 
Statistical modelling of the spatial distribution of schistosome infections 
estimates empirical relationships between morbidity indicators (e.g. 
prevalence or intensity of infection) and risk factors. Risk factors for 
schistosome exposure include various environmental and socio-economic 
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covariates that help to interpolate the level of infection at unsampled locations 
(Cadavid Restrepo et al., 2016; Hamm,  Soares Magalhães and Clements, 
2015; Weiss et al., 2015). Covariates and morbidity indicators are commonly 
extracted from survey locations such as health centres, hospitals and schools. 
In most cases, exposure to infection did not occur at survey data locations but 
at locations where environmental and geographical conditions, together with 
the level of accessibility to contaminated sites, are optimally exposed. Such 
exposure locations are usually unknown, resulting in positional mismatch of 
the surveyed disease values, and the covariates in the model. 
 
To date, methods to account for this type of positional misalignment are scarce. 
Several studies have used remote sensing data to determine biophysical 
features of habitats in relation to snail prevalence (Stensgaard et al., 2006; 
Stensgaard et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2013), acknowledging that S. japonicum 
transmission is closely related to the distribution of its intermediate host in the 
environment (Yang et al., 2008). Only one study (Walz et al., 2015b) has used 
these habitats to correct for the positional mismatch when modelling disease 
infection risk in human populations. Walz et al. (Walz et al., 2015b) used high-
resolution remote sensing data, environmental field measurements, and 
ecological data, to model environmental suitability for schistosomiasis-related 
parasites and snail species. They represented environmental suitability as 
potential transmission areas that could guide public health interventions to 
places where people could potentially be infected. Although potential 
transmission areas were delineated, interactions between humans, hosts, and 
suitable environments were not taken into account. 
 
These studies suggest that ignoring positional mismatch and its impact on 
spatial prediction remains largely unquantified in schistosomiasis modelling. 
Furthermore, the extraction of covariate values in the presence of positional 
mismatch is a significant source of uncertainty that may influence the efficacy 
of schistosomiasis control strategies (Araujo Navas et al., 2016). Therefore, 
methods to correct for this positional mismatch need to be further investigated 
(Araujo Navas et al., 2016; King,  Dickman and Tisch, 2005). 
 
The objective of this study is to develop a schistosomiasis exposure sBN model 
that maps potential areas of exposure to S. japonicum, taking into account 
human interactions with main sources of infection (i.e. water bodies). To 
accomplish this objective, we aimed to (i) describe the positional mismatch 
problem in modelling S. japonicum infection; (ii) delineate exposure areas that 
take into consideration the accessibility cost of people to main sources of 
infection, and that could be used to correct for this positional mismatch; and 
to (iii) validate the delineated exposure areas. 
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3.2 Methods to construct the spatial Bayesian 
network 

3.2.1 Data on human and snail S. japonicum infection 
 
In the Philippines S. japonicum is endemic in 28 of its 81 provinces (Leonardo 
et al., 2015), with approximately 1.8 million estimated infected people 
(Leonardo et al., 2002). The disease affects children, adolescents and 
individuals with high-risk occupations, such as farmers and fishermen 
(Leonardo et al., 2002; Zhou et al., 2010). In the Philippines, the smallest 
administrative division is the barangay, numbering about 22–50 in a 
municipality.  
 
We used data on human schistosomiasis and snail prevalence of infection, 
collected in six barangays from Alangalang municipality in Leyte province in 
2015 and 2016. Data were collected by researchers from the College of Public 
Health and College of Science from the University of the Philippines. Surveyors 
selected Alangalang municipality because it has the highest prevalence of 
schistosomiasis (7.5%) from all the 43 municipalities of Leyte Province; within 
this municipality, they visited the barangays with the highest prevalence of 
infection from the 54 barangays in Alangalang municipality. 
 
Human positive cases (12 records) were georeferenced at household locations 
and snails surveys (8 records) were taken from water bodies in close proximity 
to surveyed households. The recording of all the human case locations (also 
including negative cases) was not possible due to a lack of manpower and 
material resources, such as the availability of only one GPS device in the field.  
 
Diagnosis of schistosomiasis in humans was performed using stool 
examination. Single stool sample was requested per participant with informed 
consent, coded and prepared following the Kato-Katz method. Each slide 
prepared was read in the field using a microscope and the presence of S. 
japonicum eggs indicated active infection. 
 
Infection among O. h. quadrasi snails was determined by manually crushing 
the snails in aliquots on a glass slide. Each snail was placed in an aliquot droplet 
of distilled water, usually three aliquots per glass slide. Snails were gently 
crushed in between slides and were examined under a conventional 
stereomicroscope (40×) using forceps for separating snail tissues to detect the 
presence of sporocysts or furcocercous cercariae characteristic of S. 
japonicum. 
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3.2.2 Study Area 
 
For the purpose of this study, it was decided to work at a local spatial scale in 
the Province of Leyte, due to the localized nature of the surveys and the high 
endemicity of the disease (Olveda et al., 2016). For the analysis, we identified 
a small area surrounding surveyed points (Figure 3.1). This was done in order 
to select only surveyed barangays and to include information of all risk factors, 
avoiding areas without survey information (Figure 3.1). 
 
3.2.3 Environmental and geographical data 
 
Exposure risk factors of SCH transmission are associated with the environment 
(i.e. moisture, temperature, rainfall and water characteristics), the topography 
(i.e. elevation, slope) of the area (Soares Magalhães et al., 2014; Stensgaard 
et al., 2013; Walz et al., 2015b) and snail infection status (Gao et al., 2014; 
Zhang et al., 2013). In the endemic provinces of the Philippines, exposure to 
snails is mostly driven by the local topography, land use and the physical and 
chemical components of the water and soil (Pesigan et al., 1958). We included 
elevation, slope, land use, nearest distance to water bodies and snail infection 
rates as exposure risk factors. Elevation was obtained as a raster file from 
ASTER GDEM version 2 from USGS (Geological Survey, 2017). Vector layers 
for land use, river and road network were obtained from the OpenStreetMap 
(OSM) project (Project, 2017). OSM land use and land cover products use 
information from GlobeLand30 (GL30), which is a new generation of 30 m land 
cover maps (Schultz et al., 2017). The OSM road and river networks are 
incomplete and contain errors in their connectivity. To account for this, we 
edited roads and rivers, and digitalized footpaths using Google Earth images. 
The vector layer for snail infection rate was obtained from the recorded surveys 
(Table 1). Slope was derived from elevation by using the Terrain Analysis tool 
from Quantum GIS version 2.6 (Project, 2018).  
 
Distance to water bodies was calculated using the closest facility network 
analysis tool from ArcGIS version 10 (Esri, 2011). Firstly, we corrected for 
topology errors such as duplicate lines, presence of dangles and multipart 
geometries in the river and road network. 
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Figure 3.1: Selected study area represented by the purple polygon. Rounded green and 
black triangles represent the snails and human positive cases, respectively. 
 
Secondly, communities were loaded as incidents (261 points), and contact river 
points as facilities (42 points). Thirdly, we used the closest facility tool to find 
the nearest river from an urban area following a road. Finally, we interpolated 
the distance to the nearest water source using ordinary kriging from the gstat 
package in R (Pebesma and Graeler, 2017) and saved the map as a raster file. 
 
3.2.4 Snail infection rate map 
 
We constructed a trend surface that represents snail infection rate for the 
whole study area, thus using data of all the points to predict at unknown 
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locations (i.e. global interpolation). It fits a mathematically defined surface 
through the data points (i.e. deterministic interpolation) to discover smoother 
(i.e. inexact interpolation) regional and local trends. It is similar to a three 
dimensional regression surface obtained with linear regression, where 
coordinates x , y  are used as predictors.  
 
The interpolated value  for a first and second order polynomial is 
represented in equations 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. 	represents infection 
rate values (number of positive cases/number of sampled snails) at location . 
  
∗ x y        (3.1) 

 
∗ x y x y x y     (3.2) 

 
Figure 3.2a, b shows the resulting surfaces for the first and second order 
polynomials, respectively. Figure 3.2a shows low risk probability values (Table 
3.1), from -0.003 to 0.008. These values do not match the original surveyed 
values. Figure 3.2b shows low and medium risk probability values from -0.01 
to 0.035. These values show a better fit to the original surveyed values showed 
in red.  
 
To remove the occurring negative values, we fitted a multiple linear regression 
by applying a generalized linear regression model using equation 3.2. In this 
case  was the infection status for each location , 1 indicates an infected 
case and 0 a non-infected case. The resulting prediction from Figure 3.3 shows 
only positive predicted values but very large standard errors (28.7 to 3e+13). 
Besides, none of the predictions approximate the original surveyed values. 
Finally, the second order trend surface (Figure 3.2b) map was used for the 
analysis since it better fitted the original surveyed values.  

Figure 3.2: First order (a) and second order (b) polynomial trend surface. Red crosses 
represent the original surveyed snail infection locations 
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Figure 3.3: Predicted probability of snail infection values using generalized linear 
regression model. Colour scale represent probability values from 0 to 1. Snail survey 
locations are represented by white crosses: 
 
3.2.5 Spatial Bayesian network of Schistosoma japonicum exposure 
 
We have conceptually designed a model that represents the positional 
mismatch between survey locations and exposure sites (Figure 3.4). Locations 
	and 	represent the schools, households, or other survey locations from 

which morbidity indicators are extracted, while 	represents the various 
exposure points where infections could have taken place,  is the 
corresponding number of exposure points and  is the corresponding survey 
locations related to the exposure.  
 
Exposure areas were delineated by using spatial Bayesian networks (sBN) 
(Corporation, 1998). A Bayesian network (BN) is a probabilistic graphical 
model that captures the various conditional dependencies of a set of random 
variables (discrete or continuous) (Bishop, 2006; Bottcher and Dethlefsen, 
2003), into a joint probability distribution by means of a directed acyclic graph 

 (Fenton and Neil, 2012; Nielsen and Jensen, 2009). 
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Table 3.1: Categorization of exposure risk factors 
Risk 
factor 
(weight) 

Spatial 
resoluti
on 

Temporal 
resolution 

Data 
type 

Coordinat
e system 

Data 
source 

Hypothet
ical link 

Classification   
weight
s 

Based 
upon 

Elevation 
(0.03) 

~ 30 m 
at 
equator 

na Raster EPSG:4326 ASTER 
GDEM 
V2 from 
USGS 

While 
elevation 
decreases
, the risk 
of 
infection 
increases 

High risk: < 
900 m 

0.70 (Pesiga
n et al., 
1958; 
Zhu et 
al., 
2015) 

Medium risk: 
900–2300 m 

0.25 

Low risk: > 
2300 m 

0.05 

Land use 
(0.26) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

~ 30 m  2-3-2017 Vector EPSG:4326 OpenStr
eetMap 
project 

Wet 
surfaces 
are more 
suitable 
to a 
higher 
risk of 
infection 

Very high risk: 
wet soils 

0.42 (Pesiga
n et al., 
1958) High risk: water 

bodies 
0.29 

High and 
medium risk: 
Agriculture land 
and grass 

0.16 
 

Medium and low 
risk: forest and 
natural areas 

0.08 

Low risk: 
barren land 

0.02 

Very low risk: 
built land 

0.03 

Slope 
(0.13) 

~ 30 m 
at 
equator 

na Raster EPSG:4326 Derived 
from 
elevatio
n 

At more 
flat 
surfaces 
the risk of 
infection 
increases 

High risk: < 11 
degrees 

0.70 (Ajakay
e,  
Adedeji 
and 
Ajayi, 
2017; 
Zhu et 
al., 
2015) 

Medium risk: 
11–30 degrees 

0.23 

Low risk: > 30 
degrees 

0.07 

Distance 
to water 
bodies 
(0.50) 

30 m 2-3-2017 Raster EPSG:3265
1 

Derived 
from 
roads, 
urban 
areas, 
river 
network 
and 
water 
bodies 
from the 
OpenStr
eetMap 
project 

While 
distance 
to water 
bodies 
decreases
, the risk 
of 
infection 
increases 

High risk: < 
1000 m 

0.74 (Clemen
ts et al., 
2006; 
Zhu et 
al., 
2015) Medium risk: 

1000–5000 m 
0.21 

Low risk: > 
5000 m 

0.05 

Snail 
infection 
rate 
(0.06) 

na 2015–2016 Vector EPSG:4326 Derived 
from 
recorde
d 
surveys 

While 
snail 
infection 
rate 
increases, 
the risk of 
infection 
increases 

High risk: > 
3.6% 

0.65 (Gao et 
al., 
2014; 
Zhang 
et al., 
2013) 

 
Abbreviation: na, not applicable 

 
A BN for a set of random variables  is defined by the pair , . Here,  is 
the set of probability distributions for all variables in the network. Each variable 
 with parents  has a conditional probability . For a BN with a set 

of discrete D  variables, the joint probability distribution factorizes into 
equation 3.3 (Bottcher and Dethlefsen, 2003). This is the joint probability 
distribution as the product of all conditional probabilities specified in a BN: 
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	∏ 	 |        (3.3) 

 
The schistosomiasis exposure sBN defines exposure areas in a probabilistic 
way, by allowing the combination of various probability distributions from a set 
of random spatial variables (Nielsen and Jensen, 2009). We have constructed 
a  for exposure areas (Figure 3.5), where each random variable is 
represented as a node. Nodes are connected by directed links or edges that 
express probabilistic relationships between the variables (Bishop, 2006). Three 
types of random variables can be found including (i) an observable discrete 
variable [land use ( )]; (ii) observable continuous variables [elevation ( ), 
slope ( ), distance to water bodies ( ) and snail infection rates ( )]; and 
(iii) latent discrete variables [potential accessible sites for snails ( ), 
community cost ( ) and exposure ( )]. The direction given in the link 
between variables, for instance from  to , encodes a direct causal 
dependence of  on ; the node  is known then as the parent of  
(Fenton and Neil, 2012).  
 
All continuous variables ( , ,  and ) were discretized into different 
categories, given that high or low levels of exposure could occur at various 
ranges of risk factor values. We established hypothetical relationships between 
the risk factors and the disease, and categorized the risk factors based on 
literature (Table 3.1). 
 
Exposure is a discrete child node, which has three discrete parent nodes: , 

 and ; its conditional probability is expressed as | , , .  and 
 are at the same time child nodes conditional on discrete parents. Their 

conditional probabilities are derived by | , , 	and | , 
respectively. The joint probability distribution for our Bayesian network is given 
as: 
 

| , , 	.		 | , , 	.		 	.		 	.		 	. 

	 | 	.		 	.		      (3.4) 

 
Equation 3.4 encodes assumptions of this research about direct dependencies 
between variables and indicates which node probability tables need to be 
defined (Fenton and Neil, 2012). 
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Figure 3.4: Positional mismatch in SCH modelling. Blue lines represent the difference 
between survey and transmission locations 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3.5: Spatial Bayesian network for SCH exposure. Yellow and orange nodes are 
observable and latent risk factors, respectively. 
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3.2.6 Construction of node probability tables 
 
After defining the structure of our sBN, a main challenge is to construct the 
node probability tables (NPT). NPT are probability tables associated to each 
child node  given every possible state of the set of parents of . NPT are 
intended to capture the strength of the relationship between the node and its 
parents (Fenton and Neil, 2012). The practicality of doing this depends on the 
number of states of the parent and child nodes. In our sBN eight NPTs were 
constructed, five NPTs as prior marginal probabilities ( ) were inserted for the 
set of parent nodes ( , , ,  and ) and three NPTs as conditional 
probabilities linking parent and child nodes ( ,  and ).  
 
We inserted prior marginal probabilities for the set of discrete parent nodes as 
weights. Weights were calculated using the eigen vector derived from a 
pairwise comparison matrix using Saaty’s comparison table (Saaty, 2008). 
Saaty (Saaty, 2008) uses a scale of numbers (i.e. scale of judgement) to 
indicate how many times a factor is more dominant than another with respect 
to a criterion used for their comparison. In this case, the criterion is the risk of 
infection assigned to each parent node category given by literature (Table 3.1). 
Consistency indexes and ratios were calculated in order to measure the 
consistency of the judgements. Consistency ratios lower than 10%, indicate 
that our judgements are acceptable, while consistency ratios higher than 10% 
indicate untrustworthy judgements or random decisions. Saaty’s pairwise 
matrices as well as consistency indexes and ratios are included in the 
Appendices in Tables 3A.1-A.7. Prior marginal probabilities for the parent 
nodes are shown in Table 3.1. 
 
Latent variables ,  and  were divided into three probability categories: 
high, medium and low risk. Conditional probabilities for these child nodes are 
associated with the edges that link them to the parent nodes, and were also 
assigned using a pair-wise comparison matrix. The criterion used to assign the 
scale of judgement is the strength of the hypothetical link between the risk 
factors and exposure. The strength of the hypothetical link was evaluated 
based upon three studies that evaluated the risk factors associated with 
schistosomiasis infection (Ajakaye,  Adedeji and Ajayi, 2017; Hu et al., 2017; 
Zhang et al., 2009).  
 
Hu et al. (Hu et al., 2017) ranked the potential importance of the 
schistosomiasis risk factors by means of a power detector. According to this 
detector, distance to water bodies is the most significant factor for disease risk, 
and elevation the least significant. Zhang et al. (Zhang et al., 2009) used 
environmental, topographical and human behavioural factors to locate 
schistosomiasis active transmission sites. Their predictor capacity was 
compared by means of deviance analysis, used to determine the important 
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variables to be included in a generalized additive model. As in the previous 
study, distance to water bodies was the most significant factor because of the 
smallest deviance, and elevation the least significant. Finally, Ajakaye et al. 
(Ajakaye,  Adedeji and Ajayi, 2017) evaluated physical and environmental risk 
factors to identify areas with suitable conditions for schistosomiasis 
transmission. They used Saaty’s comparison matrix to assign weights to each 
risk factor. Distance to water bodies and land use were the most significant 
factors, followed by elevation and slope as the least significant.  
 
Weights obtained for each risk factor are shown in Table 3.1 and the conditional 
probabilities linking parent and child nodes are shown in the Appendices in 
Tables 3A.8-A.10. 
 
3.2.7 Deriving join probabilities 
 
To compute the probabilities for each category of the child nodes, ,  and 

, conditional and marginal probabilities were used by applying equations 3.5, 
3.6 and 3.7, respectively. Joint probability values of exposure were calculated 
for each polygon of analysis. In order to update the prior marginal probabilities, 
evidence is inserted for each spatial polygon into the observable variables 

, , , , . Bold facing indicates the insertion of evidence. Variables 
notation can be found in the Appendices in Table 3A.11.  
 

, , , 	 ∑ ∗ ∗ ∗, ,

| , , 	       (3.5) 

, ∑ ∗ | 	    (3.6) 

, , , ∑ | , ,, , ∗ ∑ ∗ ∗, ,

∗ | , , 	 	∑ ∗ | 	 	     (3.7) 

 
For the implementation, polygons of analysis were constructed based on the 
overlaying of each risk factor (i.e. parent node). To overlay all risk factors, 
they were first transformed into vectors and then corrected for topology errors. 
Topology errors included duplicated polygons, multipart geometries and 
overlapping polygons. 
 
Sensitivity analysis was used to see the relative influence of the risk factors on 

 and , and the relative influence of ,	  and  on exposure. We used 
the sensitivity function, calculated as the degree of entropy reduction. Degree 
of entropy reduction  is the degree of change or expected difference in 
information bits  between a query variable  (exposure) with q states and 
findings variable  (risk factors) with f states (Marcot et al., 2006) (equation 
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3.8). A degree of entropy reduction of 0 means a query variable is independent 
of the varying variable. 
 

∑ ∑ , ,      (3.8) 

 
3.2.8 Software 
 
To work within the spatial domain we used the software NeticaTM 6.03 
(Corporation, 1998), which works with Bayesian networks, decision nets and 
influence diagrams. Evidence is inserted as cases for each polygon of analysis, 
and prior and conditional probabilities are inserted as tables. 
 
3.2.9 Validation 
 
Validation was first performed by counting all surveyed positive SCH human 
cases falling inside the various categories of exposure in the map. However, 
this introduces a positional mismatch as the surveyed positive cases were not 
necessarily acquired at those specific exposure points.  
 
As a second approach for validation, we defined potential validation areas by 
constructing buffers around each of the positive cases. We extracted the 
distance to the nearest water body for each surveyed point using the distance 
map previously generated. Extracted distance values were used as distance 
buffers generated around positive cases. Buffers completely containing other 
buffers were grouped. We counted the number of positive cases falling inside 
each group and calculated the mean probability of exposure within the grouped 
buffers. 

3.3 Resulting spatial Bayesian network 
3.3.1 Exposure network 
 
High (> 50%), medium (35–50%), low (20–35%) and very low (< 20%) 
probabilities of exposure were derived from the proposed exposure network. 
This is exemplified in Figure 3.6 for only one polygon. For this particular 
polygon, the probability is predominantly high (50.8%) for a high-risk elevation 
(< 900 m), DWB (< 1 km), and LU (agriculture land and grass), a medium risk 
slope (11–30°), and a low risk SI (< 0.5%).  
 
Very low probability values of exposure (< 20%) were found in built-up areas, 
medium risk DWB (1–5 km), slopes < 30° and low and medium (0.5–3.6%) 
risk of snail infection, but also in agriculture and grass land with DWB > 5 km 
and slopes > 30° (Figure 3.7). 
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Figure 3.6: Probabilities of exposure in the Bayesian Network 
 
Low probabilities of exposure (20–35%) were found in built-up areas with 
slopes < 30°, low risk of snail infection, and within DWB < 1 km, but also in 
agriculture and grass land in DWB > 5 km. Medium probability values (35–
50%) were found in agriculture and grass land and forest areas, in slopes > 
11°, low risk of snail infection, and DWB < 1 km, but also in slopes < 30°, 
medium risk of snail infection and DWB from 1 to 5 km. High probability of 
exposure values (> 50%) were found in wet soils with slopes < 30°, with DWB 
from 1 to 5 km and medium risk of snail infection, but also in agriculture and 
grass land with DWB < 1 km and low risk of snail infection.  
 
Based on the degree of entropy reduction, our sensitivity results show that the 
risk factor with the highest degree of change is PAS followed by SI and CC. 
Within PAS, land use has the highest degree of change and elevation has the 
lowest, showing that the most influential risk factors on exposure are land use, 
snail infection rate and distance to water bodies in that order, and the least 
influential factors are slope and elevation (Table 3.2).  
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Figure 3.7: (a) Probability of exposure map. (b-f) Risk factors of exposure: land use 
(b); slope (c); distance to water bodies (d); elevation (e); snail infection rates (f) 

 
Our findings show that approximately 63% of the study area has high 
probability of exposure values (> 50%). This is mainly explained by the 
predominance of agricultural fields in the area (Figure 3.7b) and the distance 
to water bodies results, which indicate that approximately 80% of the urban 
areas can access water bodies following routes < 500 m. Lowest and highest 
distance values between urban areas and water bodies are 7.6 m and 5.7 km, 
respectively, with a mean of 1.4 km (Figure 3.8).  
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Table 3.2: Sensitivity of exposure to risk factors using entropy reduction (variables are 
listened in order of influence on exposure) 
Node Degree of entropy reduction % of influence to the network 

PAS 0.07149 28.0 

SI 0.06524 25.3 

CC 0.04708 18.3 

LU 0.04138 16.0 

DWB 0.02868 11.1 

SLP 0.00291 1.1 

E 0.00066 0.2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3.8: Nearest route calculation from urban points to water bodies and DWB 
ordinary kriging interpolation.   
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3.3.2 Validation 
 
For the first validation, the results show an increase in the probability of 
exposure as the proportion of human cases also increases, except for 17% of 
human cases where a reduction in the probability of exposure of 35.8% can be 
observed (Table 3.3). For the second validation, four groups of buffers were 
observed: Group A with one positive case, Group B with two positive cases and 
Groups C and D with four and five positive cases, respectively (Figure 3.9).  
 
A low correlation was found between probability of exposure and percentage 
of human cases within the groups (linear correlation, R² = 0.3). For the first 
three groups (A, B and C) the probability of exposure increases while the 
percentage of human cases also increases. For Group D, the group with more 
positive cases, a minor decrease in the probability of exposure can be observed 
(Figure 3.10). This could be explained by the distance to water bodies that has 
a slightly positive correlation with the probability of exposure values (0.47–
0.55) calculated from our sBN for groups C (R² = 0.98) and D (R² = 0.96) 
(Figure 3.11).  
 
For instance, for Groups A and B with one and two positive cases respectively, 
the distance to water bodies is higher for Group A (~980 m) than for Group B 
(~177 m), with an average exposure value of approximately 0.47 and 0.48, 
respectively (Figure 3.10). Likewise, for Groups C and D, the distance to water 
bodies is higher for Group D (~1100 m) than for Group C (~490 m), with an 
average probability of exposure values equal to 0.55 and 0.49, respectively 
(Figure 3.10). 

3.4 Discussion 
Several studies have modelled snail distribution as input information for risk 
prediction of schistosomiasis (Hu et al., 2017; Walz et al., 2015b; Zhu et al., 
2015), in order to guide prevention (sanitary and hygiene conditions of the 
population) and control (mass drug administration campaigns in the 
community) strategies for schistosomiasis infection. These approaches are 
inadequate spatial decision support tools since they have not accounted for 
snails’ infection status or people’s exposure to infection (i.e. contact of people 
with snails’ sites). In this study we demonstrate a novel approach to delineate 
spatial areas of exposure to S. japonicum infection by accounting for the 
distribution of infected and non-infected snails, and considering the human 
interaction with active transmission sites. This was done by accounting for the 
cost of the community to access water bodies and potential sites where snails 
may be present. 
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Table 3.3: Percentage of human cases falling within probabilities of high exposure 
values 
No. of human cases % of human cases Probabilities of exposure 

1 8.3 41.2 
2 16.7 35.8 
3 25.0 50.8 
6 50.0 55.6 

 

 
Figure 3.9: Buffers around surveyed human cases points. Letters show the grouped 
buffers based on points location 
 
The results suggest that the predominance of high probabilities of exposure 
values (> 50%) in the study area are explained by the presence of wet soils 
and agriculture land in the zone, but also by the distance from urban areas to 
nearby water bodies (< 5 km). This was expected given that land use is a 
highly influencing risk factor on exposure after potential accessible sites (Table 
3.2), and also because of the initial high weights given to LU and DWB (Table 
3.1).  
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Figure 3.10: Probability of exposure vs percentage of human cases. Labels correspond 
to the grouped buffers visualized in Figure 9. The values of the buffers are shown in 
meters. 

 

Figure 3.11: Distance to water bodies versus probability of exposure. Plotted values 
for (a) Group C and (b) Group D 
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The results demonstrate that for short distances to water bodies, the 
probability of a community to be exposed to S. japonicum is high (Figure 3.8). 
This was explained by the probability of exposure map and the relative 
influence of DWB on exposure. Although DWB is the fifth influencing factor on 
exposure (Table 3.2), it is the only influencing factor on community cost, which 
is the third most important variable of the network (Table 3.2). Based on our 
results we propose that future studies utilise the nearest distance to water 
bodies following a road instead of the commonly used Euclidean distance 
(Clements et al., 2006; Zhu et al., 2015), since the former provides a more 
accurate representation of community access to water bodies, as it accounts 
for the nearest path from human dwellings to potential infection foci.  
 
We postulated that the proportion of human S. japonicum cases was higher in 
areas predicted to have a higher probability of exposure. Our validation 
procedure using overlaying proportions in the four groups of buffers 
surrounding nearby S. japonicum cases, demonstrated a positive correlation 
for three groups. Although the number of validation points is somewhat low for 
a total validation, overlying proportions of exposure to schistosomiasis 
infection suggest a correlation between potential areas of exposure and the 
disease in the presence of limited survey data.  
 
3.4.1 Utility of modelling the geographical probability of S. japonicum 
exposure 
 
Modelled schistosomiasis exposure areas account for the transmission 
processes occurring between the environment containing infective stages of S. 
japonicum or intermediary hosts (snails), and the susceptible hosts (humans 
and livestock). From a public health perspective, the provision of maps that 
define the geographical limits of probability of exposure to S. japonicum 
infected areas could help target local schistosomiasis control strategies to 
communities more likely to contact contaminated environments and thereby 
improve the efficiency of mass drug administration campaigns. From a spatial 
modelling perspective, the availability of a predictive exposure map could serve 
as an important base map to obtain covariate values. By relating them to 
indicators of disease, we could possibly account for the positional mismatch 
between epidemiological survey data and environmental covariates, and 
improve the statistical modelling of S. japonicum infection. 
 
3.4.2 Limitations of the study 
 
A number of limitations should be accounted for in the interpretation of our 
results. Firstly, estimates of the probability of exposure are highly influenced 
by the availability of snail infection estimates (Table 3.2). Due to the localized 
nature of the study, it was difficult to generate an adequate surface map that 
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could properly explain snail infection distribution, constraining this map into a 
binary output with low and medium risk values (Figure 3.7f). This might have 
an impact on the results and could be further improved by an increase of the 
study extent, and the number of survey points. In addition, whenever these 
data or new knowledge becomes available, the sBN developed in this study will 
enable a “rapid delineation” of potential exposure areas of S. japonicum by 
facilitating a flexible integration of exposure data as risk factors, and prior 
information derived from literature or expert knowledge (Smith et al., 2007). 
 
Secondly, model validation procedures could be improved by including positive 
and negative human cases. Collecting data on livestock infection (Gao et al., 
2014; Zhang et al., 2013) could also serve for validation as livestock infection, 
particularly carabao, has been suggested to play an important role in the 
transmission of S. japonicum in the Philippines (Gordon et al., 2012). 

3.5 Conclusions 
In conclusion, the present study describes the nature of the positional exposure 
mismatch in the modelling of S. japonicum infection. Results of the present 
study suggest that the best way to address this mismatch should include the 
extraction of covariate values from potential exposure areas. A probabilistic 
method to delineate exposure areas in the absence of sufficient empirical 
survey data is proposed. Unlike other studies, the present sBN is adequate to 
delineate exposure areas based upon the contact of communities to water 
bodies and other potential sites of infection. We conclude that even with limited 
disease survey data, it is possible to define potential exposure areas for 
schistosomiasis. Modelled exposure areas might be used to correct for 
positional mismatches and significantly improve disease predictions to better 
guide control programs to prevent and control schistosomiasis and other 
water-borne infections. 
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Chapter 4. Modelling Schistosoma japonicum 
Infection under Pure Specification Bias: 
Impact of Environmental Drivers of Infection 3 
 
  

                                          
3 This chapter is published as: 
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Modeling Schistosoma japonicum Infection under Pure Specification Bias: Impact of 
Environmental Drivers of Infection. International Journal of Environmental Research and 
Public Health 2019, 16, 176, doi: 10.3390/ijerph16020176 
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Abstract 
Uncertainties in spatial modelling studies of schistosomiasis (SCH) are relevant 
for the reliable identification of at-risk populations. Ecological fallacy occurs 
when ecological or group-level analyses, such as spatial aggregations at a 
specific administrative level, are carried out for an individual-level inference. 
This could lead to the unreliable identification of at-risk populations, and 
consequently to fallacies in the drugs’ allocation strategies and their cost-
effectiveness. A specific form of ecological fallacy is pure specification bias. The 
present research aims to quantify its effect on the parameter estimates of 
various environmental covariates used as drivers for SCH infection. This is done 
by (i) using a spatial convolution model that removes pure specification bias, 
(ii) estimating group and individual-level covariate regression parameters, and 
(iii) quantifying the difference between the parameter estimates and the 
predicted disease outcomes from the convolution and ecological models. We 
modeled the prevalence of Schistosoma japonicum using group-level health 
outcome data, and city-level environmental data as a proxy for individual-level 
exposure. We included environmental data such as water and vegetation 
indexes, distance to water bodies, day and night land surface temperature, 
and elevation. We estimated and compared the convolution and ecological 
model parameter estimates using Bayesian statistics. Covariate parameter 
estimates from the convolution and ecological models differed between 0.03 
for the nearest distance to water bodies (NDWB), and 0.28 for the normalized 
difference water index (NDWI). The convolution model presented lower 
uncertainties in most of the parameter estimates, except for NDWB. High 
differences in uncertainty were found in night land surface temperature (0.23) 
and elevation (0.13). No significant differences were found between the 
predicted values and their uncertainties from both models. The proposed 
convolution model is able to correct for a pure specification bias by presenting 
less uncertain parameter estimates. It shows a good predictive performance 
for the mean prevalence values and for a positive number of infected people. 
Further research is needed to better understand the spatial extent and support 
of analysis to reliably explore the role of environmental variables. 
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4.1 Introduction 
Schistosomiasis (SCH) is a water-borne infection caused by parasitic worms 
known as schistosomes. People get infected by skin penetration of the infective 
stage of the parasite. Three schistosomes species cause the infection: 
Schistosoma mansoni, Schistosoma japonicum, and Schistosoma 
haematobium. Among these, S. japonicum is the hardest one to control due to 
its zoonotic life cycle (Jia et al., 2007), which includes the infection of an 
amphibious snail from the species Oncomelania hupensis quadrasi as the 
intermediate host, and humans and other mammals as definitive hosts 
(Tarafder et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2008). Schistosomiasis is a disease of public 
health significance (King,  Dickman and Tisch, 2005; Walz et al., 2015b) since 
it affects more than 252 million people worldwide (Hotez et al., 2014). This 
especially concerns communities in tropical and subtropical areas, where 
access to clean water and sanitation is limited. Schistosomiasis leads to 
malnutrition, which causes anemia and stunted growth in school-aged children 
(Coutinho et al., 2005; Leenstra et al., 2006).  
 
Schistosomiasis risk mapping has enabled the identification of at-risk 
populations to target mass drug administration campaigns for disease control 
(Soares Magalhães et al., 2014). Mapping SCH involves the use of geographic 
information systems, remote sensing, and global positioning systems (GPS). 
These help to allocate data about infection and the physical and biological 
environmental variables in space. Environmental variables together with 
various statistical methods have been combined to model the distribution of 
the disease (Herbreteau et al., 2007) and to quantify the role of the 
environmental exposure factors on SCH risk (Zhang et al., 2016). 
 
Spatial epidemiological studies are susceptible to uncertainties, which are 
inherent in spatial information (Araujo Navas et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016). 
Most of these uncertainties are caused by positional measurement errors due 
to GPS inaccuracies, multiple addresses, geocoding errors, misalignments 
between covariates and disease outcomes, and disease outcome or covariate 
aggregations (Zhang et al., 2016). Particularly, disease outcome and covariate 
aggregations at a specific administrative level could be incorrectly obtained for 
individual-level inference (Richardson and Monfort, 2000). Health data are 
often available at a specific administrative level (i.e., group-level) while 
environmental data consists of a set of recorded values aggregated at monitor 
sites or gridded data derived from remote sensing images (Wakefield and 
Shaddick, 2006). Spatial aggregation occurs due to the lack of geolocated 
information at the individual level, caused by the scarcity of sampling 
resources, availability of associated data or the need to protect confidentiality 
(Zhang et al., 2016).  
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Disease outcome and covariate aggregations cause an ecological bias or 
ecological fallacy. This represents an important source of uncertainty (Araujo 
Navas et al., 2016; King, 2013; Zhang et al., 2016) because any direct link 
between exposure and health outcomes is imperfectly measured. For instance, 
Wakefield and Lyons (Wakefield and Lyons, 2010) mention that the 
fundamental problem of this kind of spatial aggregations is the loss of 
information. Thus, the function used in the regression modelling does not 
represent the real relationship between the affected population and their 
exposure. This type of ecological fallacy is also called pure specification bias 
and arises due to the loss of information when a non-linear model changes its 
form under aggregation (Gelfand et al., 2010; Wakefield and Lyons, 2010). It 
is called ‘pure’ because it specifically addresses a model specification bias 
(Gelfand et al., 2010). 
 
Several efforts have been made to address pure specification bias resulting in 
disaggregation methods. For instance, Prentice and Sheppard (Prentice and 
Sheppard, 1995) suggest an ‘aggregated data’ method to create models based 
on exposure information available for a subset of individuals. Richardson et al. 
(Richardson,  Stucker and Hemon, 1987) assume parametric distributions for 
within-area exposures to derive accurate risk functions. Wakefield and 
Shaddick (Wakefield and Shaddick, 2006) propose a convolution model and 
derive an appropriate likelihood function for a scenario where health outcome 
data are aggregated at the district level, and exposure information is known at 
monitoring sites. Wang et al. (Wang et al., 2017) address pure specification 
bias in the least informative data scenario for aggregated disease counts with 
associated counts of the population at-risk, and a separate set of point level 
exposures from monitoring stations. They propose a conceptual probability of 
the incidence surface over the entire study region as a function of an exposure 
surface. This probability surface was then used to simulate individual disease 
outcomes and to obtain individual-level parameter estimates. 
 
For a tropical disease such as SCH, the availability of individual-level infection 
data obtained from schools or health care centers is common (Chammartin et 
al., 2014; Hu et al., 2015; Sturrock et al., 2013). Nevertheless, there are 
several SCH epidemiological studies (Scholte et al., 2014; Soares Magalhães 
et al., 2014; Soares Magalhães et al., 2015) that limit their modelling to the 
outcome and covariate data aggregated at a specific administrative level (i.e., 
ward, municipal, province, county, district, barangays, among others) without 
taking pure specification bias into consideration. Moreover, there are no up-to-
date studies that have quantified the effect of the covariate information on the 
parameter estimates when accounting for pure specification bias in SCH 
modelling.  
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The objective of this study is to quantify the effect of pure specification bias on 
the parameter estimates of various environmental covariates used as drivers 
for SCH infection. To achieve this objective we aim to: (i) use a spatial 
convolution model that removes pure specification bias by using group-level 
health outcome data and individual-level environmental covariate data, (ii) 
estimate group and individual-level covariate regression parameters, and (iii) 
quantify the difference between the parameter estimates and predicted disease 
outcomes from the convolution and ecological models. 

4.2 Methods to reduce pure specification bias 
4.2.1 Data on Human Schistosoma japonicum Infection, Study Area, 

and Sampling Design 
 
We use S. japonicum infection data collected as part of the 2008 Nationwide 
Schistosomiasis Survey in The Philippines (Leonardo et al., 2012). In this case, 
S. japonicum is endemic in 28 of its 81 provinces (Leonardo et al., 2015), with 
approximately 1.8 million estimated infected people (Leonardo et al., 2002). 
The disease affects children, adolescents, and individuals with high-risk 
occupations, such as farmers and fishermen (Leonardo et al., 2002; Zhou et 
al., 2010).  
 
A two-stage systematic cluster sampling was used in the sampling design. 
Stratification was done by a prevalence level (high, medium, and low), 
obtained from the 1994 World Bank-assisted Philippine Health Development 
Program. Provinces and barangays were the primary and secondary sampling 
units respectively. A barangay is the smallest administrative division in the 
Philippines, numbering about 22–50 in a single municipality. Provinces with 
high and moderate prevalence rates were included, while the random selection 
was done among the low-prevalence provinces and non-endemic provinces. 
Within the selected provinces, high prevalence barangays were also selected. 
We decided to work in the Mindanao region due to the good spatial coverage 
of the sampling over the whole region (Figure 4.1), and the high response rate 
of 70 percent (Leonardo et al., 2012; Leonardo et al., 2008; Soares Magalhães 
et al., 2014). In total, 22 provinces were surveyed, and between 2 and 10 
barangays were surveyed per province. In total, 108 out of 10,021 barangays 
were surveyed in Mindanao. 
 
Data from 19,763 individuals were recorded in the survey but not 
georeferenced. Information regarding the corresponding barangay and 
province were recorded for each individual. For this reason, individual-level 
survey data were aggregated and geo-located to the centroids of 108 
barangays in Mindanao. We used a probability of infection  in barangay  as 
our disease outcome variable. 
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Figure 4.1: The Mindanao region in the Philippines is the study area. Blue dots show 
the surveyed data aggregated at the barangay centroids. 
 
Kato-Katz thick smear examination (Santos,  Cerqueira and Soares, 2005) was 
used to diagnose S. japonicum infection based on two-sample stool collection. 
Each sample was read using a microscope and the presence of S. japonicum 
eggs indicated active infection. Due to inconsistencies in the submission of the 
second stool sample, however, only the results of the first stool sample were 
available (Soares Magalhães et al., 2014) from people aged two years and 
above. Information such as gender and age were recorded for each individual. 
More details about the sampling design can be found in Leonardo et al. 
(Leonardo et al., 2012; Leonardo et al., 2008). 
 
4.2.2. Environmental and Geographical Data 
 
Six environmental variables were included in the analysis: the nearest distance 
to water bodies (NDWB), normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), 
normalized difference water index (NDWI), day (LSTD) and night (LSTN) land 
surface temperature, and elevation (E). The nearest distance to water bodies 
was calculated using the closest facility network analysis tool in ArcGIS version 
10 (Esri, 2011). We used rivers and lakes as water bodies. As input for the 
network, we used the river and road networks, and the location of cities and 
hamlets. We first calculated the NDWB for each city point and then interpolated 
the distance values for all the surveyed barangays. Interpolation was 
performed using Ordinary Kriging. The nearest distance to water bodies shows 
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the accessibility of people to water bodies since they represent the main 
infection foci. We used NDVI obtained from the MODIS MOD13Q1 product.The 
normalized difference vegetation index served as an indicator of vegetation 
presence and greenness, particularly the presence of flooded agricultural land 
such as paddy fields, which is an important factor for Asian schistosomiasis 
(Zhou, Liang and Jiang, 2012). We included NDWI from the Google Earth 
Engine as an annual Landsat 7 composite for the year 2008. The normalized 
difference water index was used as a proxy indicator of flooding (Walz et al., 
2015b; Xu, 2006). The day land surface temperature was also included and 
obtained from the MODIS MOD11A2_LST product. The day land surface 
temperature is determinant for the survival of larval stages of snails (Pietrock 
and Marcogliese, 2003; Prah and James, 1977; Woolhouse and Chandiwana, 
1990) and is used as a proxy for water temperature given that the thermal 
condition of shallow waters usually reflects the ambient temperature of the air 
(Soares Magalhães et al., 2014). Elevation was also included and obtained from 
ASTER GDEM version 2 from United States Geological Survey (USGS) 
(Geological Survey, 2017). In the Philippines, the presence of snails is also 
driven by the local topography (Pesigan et al., 1958; Stensgaard et al., 2006; 
Stensgaard et al., 2013). At lower altitudes, the risk of finding snails increases. 
Table 4.1 summarizes the information about environmental information and 
their sources. 
 
4.2.3 Convolution Model (Individual-Level Model) 
 
An individual is considered infected if at least one parasite egg is found. S. 
japonicum infection data  are available at individual-level  recorded within a 
barangay . Various  environmental variables  are available for each image 
pixel. Because the exact response locations of the  are unknown, individual-
level data are aggregated to their corresponding barangay centroid and are, 
thus, denoted by . A naive group-level model is given by equation 4.1. 
 

| , ~ , ̂  (4.1) 

 
where  and ̂  are the number of sampled individuals and the probability of 
infection in barangay , respectively, and ̅ 	is the observed mean exposure 
within barangay . The probability ̂  is modelled based on equation 4.2 using 
environmental variables as predictors, where	  are the group-level covariate 
coefficients. 
 

̂ 	 ∙ ̅ ∙ ̅ ⋯ ∙ ̅  (4.2) 
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Table 4.1: Environmental variables description. 

Environmental 
Variable 

Spatial 
Resolution 

Temporal 
Resolution 

 Data 
Type 

Original 
Coordinate 
System 

Data 
Source 

Elevation 30 m NA 

 

Raster EPSG:4326 

ASTER 
GDEM V2 
from 
USGS 

NDVI 250 m 2008  Raster EPSG:4326 MOD13Q1 

NDWI 500 m 2008 
 

Raster EPSG:32651 
Landsat 7, 
one-year 
composite 

LST 1 km 2008  Raster EPSG:4326 MOD11A2 

NDWB 250 m 2010 

 

Raster EPSG:32651 

Derived 
from 
closest 
facility 
network 
using 
roads, 
urban 
areas, 
river 
network, 
and water 
bodies 

NDVI: Normalized difference vegetation index; NDWI: normalized difference water 
index; LST: day land surface temperature; NDWB: nearest distance to water bodies; 
USGS: United States Geological Survey 
 
We suppose that, for an individual  in area ,  follows a Bernoulli distribution 
(Equation 4.3). Then an individual level model is presented in equation 4.4, 
where the parameters  are the individual-level coefficients. However, this 
model assumes that we know the individual level locations.  
 

| , ~  (4.3) 

	 ∙ ∙ ⋯ ∙ (4.4) 

 
Pure specification bias will result in  	 , where the relationship between 
aggregated disease risk and exposure on areal units differs from the 
relationship between the individual disease risk and the associated exposure. 
In a non-linear model, as in our case, this difference is produced by a loss of 
information due to aggregation known as pure specification bias. Pure 
specification bias is reduced in size since the ‘within area’ exposure is more 
homogenous (Wakefield and Lyons, 2010). This could be obtained by having a 
finer partition of space in which exposure measurements are available 
(Wakefield and Lyons, 2010; Wakefield and Shaddick, 2006).  
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As we know the individual-level responses 	but not their locations, we 
minimized the pure specification bias by extracting covariate information from 
cities within the barangays. We selected cities since they were the finest units 
we found available by taking them as a proxy for exposure locations at an 
individual level. Cities were extracted from the 2010 build-up data base from 
the National Mapping and Resource Information Authority from The Philippines 
("National Mapping and Resource Information Authority," 2018). Cities were 
not available for all the surveyed barangays. Therefore, we digitalized them 
using Google Earth images. 
 
We used the aggregate data method proposed by Prentice and Sheppard, 2001 
(Prentice and Sheppard, 1995). Let exposure or covariate data  be measured 
at locations  1,… , , for a subset of individuals. Then, we estimated 
the average risk of the individuals in area , and the individual level coefficients 
. This was done by calculating the mean of the risk function (Equation 4.5) 

instead of evaluating the risk function at the mean exposure (Equation 4.2). 
In this way, the average ̂  of the function over the exposures corrects for the 
pure specification bias and differs from the function evaluated at the average 
exposure ̂ . Thus, ̂  is the estimated average probability of infection of the 
individuals in area . 
 

̂
1
∙

1
1 exp ∙ ̅ ∙ ̅ ⋯ ∙ ̅

 (4.5)

 
In our study, covariate data were obtained at a finer level of analysis than the 
barangay. Therefore, we assumed that averaged covariate values at city level 
 represent individual covariate values (i.e., 	 ). We then know  but 

not the geographical linkage with individuals. One way to account for this is to 
allocate  individuals to measurement  by equally dividing the population. 
Therefore, / , is a simple version of the convolution model.  
 
The spatial convolution model is represented in equation 4.6, where the risk 
function also accounts for the spatial variability by including spatial ( ) 
structured random effects. 

̂

1
∙

1
1 exp ∙ ̅ ∙ ̅ ⋯ ∙ ̅

	 (4.6) 

 
The implemented convolution model that corrects for the ecological fallacy is 
of the form. 
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| , ~ , ̂  (4.7) 

 
The model includes an intercept ( ), averaged city-level environmental 
variables ( , , , , , ), and their corresponding 
individual-level coefficients , and a spatial random effect ( ) as described in 
equation 4.6. All covariates were standardized to have mean = 0 and standard 
deviation = 1. Collinearity between covariates was assessed with the Pearson 
correlation coefficient. 
 
Prior information for the intercept 	was given as a proper uniform distribution 
with wide bounds (−100, 100). The other  parameters were given non-
informative normal distributions 	~ 0, , with  uniformly distributed on a 

wide range 	~	 0, 100 . These distributions are recommended in order to avoid 
overestimations on the parameters (Gelman, 2006). These parametrizations 
allow a good mixing of the sequences used for Markov Chain Monte Carlo 
simulations and contribute to their faster convergence (Gelman et al., 1995).  
 
Spatial dependence was modelled using a spatially structured random effects 
distribution based upon a geo-statistical model. This model can be used as a 
sampling distribution for continuous spatial data (Diggle,  Tawn and Moyeed, 
2002). The vector of random variables  associated with space locations 
(x , y ), 1,… , , was modelled with a multivariate normal distribution 
~ , Σ  with mean  = 0 and a covariance matrix Σ  defined by a 

powered exponential spatial correlation function from equation 4.8. 
 

Σ ∙ exp ∙  (4.8) 

 
The covariance matrix is specified as a function of the distances  between 
barangay centroids 	and , the rate of decline of spatial correlation per unit of 
distance , the scalar parameter representing the overall variance , and the 
scalar parameter  controlling the amount of spatial smoothing. Since it is often 
difficult to learn much about the  parameter, and large values of  could lead 
to smoothing, we used 1. The prior distribution for  was set uniform: 
	~	 2E10 	,3E10 . These values give a diffuse but plausible prior range of 

correlations between 0.1 and 0.99 at the minimum distance between points 
(575 m) and between 0 and 0.3 at the maximum distance between points 
(<552 km), which assists identification (Thomas et al., 2004). The variance 
parameter 	was given a half-normal distribution ~ 0,1 . Half-normal was 
selected in order to restrict our prior to positive values and avoid problems 
with convergence (Gelman, 2006; Lunn et al., 2013). 
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The model was run using three sequences or chains with 50,000 iterations that 
ensured simulations representative of target distributions (Gelman et al., 
1995) and a good stability for convergence (Gelman et al., 1995). A burn-in of 
25,000 iterations was used, discarding the first half of each sequence that is 
used to diminish the influence of starting values (Gelman et al., 1995). We 
monitored convergence visually and statistically, first by inspecting at the trace 
plots and then by checking the 	statistic (Brooks and Gelman, 1998; Gelman 
and Rubin, 1992), which are also called a potential scale reduction factor. This 
assesses sequences mixing by comparing the between and within variation.  
values < 1.1 indicate evidence that sequences had converged (Brooks and 
Gelman, 1998), while high values suggest that an increase in the number of 
simulations may improve our inferences (Gelman et al., 1995). Data were 
structured in a rectangular format, where the columns are headed by the array 
name. The survey data and the codes in bugs for the convolution and ecological 
models are provided in the Appendices 4A.1 and 4A.2, respectively. 
 

4.2.4. Ecological Model (Group-Level Model) 
 
As a comparison, we estimated the group-level covariate regression 
parameters  by using equations 4.1 and 4.2. We used ̂  as a function of the 
same covariate information, , , , , , , but 
averaged for each surveyed barangay, and added the spatial random effects 
term  (Equation 4.9). Prior distributions for  and 	were the same as the 
ones given for the  parameters and the geo-statistical spatial term. 
 

̂
1

1 exp ∙ ̅ ∙ ̅ ⋯ ∙ ̅
 (4.9)

 
We compared estimated covariate regression coefficients and their credible 
intervals from both models, and also the data generated from the posterior 
predictive distribution to the observed data. Posterior predictive distributions 
were generated using simulations. Residuals were calculated by subtracting 
the simulated values from the observed values. We created correlation and 
residual plots for convolution and ecological models for three different 
simulations. Lastly, we compared the predicted prevalence values for both 
models and their corresponding credible intervals for each barangay. 
 
4.2.5 Model Validation 
 
In order to assess the model fit, we compared the deviance information 
criterion (DIC) values between simple and spatial models from the convolution 
and ecological models. Convolution and ecological models were validated using 
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two methods. First, we used the posterior predictive distribution to check our 
model assumptions by comparing the data generated from the simulations of 
the predictive distribution to the observed data using a test statistic. The test 
statistic generates a posterior predictive p-value (ppp-value) by calculating the 
proportion of the predicted values that are more extreme for the test statistic 
than the observed value for that statistic. If the data violated our model 
assumptions, the observed test statistic should differ from most of the 
replicated test statistics from our model (i.e., ppp-value close to 0 or 1). If the 
model fits the data, a ppp-value around 0.5 is expected. Test statistics and 
ppp-values were created for maximum, minimum, and mean values for both, 
convolution, and ecological models.  
 
Second, we used the area under the curve (AUC) of the receiving operating 
characteristics (ROC) for applying a threshold of 0.5%, which is the prevalence 
mean in the Mindanao region. Thus, we would like to know the ability of the 
model to discriminate the mean prevalence level in the study area. We also 
investigated the ability of the models to discriminate the number of positive 
cases. Thus, a threshold of 1 was used, which indicates the presence of at least 
one positive case. An AUC value of 70% was taken to indicate acceptable 
predictive performance (Brooker,  Hay and Bundy, 2002; Soares Magalhães et 
al., 2014). 
 
4.2.5 Software and Data sources 
 
Barangay centroids were obtained from an up-to-date barangay shape file from 
a DIVA geographic information system (Hijmans R., 2018). River and road 
networks were obtained from the Open Street Map Project in the Philippines 
(Project, 2017). Locations of cities and hamlets were extracted from the 
National Mapping and Resource Information Authority from The Philippines 
(Ocha, 2018) from 2010. 
 
The model was implemented in the software OpenBUGS 3.2.3 (Spiegelhalter 
et al., 2007, 2003) (Medical Research Council, Cambridge, UK and Imperial 
College London, UK). The software is available for free at (Lunn D., 2018). We 
used the package R2OpenBUGS (Sturtz,  Ligges and Gelman, 2010) to call 
OpenBUGS from R. The spatial models were coded using functions from 
GeoBUGS (Thomas et al., 2004), which is an add-on module to OpenBUGS that 
provides an interface to work with conditional autoregressive and geo-
statistical models. Data pre-processing and Ordinary Kriging was performed in 
R (Team, 2013). 
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4.3 Resulting convolutional and ecological models 
4.3.1 Convolution model 
 
Posterior means and credible intervals resulting from the simple version of the 
convolution model (Equation 4.5) are given in Table 4.2. The credible intervals 
did not include zero values, which shows that all covariates have a strong effect 
in the observed outcomes except NDVI. We decided to discard NDVI from the 
spatial convolution and ecological model (Equation 4.6). Deviance information 
criterion values for the simple and spatial models were 419.8 and 64.13, 
respectively. This shows that the spatial model performs better than the simple 
model. This is also supported by the residual spatial variation of the survey 
data presented in Mindanao (Soares Magalhães et al., 2014). Table 4.2 shows 
the resulting parameter estimates and credible intervals for the spatial 
convolution model. 
 

4.3.2 Ecological model 
 
As in the convolution model, credible intervals resulting from the simple version 
of the ecological model (Equation 4.2) showed that all covariates have a strong 
effect in the observed outcomes except NDVI. The normalized difference 
vegetation index was also discarded from the spatial ecological model 
(Equation 4.9). Deviance information criterion values for the simple and spatial 
models were 388.1 and 126.4, respectively. This shows that the spatial model 
is more adequate. Table 4.2 shows the resulting parameter estimates and 
credible intervals for the spatial ecological model. 
 
4.3.3 Convolution Versus Ecological model 
 
Figure 4.2 shows the resulting density plots from the regression parameter 
estimates derived from the ecological and convolution models. For the 
intercept parameter (Figure 4.2a), the convolution model estimated a lower 
mean value (difference = 0.11) (Table 4.2) with a higher uncertainty, or 
credible interval width, than the ecological model (Table 4.2). The regression 
parameter estimate for NDWI from the convolution model shows a higher mean 
value than the one from the ecological model (Table 4.2 and Figure 4.2b). The 
difference between these estimates is around 0.28 with the same uncertainty 
for both models (Table 4.2). In the case of LSTD (Figure 4.2c), the estimated 
mean values from the convolution model are higher but with a slightly lower 
uncertainty than the ecological model. Difference between estimates are 
around 0.16 (Table 4.2). For the LSTN parameter (Table 4.2) and Figure 2d, 
the convolution model estimated a lower mean value with lower uncertainty 
than the ecological model (Table 4.2). The difference between these estimates 
is approximately 0.2. In the case of the elevation parameter (Figure 4.2e), 
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estimated mean values from the convolution model are slightly higher than 
estimates from the ecological model (difference = 0.08) (Table 4.2) and have 
lower uncertainty than the ecological model estimates (Table 4.2). The 
estimated parameter value for NDWB (Figure 4.2f) is lower in the convolution 
than in the ecological model (Table 4.2). The difference in this value is 
relatively small at around 0.03. Nevertheless, uncertainty is higher in the 
convolution than in the ecological model (Table 4.2). 

Differences between observed and predicted prevalence values are similar for 
both models (  = 0.9). For the convolution and ecological model, the 
maximum difference between the predicted and the observed prevalence 
values is around 1% (Figure 4.3a and Figure 4.3b). Figure 4.3a and Figure 
4.3b show that, for fitted prevalence values higher than 2%, both models 
underestimate the prevalence of infection, while, for fitted prevalence values 
lower than 2%, both overestimation and underestimation occur. Both models 
show similar predicted values with a maximum difference of 0.3%. The 
uncertainty in the predictions from both models is the same in 88 barangays. 
The ecological model presents a higher uncertainty than the convolution model 
in 9 barangays, while the convolution model shows higher uncertainty than the 
ecological model in 11 barangays. 
 
4.3.4 Model Validation  
 
The maximum and minimum observed prevalence values are 0.085 and 0, 
respectively. For the convolution model, the ppp-values for the maximum and 
minimum observed values are 0.65 and 1, respectively. This shows that it is 
likely to see the maximum and minimum prevalence values from the observed 
data in the predicted data. The highest ppp-value of 1 assures that 100% of 
our predicted data contain the minimum observed value. This could be due to 
an over fit to the data for small prevalence values. For the ecological model, 
the maximum and minimum ppp-values are 0.67 and 1, respectively. Like the 
convolution model, it is likely to see the maximum and minimum observed 
prevalence values in our predicted data and there might be an over fit to the 
data for small prevalence values. 
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Table 4.2: Estimated regression coefficients (mean and 95% credible intervals). 
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Figure 4.2: Covariate regression coefficients density plots for the convolution and 
ecological models. (a) Intercept, (b) Normalized Difference Water Index, (c) Day Land 
Surface Temperature, (d) Night Land Surface Temperature, (e) Elevation, and (f) 
Nearest Distance to Water Bodies. 
 
Results from the second validation method show the high ability of both models 
to predict prevalence values with an AUC equal to 93% and 94% for the 
convolution and ecological models, respectively. The AUC values with respect 
to predictive ability of the number of cases are 81% and 94% for the 
convolution and ecological models, respectively. Both models can discriminate 
the number of positive cases of schistosomiasis and mean prevalence values. 
Nevertheless, as we can see, the ecological model might over fit the data as 
compared to the convolution model with respect to the number of positive 
cases.  
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Figure 4.3: Residual plots for the (a) convolution and (b) ecological models. 

4.4 Discussion 
Several studies have modelled SCH disease risk using surveyed and 
environmental aggregated information at an administrative-level (Clements et 
al., 2008; Scholte et al., 2014; Soares Magalhães et al., 2014). These studies 
so far ignored the pure specification bias caused by the use of ecological or 
group-level estimates as individual-level estimates. Only a few studies (Wang 
et al., 2017) have quantified the influence of pure specification bias on the 
regression parameter estimates and all studies on SCH ignored the influence 
of pure specification bias on disease predictions. In our paper, we quantified 
the effect of pure specification bias on assessing the parameters for 
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environmental covariates that are used for the mapping of S. japonicum 
infection risk. Our contribution is both methodological and practical. 
 
Our starting point was that NDVI, NDWI, LSTD, LSTN, elevation, and NDWB 
are relevant for SCH transmission (Brooker et al., 2002; Kristensen,  Malone 
and Mccarroll, 2001). For instance, NDVI is an indicator of flooded vegetation 
(Soares Magalhães et al., 2014), specifically rice paddy fields, and 
environmental moisture (Malone et al., 2001; Walz et al., 2015a). In both 
models, all variables have a strong effect in the observed range of outcomes, 
except NDVI. An explanation could be the effect of spatial support of this 
variable at 250 m. The International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) estimated 
an area substantially smaller than 25 ha for rice paddy fields ("Rice science for 
a better world," 2018). The area covered by an NDVI pixel equals 6.25 ha. This 
shows that a spatial support of 250 m is still too coarse to reliably represent 
paddy fields. It could be relevant to use a higher spatial support to reliably 
assess the role of NDVI. For instance, Walz et al. (Walz et al., 2015a) have 
successfully delineated paddy fields by using NDVI from RapidEye imagery at 
a higher spatial support of 5 m. 
 
In the case of NDWI, the convolution model estimates a higher NDWI 
parameter value than the ecological model, but closer to zero (Figure 4.2b). 
Hence, it may not have a strong effect on the observed range of outcomes. 
The difference between convolution and ecological models when estimating the 
NDWI parameter is high (0.28) as compared to the differences for other 
variables. This could be due to (i) the decrease of the spatial extent of analysis 
from barangay to a city-level for covariate extraction, and (ii) the coarse spatial 
support of the variable at 500 m. A correspondence between a decrease in the 
extent of analysis and the within cities variability of NDWI values would change 
the average value used for parameter estimation. This could yield the high 
differences in the estimates and, together with the coarse support of the 
variable, could lead to a weaker effect of NDWI in SCH prevalence. Hence, 
NDWI pixels of 0.25 km2 are too coarse to reliably define flooded zones in city 
areas that range from 0.02 to 3 km2. The uncertainty in NDWI parameter 
estimate is similar for both models, as shown by the credible interval with of 
0.44 (Figure 4.2b and Table 4.2). A possible explanation is that NDWI values 
are similar between and within cities, and between and within barangays. For 
instance, NDWI values between cities and between barangays range from 
0.095 to 0.51 and from 0.099–0.51, respectively. The average NDWI value 
within a specific barangay is 0.3, while NDVI values range from 0.29–0.31 for 
the cities it contains. 
 
For LSTD, a higher estimated value in the convolution model was observed 
than in the ecological model (Figure 4.2c). As for NDWI, this could be (i) due 
to the decrease in the within cities variability corresponding to a decrease in 
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spatial extent for covariate values extraction, and (ii) the coarse LSTD spatial 
support of 1 km. The day land surface temperature, area pixels of 1 km2 are 
too coarse to reliably define low and high-temperature zones in city areas 
ranging from 0.02 to 3 km2. The uncertainty is slightly lower in the convolution 
model than in the ecological model possibly due to the similarity of the LSTD 
variability between and within cities and between and within barangays. For 
instance, similar LSTD values ranging from 25 to 35.7 °C and from 21.7 to 36 
°C were found for the convolution and ecological models, respectively. 
 
A different pattern is observed for the estimate of the LSTN parameter. In 
contrast to LSTD, the estimate and uncertainty from the convolution model are 
lower than for the ecological one (Figure 4.2d). This could be explained by the 
difference between the LSTN variability within cities and within barangays. For 
instance, we selected a barangay bigger in size than the cities it contains. We 
compared LSTN values from the cities and from the barangay and found 
differences from 4 to 7 °C, although the spatial support of LSTN is coarse at 1 
km. These differences are small, but could be determinant for the parasite 
presence, as the distribution of SCH is driven by water temperatures from 15 
to 20 °C (Stensgaard et al., 2005). This means that we could find the parasite 
in the barangay with an average LSTN value of 20 °C, but we could not find it 
in the cities inside the barangay, with LSTN values ranging from 22–24 °C. 
Thus, there is a clear loss of information produced by a pure specification bias. 
 
Elevation presents an estimate closer to zero in the convolution model as 
compared to the ecological model (Figure 4.2e). This is possibly related to the 
decrease in the within cities elevation variability as a result of the decrease in 
the spatial extent of covariate extraction, from barangays to cities. Although 
its spatial support is relatively high, i.e., 30 m, within cities variability 
decreases because the Mindanao region does not contain steep slopes or sharp 
changes in elevation. Changes in elevation are gradual, which means that a 
city can share a single elevation value. The uncertainty in the convolution 
model is lower than in the ecological model. The reason could be the large 
difference in the between and within cities and barangays variability. For 
instance, elevation values between the cities ranged from 0 to 0.9 km, while 
elevation values between barangays ranged from 0 to 1.3 km. We also 
compared the elevation values averaged in a specific barangay and the range 
of values from the cities within the barangay. The averaged barangay value 
was around 1.3 km, while the city values within the barangay ranged from 
0.87 to 0.89 km. These differences are high and give an idea of the large 
amount of information that could be lost when estimating individual 
parameters at ecological levels of analysis. 
 
Lastly, for NDWB, the convolution model estimates a lower parameter value 
but with a higher uncertainty (Figure 4.2f). This could be explained by the 
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discrepancy between the within barangay and city variability. For instance, for 
a specific barangay, the averaged NDWB value was approximately 3.75 km, 
while NDWB values for the cities within this barangay ranged from 0.4 to 6.4 
km. In addition, the NDWB values between the cities ranged from 0.17 to 26.2 
km, while the NDWB values between the barangays ranged from 0.26 to 15.5 
km. The higher uncertainty in the convolution model could be explained by the 
use of ordinary Kriging in the NDWB calculation. The use of interpolation 
increases the variance in the estimates in a somewhat unrealistic way since it 
uses a constant mean (Diggle,  Tawn and Moyeed, 2002) while, in reality, the 
different cities and barangays have different means. 
 
The present research shows that the ecological and convolution models present 
similar prediction results. However, the proposed convolution model is 
preferred based on the lower uncertainties found in most of its parameter 
estimates, which shows that it corrects for pure specification bias. Moreover, 
according to our validation results, the convolution model has a high predictive 
ability to detect a positive number of cases (81%) and mean prevalence values 
(93%). From a public health perspective, the provision of regression 
coefficients that are less uncertain and better approach the individual-level 
estimates is a step forward to the desired uncertainty analysis in a 
schistosomiasis-modelling framework. This could be used as a decision support 
tool for helminth control programs. Moreover, less uncertain models and maps 
would avoid erroneous conclusions and decisions about the spatial distribution 
of schistosomiasis. Lastly, information on uncertainty regarding pure 
specification bias could guide mass drug administration campaigns by 
enhancing the assessment of the infection risk and understand potential 
impacts on human health (Araujo Navas et al., 2016). 
 
Spatial extent and support of analysis are relevant drivers for the model 
parameter estimates and their associated uncertainties. The choice of support 
may affect the pattern identified from the data and the relationship between 
environmental variables and SCH prevalence (Schur et al., 2011; Schur et al., 
2013). We recommend bringing all covariates to a common spatial support 
prior to analysis. A suggestion would be to start at e.g., 30 m and examine 
larger supports to more precisely quantify the role of an environmental variable 
in the disease modelling process (Hamm,  Soares Magalhães and Clements, 
2015; Simoonga et al., 2009b). 
 
The trend in the residual plots from both models (Figure 4.3) points to a 
dependence between the residuals and the fitted prevalence values. This 
dependence could be due to heteroscedasticity (White, 1980), which means 
that similar interactions between the variables could lead to different 
prevalence values. This does not represent a problem in the model parameter 
estimates but is an indicator that the model can be improved (Fox, 1997). 
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Although our aim is not about model fit, we could possibly improve our 
predictions by exploring other disease driven factors and include them in the 
model or explore the model specification. Perhaps fitting a zero-inflated 
binomial (ZIB) model could help improve the predictions given that our data 
show a high number of barangays with zero prevalence (~77%). 

4.5 Conclusions 
The present study proposes a convolution model that removes pure 
specification bias by using ecological, group-level, health outcome data and 
city-level, individual-level, environmental data. For most covariates, the 
uncertainties in the convolution model are lower than those in the ecological 
model. 
 
The spatial extent of the covariates values and the spatial support or resolution 
of these covariates are relevant for the parameter estimates and their 
uncertainties. The spatial extent and support also influence the role of the 
covariates in SCH modelling. Why this happens should be further explored. 
Additionally, between-covariate and within-covariate variability resulted in 
similar uncertainties in both models. Conversely, differences in between and 
within covariate variability explain the loss of information produced by a pure 
specification bias, which leads to lower uncertainties in the convolution model. 
 
Lastly, this study shows no significant differences in the predicted values from 
both models. Predicted values from the convolution model are as uncertain as 
the predicted values from the ecological model in the majority of surveyed 
barangays (81.5%). The convolution model, however, shows a good predictive 
performance for the mean prevalence values and a positive number of infected 
people.  
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Chapter 5. Modelling the impact of MAUP on 
environmental drivers for Schistosoma 
japonicum prevalence 4 
 
  

                                          
4 This chapter is submitted as: 
 
Araujo Navas, A. L.; Osei, F.; Leonardo, L. R.; Soares Magalhães, R. J.; Stein, A. 
Modelling the impact of MAUP on environmental drivers for Schistosoma japonicum 
prevalence, 2019. 
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Abstract 
The modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) arises when the support size of a 
spatial variable affects the relationship between prevalence and environmental 
risk factors. Its effect on schistosomiasis modelling studies could lead to 
unreliable parameter estimates. The present research aims to quantify MAUP 
effects on environmental drivers of Schistosoma japonicum infection by (i) 
bringing all covariates to the same spatial support, (ii) estimating individual-
level regression parameters at 30 m, 90 m, 250 m, 500 m, and 1 km spatial 
supports, and (iii) quantifying the differences between parameter estimates 
using five models. 
 
We modelled the prevalence of Schistosoma japonicum using sub-provinces 
health outcome data and pixel-level environmental data. We estimated and 
compared regression coefficients from convolution models using Bayesian 
statistics. Increasing the spatial support to 500 m gradually increased the 
parameter estimates and their associated uncertainties. Abrupt changes in the 
parameter estimates occur at 1 km spatial support, resulting in loss of 
significance of almost all the covariates. No significant differences were found 
between the predicted values and their uncertainties from the five models. We 
provide suggestions to define an appropriate spatial data structure for 
modelling that gives more reliable parameter estimates and a clear relationship 
between risk factors and the disease. 
 
Inclusion of quantified MAUP effects was important in this study on 
schistosomiasis. This will support helminth control programs by providing 
reliable parameter estimates at the same spatial support, and suggesting the 
use of an adequate spatial data structure, to generate reliable maps that could 
guide efficient mass drug administration campaigns. 
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5.1 Introduction 
Schistosomiasis (SCH) is a water-borne neglected tropical disease of public 
health significance  associated with important morbidity outcomes in school-
aged children such as malnutrition, anaemia and stunted growth in school-
aged children (Coutinho et al., 2005; Leenstra et al., 2006). Infection is caused 
by skin penetration of the cercariae, the larval infective stage of the parasite, 
also known as schistosome. Three schistosome species cause the infection: 
Schistosoma japonicum, S.mansoni, and S. haematobium. Due to its zoonotic 
life cycle (Jia et al., 2007), Schistosoma japonicum is the hardest to control; 
its infection life cycle includes the amphibious snail from the species 
Oncomelania hupensis as the intermediate host, and humans and other 
mammalians as definite hosts (Tarafder et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2008). SCH 
affects more than 252 million people worldwide (Hotez et al., 2014) especially 
populations living at poor conditions, where access to clean water and 
sanitation is limited.  
 
Traditionally, SCH is controlled by the use of anthelminthic drugs in at-risk 
populations (Soares Magalhães et al., 2014). Mass drug administration 
campaigns identify at-risk populations by using SCH risk mapping. SCH 
mapping uses geographic information systems (GIS), global positioning 
systems and remotely sensed environmental data (Herbreteau et al., 2007; 
Kalluri et al., 2007). Modelling those infections using various statistical 
methods have enabled the study of the distribution of populations at-risk 
(Herbreteau et al., 2007; Kalluri et al., 2007), and the role of the 
environmental variation on the geographical heterogeneity of infection burden 
(i.e. prevalence or intensity of infection) . Statistical modelling of SCH 
quantifies empirical relationships between indirect morbidity indicators of 
public health significance and environmental risk factors. Those could be 
extracted from Earth Observation (EO) data such as monitor sites or satellite 
imagery. In addition, EO data help to interpolate the level of infection towards 
unsampled locations (Cadavid Restrepo et al., 2016; Soares Magalhães et al., 
2011b).  
 
The robustness of SCH geographical modelling efforts is affected by 
uncertainties propagated from the use of EO data at various spatial and 
temporal scales of analysis (Araujo Navas et al., 2016). EO data are generally 
constrained by their spatial and temporal scale of sampling (Wang et al., 
2008). In this study we focus on spatial scale. Scale is a major concern in 
spatial epidemiology (Walz et al., 2015c) since it determines the significance 
of the various environmental risk factors on the disease distribution (Simoonga 
et al., 2009b). Spatial scale encompasses the spatial support and the spatial 
extent of analysis (Atkinson and Graham, 2006). The spatial support refers to 
the area that each individual observation occupies in space. In the case of a 
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raster grid, the spatial support is the spatial resolution (e.g. a 30 x 30 m-
resolution Landsat pixel). The spatial extent is the spatial coverage of a set of 
observations (e.g. administrative units) and is gathered following a sampling 
scheme (Atkinson and Graham, 2006). For a given extent the support size may 
affect the patterns identified in the survey and environmental data (Schur et 
al., 2013) and the relationship between the disease morbidity indicators and 
the environmental risk factors. This is known as the modifiable areal unit 
problem (MAUP) (Dungan et al., 2002). 
 
Various studies investigated the consequences of ignoring MAUP effects in 
spatial epidemiological modelling. For instance, Hellsten et al. (Hellsten, 2006) 
studied the influence of using aggregated covariate data to model ammonia 
emissions at farm level. They showed that the size and shape of spatial 
aggregation areas strongly affect the location of the emissions estimated by 
the model, e.g. too small areas resulting in false emission “hot spots”. Schur 
et al (Schur et al., 2011) and Schur et al (Schur et al., 2013) aggregated SCH 
prevalence maps to estimate endemicity for various administrative units 
(Schur,  Vounatsou and Utzinger, 2012). Such aggregation showed different 
methods of intervention and endemicity patterns. As a consequence, localized 
areas of high endemicity may not be addressed properly. In a recent study 
(Araujo Navas et al., 2019) we concluded that the changes in spatial support 
and their effects on the model parameter estimates, and their associated 
uncertainties, should be further investigated as it might be a significant source 
of uncertainty in SCH modelling (Araujo Navas et al., 2016).  
 
Up to date, the majority of SCH studies have put little attention to the size of 
spatial support. They use EO data at various spatial supports with misaligned 
grids ignoring the possible consequences on the observed patterns of the data 
(Schur et al., 2011; Schur et al., 2013). Moreover, MAUP effects on the various 
environmental risk factors used as drivers for SCH infection have not been 
quantified. This is important as the relevance of the environmental risk factors 
on SCH, depends on their scale of analysis (Hotez et al., 2014; Simoonga et 
al., 2009b). Ignoring MAUP effects might produce unreliable predictions of at-
risk populations, and consequently, wrong decisions based upon inefficient 
mass drug administration campaigns.  
 
The purpose of this research is to quantify MAUP effects on environmental 
drivers of Schistosoma japonicum infection. To achieve this objective we aim 
to: (i) aggregate and disaggregate EO data in order to bring all covariates to a 
the same spatial support of analysis, (ii) estimate individual-level covariate 
regression parameters at 30 m, 90 m, 250 m, 500 m, and 1 km spatial 
supports, by using a convolutional model that accounts for pure specification 
bias; and (iii) quantify the differences between parameter estimates using five 
different models.  
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5.2 Methods for modelling Schistosoma japonicum 
under the MAUP 

 
5.2.1 Study Area and Data on Human Schistosoma japonicum 

infection  
 
We use Schistosoma japonicum infection data collected as part of the 2008 
Nationwide Schistosomiasis Survey in the Philippines. Here, Schistosoma 
japonicum is endemic in 28 of its 81 provinces (Leonardo et al., 2015), with 
approximately 1.8 million estimated infected people (Leonardo et al., 2002). 
The disease affects children, adolescents, and individuals with high-risk 
occupations, like fishermen and farmers (Leonardo et al., 2002; Zhou et al., 
2010). The area of study is the region of Mindanao in the Philippines (Figure 
4.1). This area was selected due to the high response rate of 70.9 percent of 
the individuals to the 2008 survey (Leonardo et al., 2012; Leonardo et al., 
2008; Soares Magalhães et al., 2014), and the good spatial coverage of the 
sampling. 
 
A two-stage systematic cluster sampling was used where stratification was 
done using high, medium and low prevalence levels, obtained from the 1994 
World Bank-assisted Philippine Health Development Program. Provinces and 
sub-municipalities called barangays were the primary and secondary sampling 
units respectively. A barangay is the smallest administrative division in the 
Philippines, numbering about 58-1158 within a single province. In total 11 
Provinces with high 2%  and medium (0.091 -1.99%) prevalence rates were 
included, while 9 low-prevalence (0.04-0.09%) provinces were randomly 
selected. Within the selected provinces, barangays with high prevalence rates 
were surveyed. In total, 20 provinces were surveyed, and between 2 and 10 
barangays were surveyed per province, resulting in 108 out of 10021 
barangays that were surveyed in Mindanao. 
 
For Schistosoma japonicum diagnosis, a Kato-Katz thick smear examination 
(Leonardo et al., 2008) was used based on two-sample stool collection. Due to 
inconsistencies in the second stool sample submission, however, only the 
results of the first sample were available (Soares Magalhães et al., 2014). 
Samples were taken from people aged two years and above and were analysed 
using a microscope. Active infection was indicated by the presence of  
Schistosoma japonicum eggs.  
 
Data such as age and gender were recorded for 19763 individuals. Barangay 
and province information for each individual was recorded but not geo-
referenced. For this reason, individual-level survey data were aggregated and 
geo-located to the centroids of the 108 barangays. We used a probability of 
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infection  in barangay  as our disease outcome variable. We obtained an 
updated barangay centroids shape file from DIVA geographic information 
system (Hijmans R., 2018). More details about the sampling design and 
surveyed information can be found in Leonardo et al (Leonardo et al., 2012; 
Santos,  Cerqueira and Soares, 2005). 
 
5.2.2 Environmental risk factors 
 
We included in the analysis six relevant environmental risk factors for SCH 
transmission (Brooker et al., 2002; Kristensen,  Malone and Mccarroll, 2001). 
These are: the nearest distance to water bodies (NDWB), the normalized 
difference vegetation index (NDVI), the normalized difference water index 
(NDWI), land surface temperature at day (LSTD) and at night (LSTN) and 
elevation (E). NDWB shows the accessibility of people to water bodies that 
represent potential infection foci as they may contain contaminated snail hosts 
that release the infective larval stages of the parasite (Soares Magalhães et 
al., 2014). NDVI is and indicator of flooded vegetation (Soares Magalhães et 
al., 2014), particularly rice paddy fields, and environmental moisture (Malone 
et al., 2001; Walz et al., 2015a). Both are an important risk factor for Asian 
SCH (Zhou, Liang and Jiang, 2012). NDWI was used as a proxy indicator of 
flooding (Walz et al., 2015a; Xu, 2006) showing potentially hidden water 
bodies. LSTD and LSTN are determinant for the survival of larval stages of 
snails (Pietrock and Marcogliese, 2003; Prah and James, 1977; Woolhouse and 
Chandiwana, 1990) and are used as proxies for water temperature given that 
the thermal condition of shallow waters usually reflects the temperature of the 
air (Soares Magalhães et al., 2014). Elevation is relevant for SCH transmission 
as the local topography of the area determines the presence of snails (Pesigan 
et al., 1958; Stensgaard et al., 2006; Stensgaard et al., 2013). For instance, 
at lower altitudes the risk of finding snails increases. 
 
NDWB values were calculated using the closest facility network analysis tool 
from ArcGIS (Esri, 2011). We used the river and road network, and the cities 
and hamlets locations as input for the network. Rivers and roads were 
extracted from the Open Street Map Project in the Philippines (Project, 2017). 
Cities and hamlets locations were obtained from the National Mapping and 
Resource Information Authority from The Philippines (Ocha, 2018) data base 
from 2010. We calculated the nearest distance from each city and hamlet to a 
water body following a road and interpolated those values within all surveyed 
barangays towards a spatial support of 30 m.  
 
NDVI values were obtained from two sources of information, i.e. a series of 
Landsat 5 images from 2008 with a spatial support of 30 m and the MODIS 
MOD13Q1 product with a spatial support of 250 m. NDWI values were also 
obtained from two sources of information, i.e. a Landsat 5 imagery product 
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from 2008 with a spatial support of 30 m and the annual composite from 
Landsat 7 from 2008 derived from Google Earth Engine with a spatial support 
of 500 m. LSTD and LSTN values were derived from MODIS MOD11A2_LST 
product with a spatial support of 1 km. Finally, Elevation was obtained from 
ASTER GDEM version 2 from USGS (Geological Survey, 2017) with a spatial 
support of 30 m. All covariates were set to a common coordinate system UTM 
zone 51N before being used. Table 5.1 summarizes all sources of information. 
 
Modifying the areal units of analysis 
 
From now onwards we will refer to an aerial unit as the spatial support of 
analysis (SSA). We used five SSAs, equal to 30 m, 90 m, 250 m, 500 m, and 
1 km, respectively. These spatial supports increase when going from less to 
more data aggregation. These values were selected based upon the commonly 
used spatial supports at which the environmental information is originally 
provided.  
 
For NDVI, SSA = 30 m, we obtained NDVI values from Landsat 5 images. Many 
of these images presented gaps due to the presence of clouds. These gaps 
were covered using disaggregated NDVI MODIS images at the Landsat 
resolution. Disaggregation was performed using a linear model that predicted 
NDVI Landsat values based on NDVI MODIS values. NDVI values were obtained 
by merging the original and predicted Landsat NDVI values. For SSA = 90 m, 
we aggregated the previously merged NDVI values using their mean. For SSA 
= 250 m, we used the NDVI MODIS product directly. Finally, for SSA = 0.5 and 
1 km, we aggregated the NDVI mean values from MODIS. 
 
NDWI values were obtained from the Landsat 5 images. Gaps in some of these 
images were covered using disaggregated NDWI composite images at the 
Landsat resolution. Disaggregation towards SSA = 30 m was done by 
interpolating NDWI values using Ordinary Kriging interpolation. For SSA = 90 
m and 250 m, we aggregated the combined 30 m NDWI using its mean. For 
SSA = 500m, we directly used the Landsat 7 composite. Finally, for SSA = 
1km, we aggregated the mean of the original Landsat 7 composite.  
 
To obtain LSTD and LSTN values for SSA = 30 m we disaggregated the original 
MODIS values by using Ordinary Kriging interpolation. For SSA = 90 m, 250 
m, and 500 m, we aggregated the previously interpolated values using their 
mean. For SSA =1 km, we used directly LSTD and LSTN from MODIS. 
 
The interpolated NDWB values for SSA = 30 m were used to obtain NDWB for 
SSA = 90 m, 250 m, 500 m, and 1 km by aggregating the mean values. For 
elevation, we directly used the original 30 m SSA Aster images. For SSA = 90 
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m, 250 m, 500 m, and 1 km, we aggregated the mean values of the original 
Aster images. 
 
5.2.3 Modelling Schistosoma japonicum infection under the MAUP 
 
Convolution model 
 
Data on the human Schistosoma japonicum infection variable  are available 
at individual-level recorded within a barangay . Because the exact response 
locations of the individual-level data are unknown, we aggregated them to their 
corresponding barangay centroid, denoted by . We assigned to  a binomial 
distribution with parameters  and ̂  corresponding to the number of sampled 
individuals and the probability of infection, respectively. Parameters for this 
distribution are obtained from the mean of various environmental risk factors 
within barangay  as predictors, denoted as , where  are the barangay-level 
coefficients (Equation 5.1). 
 

| , ~ , ̂  
  

̂ 	 ∙ ̅ ∙ ̅ ⋯ ∙ ̅ . (5.1)
  

 
Table 5.1: Environmental variables description 

Environmental 
variable 

Spatial 
resolution 

Temporal 
resolution 

Data 
Type 

Original 
coordinate 
system Data Source 

Elevation 30 m NA Raster EPSG:4326 
Aster GDEM V2 
from USGS 

NDVI 250 m 2008 Raster EPSG:4326 MOD13Q1 

 30 m 2008 Raster EPSG:4326 Landsat 5 

NDWI 500 m 2008 Raster EPSG:32651 
Landsat 7, 1-
year composite 

 30 m 2008 Raster EPSG:4326 Landsat 5 

LST 1 km 2008 Raster EPSG:4326 MOD11A2 

NDWB 250 m 2010 Raster EPSG:32651 

Derived from 
closest facility 
network using 
roads, urban 
areas, river 
network, and 
water bodies 

NDVI: Normalized difference vegetation index; NDWI: Normalized difference water 
index; LST: Land surface temperature day and night; NDWB: Nearest distance to water 
bodies. USGS: United States Geological Survey. 
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We modelled human Schistosoma japonicum infection at five increasing SSAs 
using a convolution model that accounts for pure specification bias (Araujo 
Navas et al., 2019). This bias is a source of uncertainty (Araujo Navas et al., 
2016; King, 2013; Richardson and Monfort, 2000) and is produced by the loss 
of information when using aggregated survey data in a non-linear model, for 
individual-level inferences (Wakefield and Lyons, 2010). It is called ‘pure’ 
because it specifically addresses model specification bias (Gelfand et al., 
2010), and it biases the estimates because any direct link between exposure 
and health outcomes is imperfectly measured (Richardson and Monfort, 2000). 
This is because the regression function does not approximate the real 
relationship between the affected population and their exposure (Araujo Navas 
et al., 2019). Pure specification bias can be reduced as the within area 
exposure is more homogenous (Wakefield and Lyons, 2010). This could be 
done by having a finer partition of space at which environmental risk factors 
are available (Wakefield and Lyons, 2010).  
 
We propose to minimize pure specification bias by extracting covariate 
information from cities within barangays (Figure 5.2). The city level is the finest 
available one. Cities are thus considered as a proxy for individual-level 
exposure locations. They were extracted from the 2010 build-up data base 
from the National Mapping and Resource Information Authority from the 
Philippines ("National Mapping and Resource Information Authority," 2018). 
We completed unavailable cities using Google Earth Images.  
 
For the convolution model, we used the aggregate data method proposed by 
Prentice and Sheppard (Prentice and Sheppard, 1995). For each SSA, we 
obtained covariate information  for image pixel  belonging to a city  within a 
specific barangay  (Figure 5.1). Let 	be the number of covariates  
measured at locations  1,… ,  where  denotes the number of city 
pixels within barangay . To estimate the average probability of infection of 
the individuals in barangay , and the individual level coefficients , we 
obtained the mean risk function ̂  over the total number of city pixels or 
exposure locations (Equation 5.2). We accounted for the spatial variability at 
barangay-level by adding a spatial structure random effects term . Thus, the 
convolution model that we used for each SSA is of the form: 
 

| 	, ~ , ̂  
̂ ∙ ∑

∙ ∙ ⋯ ∙
. (5.2) 
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Figure 5.1: Pure specification bias minimization: Environmental risk factors extraction 
at pixel-level from cities within barangays 
Model implementation 
 
Five models were implemented, all include an intercept ( ), pixel-level 
environmental variables ( =	 , , , , , ) and their 
corresponding individual-level coefficients . Collinearity between covariates 
was assessed with the Pearson correlation coefficient. All covariates were 
standardized to have mean = 0 and standard deviation = 1. 
 
The intercept  was given an uninformative uniform prior distribution with 
wide bounds ~	 100,100 . The other  parameters were given 
uninformative normal distributions 	~ 0, , with  uniformly distributed on 

a wide range 	~	 0, 100 . These distributions avoid overestimating the 
parameters (Gelman, 2006) and allow a good sequences mixing used for 
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations, contributing to a fast 
convergence (Gelman et al., 1995). 
 
Prior information for the spatially structured random effects was based upon a 
geo-statistical model that can be used as a sampling distribution for continuous 
spatial data (Diggle,  Tawn and Moyeed, 2002). The vector of random variables 
 associated with point locations (x , y ), 1,… , , was modelled with a 
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multivariate normal distribution ~ , Σ  with mean  = 0 and a 
covariance matrix Σ 	 ∙ exp ∙ 	 defined by a powered exponential 
spatial decaying correlation function.  
 
The covariance matrix Σ  is specified as a function of the distances   
between barangay centroids 	and , the rate of decline of spatial correlation 
per unit of distance , the scalar parameter representing the overall variance 

 and the scalar parameter  controlling the amount of spatial smoothing. 
Because extreme values of  (0 and 2) could lead to undesirable smoothing, 
we used 1. Prior information for  was set uniform:	 	~	 2E10 	,3E10 . 
These values give a diffuse but plausible prior range of correlations between 
0.1 and 0.99 at the minimum distance between points (575 m), and between 
0 and 0.3 at the maximum distance between points (< 552 km), assisting 
identifiability (Thomas et al., 2004). For , a half-normal distribution was 
selected: ~ 0,1  to  restrict the prior  to positive values and avoid 
problems with convergence (Gelman, 2006; Lunn et al., 2013). 
 
To run the model we used three sequences or chains with 50000 iterations. 
This number of iterations ensured simulations representativeness of target 
distributions and good stability for convergence (Gelman et al., 1995). In order 
to diminish the influence of starting values, we discarded the first half of each 
sequence (Gelman et al., 1995) using a burn-in of 25000 iterations. 
Convergence was monitored visually and statistically. First by inspecting the 
trace plots, and second by checking the 	statistic (Brooks and Gelman, 1998; 
Gelman and Rubin, 1992) also called the potential scale reduction factor. The 
scale reduction factor assesses sequences mixing by comparing the between 
and within variation.  values < 1.1 indicate evidence that sequences had 
converged (Brooks and Gelman, 1998), while high values suggest that an 
increase in the number of simulations may improve our inferences (Gelman et 
al., 1995).  
 
Survey and environmental data were structured in a rectangular format where 
columns are headed by the array name. Survey data and the codes in bugs for 
the various SSA are provided in the Appendices 4A.1 and 4A.2, respectively. 
 
5.2.4 Model validation 
 
The five models were validated using two methods. First, we compared the 
data generated from the simulations of the predictive distribution to the 
observed data using a test statistic. This test statistic uses a posterior 
predictive p-value (ppp-value) generated by calculating the proportion of the 
predicted values which are more extreme for the test statistic than the 
observed value for that statistic. If the model fits the data, we expect a ppp-
value of around 0.5. Otherwise, the ppp-value will be close to 0 or 1. We 
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generated ppp values for maximum, and minimum values for the models at 
five increasing SSA. Second, we used the area under the curve (AUC) of the 
receiving operating characteristics (ROC). We applied a threshold of 0.5% 
(prevalence mean in Mindanao region) since we are interested in knowing the 
ability of the models to discriminate the mean prevalence level in the study 
area. We also examined the ability of the model to discriminate the number of 
positive cases, thus, we used a threshold of 1, which indicates the presence of 
at least one positive case. We used an AUC value of 70% to indicate acceptable 
predictive performance (Brooker,  Hay and Bundy, 2002; Soares Magalhães et 
al., 2014). 
 
5.2.5 Software  
 
Model implementation was done in the software OpenBUGS 3.2.3 
(Spiegelhalter et al., 2003, 2007) (Medical research Council, Cambridge, UK, 
and Imperial College London, UK). It was downloaded for free at (Lunn D., 
2018). We called Open BUGS from R using the package R2OpenBUGS (Sturtz,  
Ligges and Gelman, 2010). The spatial models were coded using the GeoBUGS 
(Thomas et al., 2004) function as an add-on module to OpenBUGS. GeoBUGS 
provides an interface to work with conditional autoregressive and geo-
statistical models. Data pre-processing and Ordinary Kriging was performed in 
R (Team, 2013). 

5.3 Resulting MAUP effects on modelling 
Schistosoma japonicum infection 

5.3.1 Modelling Schistosoma japonicum infection under the MAUP 
 
Convolution model 
 
Our findings show that NDVI has a non-significant effect on the prevalence of  
SCH infection for all SSA, except for SSA = 1 km (Table 5.2 and Figure 5.2a). 
NDVI estimates vary gradually from 0.19 to 0.26 when increasing SSA until 
500 m. For SSA = 1 km, the estimate rapidly increases to 0.59. Uncertainties 
are similar throughout all SSA (Figure 5.3a and Table 5.3), slightly increasing 
when increasing SSA. The highest uncertainty value is 0.60 for SSA = 250 m, 
and the lowest is 0.52 for SSA = 30 m. 
 
NDWI has a significant negative effect on the prevalence of SCH infection 
throughout all SSAs (Table 5.2 and Figure 5.2b). When SSA increases, 
parameter estimates increase from -1.06 to -0.76, approaching to zero. We 
found similar estimates for SSA = 30 m, 90 m and 250 m (i.e. -1.06 to -1.02), 
and for SSA = 500 m and 1 km (i.e. -0.8 to -0.76) (Figure 4b). Uncertainty 
values are similar for all SSAs and show a slight decrease when increasing SSA 
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(Figure 5.3b and Table 5.3). The highest uncertainty value equals 0.44 for SSA 
= 500 m and the lowest value equals 0.5 for SSA = 30 m. 
 
LSTD has a significant negative effect on the prevalence of  SCH infection for 
almost all SSA, except for SSA = 1 km (Table 5.2 and Figure 5.2c). Similar 
parameter estimates equal to -0.71 are obtained for SSA = 30 m, 90 m and 
250 m, while it increases slightly to -0.65 for SSA = 500 m. For SSA = 1 km, 
there is a noticeable increase in the estimate to -0.01 (Figure 5.2c and Figure 
5.3c). Uncertainty increases from 0.59 to 0.64 when increasing SSA from 30 
m to 500 m, but for SSA = 1 km there is a considerable increase in uncertainty 
to 1.49 (Figure 5.3c).   
 
LSTN has a significant negative effect on the prevalence of  SCH infection for 
almost all SSA, except for SSA = 1 km (Table 5.2 and Figure 5.2d). Parameter 
estimates increase from -0.78 to -0.86 while increasing SSA from 30 m to 500 
m. For SSA = 1 km, the parameter estimate rapidly goes up to 0.1 (Figure 
5.2d and Figure 5.3d). Uncertainty varies from 0.56 to 0.58 when increasing 
SSA from 30 m to 500 m, but it considerably increases to 1.14 for SSA = 1 km 
(Table 5.3 and Figure 5.3d).  
 
Elevation has a significant negative effect on the prevalence of SCH infection 
for all SSA, except for SSA = 1 km (Table 5.2 and Figure 5.2e). When 
increasing SSA from 30 m to 500 m, parameter estimates slightly decrease 
from -0.95 to -1.03. For SSA = 1 km, the parameter estimate considerably 
increases to -0.04 (Figure 5.2e and 5.3e). Uncertainty values vary from 0.59 
to 0.64 when increasing SSA from 30 m to 500 m. For SSA = 1 km, uncertainty 
considerably decreases to 0.35 (Table 5.3 and Figure 5.3). The lowest 
uncertainty value is 0.35 for SSA = 1 km and the highest is 0.66 for SSA = 
250 m.  
 
Finally, NDWB has a significant negative effect on the prevalence of SCH 
infection for all SSA (Table 5.2 and Figure 5.2f). We found similar parameter 
estimates of -0.28, -0.29 and -0.31 for SSA = 30 m, 90 m, and 250 m, 
respectively, and estimates of -0.38 and -0.4 for SSA = 500 m and 1 km, 
respectively (Figure 5.2f). Uncertainties constantly increase from 0.32 to 0.39 
(Table 5.3 and Figure 5.3f) when increasing SSA. 
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Figure 5.2: Posterior estimates and their credible intervals. (a) Normalized difference 
vegetation index; (b) Normalized difference water index; (c) Land surface temperature 
day; (d) Land surface temperature night; (e) Elevation; (f) Nearest distance to water 
bodies.  
SSA: Spatial support of analysis. 
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Table 5.2: Regression coefficient estimates for each risk factor at five descending 
spatial supports of analysis 
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Figure 5.3: Density plots for the risk factors regression coefficients. (a) Normalized 
difference vegetation index; (b) Normalized difference water index; (c) Land surface 
temperature day; (d) Land surface temperature night; (e) Elevation; (f) Nearest 
distance to water bodies. 
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Table 5.3: Credible interval widths (Uncertainty) at five increasing spatial supports of 
analysis 

Spatial 
Supports of 

analysis 

Credible intervals width (Uncertainty) 

NDVI NDWI LSTD LSTN E NDWB 
30 m 0.52 0.50 0.59 0.56 0.59 0.32 
90 m 0.57 0.50 0.62 0.56 0.59 0.33 
250 m 0.60 0.48 0.64 0.59 0.66 0.36 
500 m 0.54 0.44 0.64 0.58 0.64 0.38 
1 km 0.58 0.46 1.49 1.14 0.34 0.39 

NDVI: Normalized difference vegetation index; NDWI: Normalized difference water 
index; LSTD: Land surface temperature day; LSTN: Land surface temperature night; 
NDWB: Nearest distance to water bodies. 
High uncertainty values are present in bold. 
 
Influence on predictions 
 
Differences between observed and predicted prevalence values are similar for 
the five SSA models (Figure 5.4). Variation in these differences is the highest 
between the 30 m and 1 km models ( 0.94) and lowest between the 30 m 
and 90 m models ( 0.99 . Figure 5.4 shows that the maximum and 
minimum differences are 1.11% and 0.01%, respectively, corresponding to the 
1 km SSA model. For fitted prevalence values higher than 2% all models 
underestimate the prevalence of infection, while, for fitted prevalence values 
lower than 2%, overestimation and underestimation occur for the five models 
(Figure 5.4).  
 
Uncertainties on the predictions are similar for the five models. Higher 
differences in uncertainty were found between the 500 m and 1 km models 
( 0.96), and lower differences were found between the 90 m and 250 m 
models ( 0.99). The highest uncertainty value is 9.23% for all the models, 
except the 1 km model with 8.9%, and the lowest uncertainty value is 0.006% 
for the 1 km model. 
 
5.3.2 Model validation 
 
The maximum and minimum observed prevalence values are 8.5% and 0%, 
respectively. The first validation method shows ppp-values for all SSA ranging 
from 0.65 to 0.67 for the maximum observed values (Table 5.4). This means 
that for all SSA it is likely to see the maximum prevalence values from the 
observed data in the predicted data. 
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Figure 5.4: Residual plots for the five increasing spatial supports of analysis. 
 
All models present ppp-values of 1 for the minimum observed values (Table 
5.4). This means that 100% of the predicted data in all models contain the 
minimum observed value, showing an over fit to the data for small prevalence 
values.  
 
Results from the second validation method show that all models have a high 
ability to predict prevalence values, with AUC values of 0.91 for SSA = 30 m, 
90 m, 250 m, and 500 m, and 0.93 for SSA = 1 km. All models have a good 
ability to predict the positive number of SCH cases. Models with SSA = 30 m, 
90 m, 250 m, and 500 m models have AUC values of 0.83, while the 1 km SSA 
model presents a lower AUC value of 0.79, showing a decrease in the ability to 
predict the positive number of SCH cases. 

5.4 Discussion 
Schistosomiasis modelling studies have commonly used environmental risk 
factors as drivers for disease exposure and transmission (Hu et al., 2015; 
Scholte et al., 2014). The studies so far have used spatially misaligned 
environmental variables at different spatial supports of analysis, ignoring MAUP 
effects on the parameter estimates, predictions, and the relationship between 
disease morbidity indicators and risk factors.  
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Table 5.4: Resulting ppp-values for the first validation method for the five increasing 
SSA 

Spatial Supports of 
analysis  

ppp-value 
(maximum) 

ppp-value 
(minimum) 

m 0.66 1 
90 m 0.67 1 
250 m 0.66 1 
500 m 0.66 1 
1 km 0.65 1 

ppp-value: posterior predictive p-value 
 
This study is the first effort to quantify the effects of modifying the areal unit 
(i.e. spatial support) of NDVI, NDWI, LSTD, LSTN, E, and NDWB, on model 
parameter estimates and their uncertainties. We applied it on Schistosoma 
japonicum infection modelling in the Mindanao region, the Philippines.  
 
Our findings show that the environmental risk factors NDVI, LSTD, LSTN, and 
E behave similarly when increasing the SSA from 30 m to 1 km. An increase in 
SSA from 30 m to 500 m does not represent any significant changes in 
parameter estimates. Conversely, for SSA = 1 km, all show a considerable 
increase in their estimates. The reasons are explained below. 
 
NDVI effects are not significant for SSA < 1 km, because NDVI is an indicator 
of greenness that is mainly effective for arid areas and Mindanao is not arid. 
However, the NDVI effect becomes significant on the prevalence of SCH 
infection for SSA = 1 km, because NDVI effects on SCH prevalence are global 
in the sense of Soares Magalhães et al (Soares Magalhães et al., 2014), where 
significant effects of NDVI were found for almost the whole Philippines. The 
increase in uncertainty values with increasing SSA is due to the coarse areal 
pixels  250 m resolution that do not reliably represent rice paddy fields. Those 
are substantially smaller than 25 ha, i.e. are covered by at most four pixels 
("Rice science for a better world," 2018). 
 
For SSA =  30 m, 90 m, 250 m and 500 m, LSTD, LSTN, and E have a significant 
negative effect on SCH prevalence. Conversely for SSA = 1 km, their 
parameter estimates are close to zero. This means that when the areal unit 
reaches 1 km, the effect of these covariates on the prevalence of  SCH infection 
becomes non-significant. This is also observed from the credible intervals of 
these covariates for the 1 km SSA model. The reason is that the homogeneity 
of the covariate values increases when increasing the SSA. LSTD and LSTN 
uncertainty values for SSA = 1 km are remarkably high as compared to other 
SSA. This is explained by the coarse LSTD and LSTN areal pixels of 1 km2 that 
cannot reliably represent low and high temperature zones in city areas that 
range from 0.02 to 3 km2 (Araujo Navas et al., 2019). Elevation uncertainty 
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values are similar for all SSA, except for SSA = 1 km, where its value 
considerably decreases to 0.34. Here we see the effect of the gradual changes 
of elevation in Mindanao region are gradual and without steep slopes (Araujo 
Navas et al., 2019). Using data directly at the 1 km SSA could give reliable 
elevation values, but with a non-significant effect on the disease prevalence. 
   
For NDWB and NDWI, an increase in SSA from 30 m to 250 m does not 
represent significant changes in parameter estimates, which range from -1.06 
to -1.02 for NDWI, and from -0.31 to -0.28 for NDWB. Conversely, when 
increasing the SSA to 500 m, parameter estimates change to -0.8 and -0.38 
for NDWI and NDWB, respectively. For SSA = 500 m and 1 km, NDWI estimates 
increase, having a less significant effect on SCH prevalence, again due to the 
increase in the homogeneity of the covariate values when increasing SSA. 
NDWB estimates decrease for SSA = 500 m and 1 km, but their significance 
on SCH prevalence increases. A possible explanation is that people that move 
larger distances to water bodies are most likely to get infected. Clearly, 
transportation plays an important role (Kummu et al., 2011) in SCH 
transmission. 
 
Uncertainty values for NDWI decrease when increasing the SSA, with a 
minimum of 0.44 for SSA = 250 m. Clearly, NDWI data originally available at 
SSA = 250 m are more reliable than values modified to larger SSAs. Using 
Ordinary Kriging for interpolation increases the variance in the estimates in a 
somewhat unrealistic way since it uses a constant mean (Diggle,  Tawn and 
Moyeed, 2002), while in reality, means are different. Uncertainty values of 
NDWB, for instance, increase with increasing SSA due to the coarse areal pixel 
units 	0.25 km2. Such a size is insufficient to reliable define nearest distances 
to water bodies in city areas of 0.02 to 3 km2.  
 
When modelling prevalence of Schistosoma japonicum infection in Mindanao, 
the effect of increasing SSA, or modifying the areal unit of analysis, from 30 m 
to 500 m, produces a gradual and continuous increase on the parameter 
estimates and their associated uncertainties. For SSA = 1 km, sudden changes 
occur in the relationship between the risk factors and the prevalence of the 
disease. This is shown by the non-significant effect of almost all explanatory 
variables on Schistosoma japonicum prevalence. Results suggest that the use 
of environmental data extracted at SSA = 1 km is not appropriate for the 
modelling of Schistosoma japonicum prevalence. 
 
Bayesian statistical methods were used to model the disease, and along with 
a convolution regression model, they corrected for pure specification bias on 
our estimates. This is a relevant contribution in the analysis of uncertainties 
on this type of spatial epidemiological studies. For future studies, new trends 
in geospatial artificial intelligence (geoAI), that could resolve limitations 
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regarding the MAUP for exposure modelling studies, are emerging to model 
schistosomiasis (Mari et al., 2017) as well as other diseases (Vopham et al., 
2018). We particularly identified (i) the use of high-performance computing to 
handle spatiotemporal big data, and (ii) machine and deep learning algorithms 
implementation to big data infrastructures to extract relevant disease or 
environmental information (Baker and Nieuwenhuijsen, 2008; Vopham et al., 
2018). One example is a data-driven method used to predict particulate matter 
air pollution (PM2.5 ) in Los Angeles, CA, USA. Here, machine learning was used 
on spatial big data, i.e. land use and roads, derived from OpenStreeMap, to 
predict PM2.5 concentrations. When generating relative importance measures 
for the different risk factors, MAUP effects reduced when applying a random 
forest model that was trained with the distances between the features and the 
monitoring PM2.5 stations, (Lin et al., 2017). The rapid development of geoAI 
methods, their advantage to deal with big data, and their rapid computational 
time, makes them an attractive and advantageous tool to tackle limitations 
with modelling schistosomiasis and other diseases.  
 
There is still little work done in this field, but we think it is valuable to further 
explore geoAI solutions to deal with the MAUP, and perhaps other inherent 
uncertainties produced in disease modelling and mapping.  
 
Finding MAUP effects on the various environmental risk factors used for 
modelling Schistosoma japonicum prevalence, is a step forward to the 
uncertainty analysis in the schistosomiasis, and possibly other diseases. The 
present research deals with limitations such as the use of aggregated disease 
data, due to the lack of geo-located individual-level surveys. It also provides a 
robust method for the selection of an appropriate spatial data structure, which 
at the same time, enables the acquisition of more reliable parameter estimates, 
and defines a clear relationship between the risk factors and the disease. From 
the public health perspective, this research can support helminth control 
programs by providing less uncertain models and maps. Epidemiologist and 
health scientist could use these maps to identify risk areas for the control and 
prevention of the disease (Soares Magalhães et al., 2011b), which in the case 
of schistosomiasis, is generally based on mass drug administration campaigns 
addressed to the identified at-risk populations. The provision of reliable 
information is relevant to guide mass drug administration campaigns by 
enhancing the assessment of the infection risk, understanding its potential 
impacts on human health (Araujo Navas et al., 2016) and avoiding erroneous 
conclusions and decisions about the spatial distribution of schistosomiasis 
(Araujo Navas et al., 2016; Araujo Navas et al., 2019). 
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5.5 Conclusions 
The present study shows a clear MAUP effect on Schistosoma japonicum 
modelling. An increase in parameter estimates and their associated 
uncertainties occurs when increasing the spatial support of analysis (SSA). It 
also showed that using environmental data extracted at SSA = 1 km is not 
relevant for Schistosoma japonicum prevalence of infection at this specific 
extent of analysis, as this leads to wrong conclusions about the distribution of 
the disease and its relationship with the potential risk factors. Thus, the use of 
maps based upon this information is to be avoided as these may guide health 
scientist in the control or prevention of the disease astray.  
 
The results from this study could guide other disease modelling studies as it 
suggests the spatial supports at which environmental information has no longer 
a significant effect on the disease, and which data structure is recommended 
for the modelling. Epidemiologists, decision makers, and health scientists could 
benefit, as it could help to better understand and quantify MAUP effects on the 
relationship between the disease and its risk factors, as well as to provide 
reliable maps useful for disease control and prevention. 
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6.1 Research findings and conclusions 
The main objective of this thesis was to analyse uncertainty in modelling SCH 
helminth infections by: (i) identifying the gaps in knowledge regarding 
uncertainty, its sources, definition, quantification, and public health 
implications; (ii) mapping potential areas of exposure to correct for positional 
mismatch; (iii) quantifying the effect of pure specification bias on parameter 
estimates; and (iv) quantifying MAUP effects on parameter estimates. The 
following section describes the main conclusions per objective. The section also 
reflects upon the implications of this research, and discusses and recommends 
further research. 
 
Objective 1. To identify the gaps in knowledge of the different components of 
uncertainty associated with mapping and modelling helminth infections.  
 
Research question 1: How is uncertainty defined and quantified in helminth 
modelling studies? 
 
Results show four definitions of uncertainty, the most commonly used are 
imprecision and accuracy, and the least used are bias and vagueness. Credible 
intervals and the area under the curve of the receiving operating characteristics 
were the most commonly used measures of imprecision and accuracy, 
respectively. Bias and vagueness were quantified by using mean error and 
fuzzy sets, respectively. Uncertainty in parameter estimates was most 
quantified by Bayesian and frequentist methods. Identification and 
incorporation of uncertainty regarding the use of questionnaires, diagnostic 
uncertainty, and the combination of age-groups in the predictions was limited. 
 
Research question 2: What are the main sources of uncertainty in helminth 
infections mapping and modelling? 
 
Sampling design, diagnostic techniques and the selection of environmental and 
socio-economic risk factors are sources of uncertainty that were commonly 
addressed. These should be given primary attention when modelling helminth 
infections. Less treated uncertainty sources were input data quality, spatio-
temporal misaligned data and inherent group characteristics. Although these 
being largely ignored, they are relevant for helminth modelling and should be 
further investigated.  
 
Research question 3: How is uncertainty informative for decision makers, 
public health scientist and the affected community? 
 
Uncertainty is informative in two ways: policy making and scientific 
interpretation. Regarding policy making, uncertainty information is mostly 
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used for planning, intervention, monitoring, evaluation and consolidation of 
mass drug administration campaigns, but also for the increase in the cost-
effectiveness of these programmes. Uncertainty is used, at a minor scale, for 
prevention strategies such as to plan and guide hygiene education and 
infrastructure water sanitation and hygiene programmes. Regarding scientific 
interpretation, uncertainty was used to improve spatial sampling, and explore 
the role of environmental and socio-economic risk factors on helminth 
infections. 
 
In Chapter 2 I provided a framework for an uncertainty evaluation in the spatial 
modelling of helminth infections. This framework was based on the 
identification of various uncertainty sources, definitions and quantification 
measures used in the current literature. I proposed a quantitative and 
qualitative analysis of uncertainty for a complete assessment of risk, its 
impacts and implications in the public health domain. 
 
Objective 2: To map potential areas of exposure to Schistosoma japonicum 
infection using a spatial Bayesian network (sBN) model. 
 
Research question 1: Could the positional mismatch between survey and 
covariate data be corrected? 
 
The answer is Yes. Spatial modelling studies of SCH commonly use covariate 
values extracted at survey locations (e.g. schools, hospitals), where SCH 
infection does not occur. This produces a positional mismatch between survey 
and exposure locations. By using a model that represents the positional 
mismatch between survey locations and exposure sites, potential exposures 
areas could be delineated, and be used to extract covariate information  
  
In order to delineate exposure areas, I used an sBN. The structure of the sBN 
was defined by five observable random variables: land use, elevation, slope, 
nearest distance to water bodies and snail infection rate; and three latent 
random variables: potential accessible sites for snails, community cost, and 
exposure. In order to compute the probabilities for each latent random 
variable, node probability tables and marginal probabilities were used. 
Probabilities were computed for each polygon of analysis, which were 
constructed based on the overlaying of each risk factor, i.e. the parent node. 
High, medium, low and very low probabilities of exposure were derived from 
the proposed exposure network. 
 
In Chapter 3 I show that the positional mismatch problem can be addressed 
by extracting covariate values that are not at the survey locations, but from 
potential exposure areas. These areas are represented as a probability of 
exposure surface, driven mainly by the presence of specific land use types and 
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distances to water bodies. Although the availability of data was limited to 
construct and validate the sBN, whenever new knowledge is available the sBN 
will enable a rapid delineation of potential exposure areas by facilitating a 
flexible integration of exposure data and their prior information. 
 
Objective 3: To quantify the effect of pure specification bias on the parameter 
estimates of various environmental drivers of Schistosoma japonicum 
infection. 
 
Research question 1: Can pure specification bias be corrected by using group-
level disease data and individual-level covariate data? 
 
Again the answer is Yes. It was achieved by the implementation of a 
convolution model that calculates the mean of the risk function over the total 
number of cities, used as proxies for exposure locations. By dividing the area 
of analysis into finer units that contain exposure measurements, pure 
specification bias is diminished as the within-area exposure variability 
decreases. Since individual level responses are known, but not their locations, 
pure specification bias was reduced by extracting covariate information from 
cities within barangays.  
 
Research question 2: How much does pure specification bias increase or 
decrease parameter estimates and their uncertainties? 
 
The convolution model increased the parameter estimates of NDWI1, LSTD2 
and Elevation to 27%, 20% and 7%, respectively; and decreased the 
parameter estimated of LSTN3 and NDWB4 to 29% and 17%, respectively. The 
convolution model decreased the uncertainty for LSTD, LSTN and elevation 
estimates to 5%, 28% and 15%, respectively. These results show that there 
is a clear loss of information produced by pure specification bias. For instance, 
we could find the parasite in a barangay with an average LSTN value of 20°C, 
but we could not find it in cities inside this barangay with LSTN values ranging 
from 22-24°C. The convolution model also increased the uncertainty for NDWB 
to 26% and maintained the same uncertainty (0.44) for NDWI as the ecological 
model. 
 
Chapter 4 proposes the use of a convolution model that reduces pure 
specification bias by providing lower uncertainty values for most of the 
parameter estimates. Results from validation show that the convolution model 
has a higher predictive ability for the number of positive cases (81%) and the 
mean prevalence values (93%). The provision of reliable individual-level 

                                          
 1: Normalized difference water index; 2: Land surface temperature day; 3: Land 
surface temperature night; 4: Nearest distance to water bodies.  
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estimates would enable a less uncertain mapping process. Thus, correct 
conclusions and decision about the spatial distribution of SCH can be taken to 
support mass drug administration campaigns.  
 
Objective 4: To quantify the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) effect on 
various environmental drivers of Schistosoma japonicum prevalence of 
infection. 
 
Research question 1: Does an increase in the spatial support of analysis 
increase or decrease parameter estimates and their uncertainties? 
 
By increasing the SSA1, the parameter estimates for almost all covariates 
increase, except for NDWB. For NDVI2, LSTD, LSTN and E3, increasing the SSA 
from 30 m to 500 m does not indicate significant changes in their parameter 
estimates. Conversely, for SSA = 1 km, parameter estimates considerably 
increase. LSTD, LSTN and E have a negative correlation with SCH prevalence. 
However, when SSA = 1 km,  their estimates approach zero, losing their 
significance on SCH prevalence. For NDWI and NDWB, an increase in SSA from 
30 m to 250 m does not indicate significant changes in parameter estimates. 
However if SSA  500 m noticeable changes occur in their estimates.  
 
By increasing the SSA, the uncertainty in the covariate parameter estimates 
increases, except for NDWI. LSTD and LSTN have noticeable high uncertain 
estimates at SSA = 1 km. For NDVI and E, uncertainty increases until the SSA 
= 250 m, and then decreases. This is explained by their inherent characteristics 
in the study area and their global effects on SCH. A decrease in uncertainty for 
NDWI is attributed to the various aggregation and disaggregation processes. 
Originally NDWI data were obtained at 500 m. Thus, values at this SSA are 
more reliable than at other SSAs. 
 
Research question 2: What is the suggested spatial support of analysis to 
model Schistosoma japonicum infection? 
 
Results suggest to use all covariates for SSA  500 m as most of them have a 
significant negative effect on SCH prevalence and present more reliable 
parameter estimates. Only NDVI has a significant positive effect on SCH 
prevalence. Nevertheless, at SSA = 1 km, its estimate is unreliable. 
 
In conclusion, chapter 5 shows changes in covariate estimates and their 
uncertainties when increasing the SSA. It also evaluates the relationship 
between SCH prevalence and the environmental risk factors. This chapter 

                                          
 1: Spatial support of analysis; 2: Normalized difference vegetation index; 
3: Elevation. 
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recommends modelling Schistosma japonicum infection in Mindanao region at 
a SSA  500 m. It advises not to use covariate data at a SSA = 1 km as it 
could lead to wrong conclusions about the distribution of the disease and 
unreliable decisions about targeting mass drug administration campaigns.  

6.2 Reflections 
The motivation of the present research was (i) to perform a systematic 
appraisal of uncertainty in modelling SCH; and (ii) to propose methods to 
reduce various sources of uncertainty, specifically those coming from the use 
of earth observation data. The first motivation aimed to contribute to the 
optimal interpretation and communication of uncertainty in SCH modelling. The 
second motivation aimed to design effective methods to reduce uncertainties 
derived by using incorrectly geo-located and aggregated survey data, and 
spatially misaligned environmental risk factors. This research is thus the basis 
for the analysis of various sources of uncertainty intrinsict to SCH modelling 
studies. The reflection on this work is detailed below. 
 
Practical implications from the public health perspective of SCH in The 
Philippines. 
 
Uncertainty identification and quantification in SCH modelling is important to 
assess applicability and validity of the parameter estimates and the predicted 
outcomes. This, at the same time, is important for an adequate survey design 
and quantification of future investments in treatment needs. Ignoring 
uncertainties can lead to a weak assessment of SCH risk, incorrect geo-location 
of at-risk populations, and inaccurate quantification of the number of people in 
need of treatment. As mass drug administration campaigns depend upon SCH 
modelling outputs, uncertainty communication is critical for control programs, 
health care workers, public health scientists, decision makers and other 
involved stakeholders who attempt to reduce prevalence or incidence of SCH 
infection across the affected areas. Control programs and health care workers 
could use uncertainty outcomes to decide about drug distribution strategies 
and the frequency of treatment to target populations. Decision makers could 
use it to target more resources in terms of data acquisition or the required 
amount of anthelminthic drugs. Finally, public health scientist could use 
uncertainty information to focus investigative efforts on high risk areas such 
as improving methods for uncertainty quantification and mapping. Details 
about the practical implications of this research for uncertainty stakeholders in 
SCH modelling are given in figure 6.1 
 
All research outcomes provide a framework for the future development of a 
spatial decision support system for SCH surveillance and control. For instance, 
five components of uncertainty were recognized in research outcome 1 shown 
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in Figure 6.1. This facilitates the identification and priorization of main sources 
of uncertainty such that at least the most important ones can be incorporated 
into the predictive model.  
 
Research outcome 2, also shown in Figure 6.1, would enable best practices in 
survey design by providing maps that show high probability of exposure areas. 
These areas allow the geolocation of populations at-risk in need of being 
surveyed. Likewise, Figure 6.1 shows research outcome 3 which suggests the 
use of geo-located individual-level surveyed data such that pure specification 
bias can be avoided. 
 
Research outcomes 3 and 4 (see Figure 6.1) provide more accurate parameter 
estimates by reducing uncertainties due to pure specification bias and MAUP. 
Using reliable posterior predictive distributions would trigger the prediction of 
reliable prevalence of infection values at unsampled locations, providing an 
accurate identification of at-risk populations and quantification of the number 
of people in need of treatment. Consequently, results also provide a better 
account of future investments for treatment needs of at-risk populations.  
 
Epidemiological implications  
 
SCH intermediate snail hosts are found in stagnant water from ditches, rice 
paddy fields, and ponds, or moisture areas with aquatic vegetation or 
inundated grass (De Roeck et al., 2014), which assure snails survival (Brown, 
1994). Because the distribution of anthelminthic medication is inexpensive, 
understanding the dynamics of snail populations and SCH transmission would 
help to increase its cost effectiveness and thus, improve SCH control.  
 
Results from this research show that, working with aggregated survey data for 
individual level inferences, and using environmental risk factors at various 
spatial supports of analysis, strongly influence the spatial correlation patterns 
of SCH. For instance, as environmental factors determine the habitat 
requirements of intermediate snail hosts (Clennon et al., 2007), changes in 
their values, based upon the spatial support of analysis, will reflect different 
patterns on the disease spatial distribution. Results show that for a spatial 
correlation close to zero, the range or maximum correlation distance varies at 
different spatial supports. For spatial supports from 30 m to 250 m, the range 
has a low variability from 19.2 km to 28.7 km. Conversely, for spatial supports 
of 500 m and 1 km, range values are equal to 8.2 km and 139.6 km, 
respectively. The local dynamics of SCH seem to be properly reflected when 
modelling the disease at finer spatial supports (< 500 m), while for coarser 
supports (≤ 500 m), SCH is estimated to be spatially correlated either at 
remarkably short (8.2 km) or extremely long distances (139.6 km). 
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Figure 6.1: Practical implications of the research output for the main uncertainty 
stakeholders of SCH modelling and mapping. 
 
Local dynamics of SCH are driven by the spatial connectivity between the 
mechanisms of human mobility, snails dispersal, and hydrological transport of 
schistosome larvae (Ciddio et al., 2017). Human mobility is important for the 
spread of SCH at a local scale. Its patterns at various scale levels, from villages 
to potential infection foci can be captured from anonymized mobile phone 
records, where information such as the transport pathway, date of the year, 
activity type or weather conditions can be recorded and used for further big 
data analysis. This may lead to a larger and more realistic data set with 
potential consequences in epidemiology. 
 
Research applicability and transferability  
 
Three different methods have been proposed to address relevant sources of 
uncertainty coming from the use of earth observation data: positional 
mismatch, pure specification bias, and the MAUP. The findings from these 
analyses could be linked to other SCH modelling studies. For instance, methods 
from Chapter 3 related to the positional mismatch issue, could be used to 
improve survey data collection. Souza Gomez et al. (Gomes et al., 2018) 
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collected data on snails at demarcated collection points to identify sites with 
infected (foci sites) and non-infected (breeding sites) snails. The nature of 
these points is not clearly determined but by providing high probability areas 
of exposure could increase efficiently in data collection and help to rapidly 
identifying breeding or foci sites by taking environmental drivers of SCH into 
account.  
 
Methods aimed to reduce pure specification bias and results from Chapter 4 
could be applied in studies such as the one from Kulinkina et al (Kulinkina et 
al., 2018). They aggregated SCH prevalence at community-level and used 
random forest models to evaluate the relevance of fifteen environmental risk 
factors on SCH. Either the extraction of variables at a finer spatial extent than 
the community level, or the use of uncertainty information to weight the 
variables in the random forest models, could guide the study to find more 
reliable results and improve the quality of their predictions.  
 
MAUP effects from Chapter 5 could guide other SCH studies to find a suitable 
spatial support for their analysis, as well as provide information about 
uncertainty derived from the use of specific spatial supports. For instance, the 
study by Manyangadze et al (Manyangadze et al., 2016) used a jackknifing 
procedure to determine the significance of the environmental variables in the 
spatio-temporal distribution of SCH snail hosts. In this research, the variable 
selection procedure could be affected by the use of various spatial resolutions 
varying from 250 m to 1 km. Uncertainty values could inform these selection 
procedures in order to get more reliable results. 
 
These three sources of uncertainty affect not only SCH modelling, but also 
other infectious disease modelling efforts. The findings from chapter 3, 4 and 
5, found for one research study area and a single disease, could transfer the 
proposed methods to other infectious diseases, in different areas of study. I 
will give some considerations below. 
 
A positional mismatch is present in the spatial modelling of leptospiriosis, 
echinococcosis, soil-transmitted helminths, among others (Cadavid Restrepo 
et al., 2016; Dhewantara et al., 2019). For instance, for leptospiriosis 
modelling, different wild or domestic animals carry the bacterium that can get 
into the soil/water and survive there even several months (Dhewantara et al., 
2019). Cases, however, are not reported at the exact places of exposure. 
Therefore, my research could guide the delineation of potential exposure areas, 
which can then be related to the disease. Pure specification bias and MAUP are 
also typical sources of uncertainty in the modelling of soil-transmitted 
helminths (Karagiannis-Voules et al., 2015). In these studies, pure 
specification bias has been treated as a positional uncertainty issue (Cressie 
and Kornak, 2003): the attributes of a variable are first recorded and then 
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assigned a location (e.g. barangay centroid). This leads to the disease outcome 
variable being linked to the erroneous covariate value. The MAUP emerges in 
many studies that base interventions on misaligned covariate data (Clements 
et al., 2006; Soares Magalhães,  Barnett and Clements, 2011) or maps 
aggregated at different administrative units (Schur,  Vounatsou and Utzinger, 
2012). This latter form of the MAUP leads to different patterns of endemicity. 
It shows the importance of both the size of support, as well as its shape (Schur 
et al., 2011; Schur et al., 2013). As long as the uncertainty sources are the 
same, or at some extent similar, as in the case of positional uncertainty as a 
source of pure specification bias, it would be possible to reproduce and transfer 
the methods to various infectious disease modelling approaches for a 
significant range of infectious such as the ones outlined above.  
 
On the use of Bayesian statistics for uncertainty quantification 
 
Thanks to the onset of powerful computers and algorithms, scientists started 
using Bayesian statistics by the end of the 20th century, and is currently being 
broadly studied and applied. Bayesian statistics has several advantages over 
frequentist statistics as it proposes practical ways to solve everyday problems, 
irrespective of the data size, in a direct, intuitive, and informative way 
(Kruschke and Liddell, 2018). Benefits of using Bayesian statistics for data 
analysis encompass the integration of parameter estimation and hypothesis 
testing in a coherent predictive framework (Wagenmakers,  Morey and Lee, 
2016), which provides measures of uncertainty in a one-go analysis. 
 
In this research, I proposed a convolutional model to make individual-level 
inferences of SCH prevalence based on group or ecological-level survey data. 
Here, Bayesian parameter estimation captured the prior knowledge about the 
parameters through the use of probability distributions. These prior knowledge, 
represented as prior distributions, was updated to posterior distributions by 
using the SCH data evidence. Posterior distributions represent the parameter 
estimates with a measure of uncertainty lower than the one of the prior 
distributions. Bayesian hypothesis testing uses the parameter posterior 
distributions to (i) update the prior knowledge about the plausibility of SCH 
prevalence, and (ii) quantify the parameters ability to predict the observed 
prevalence values (Wagenmakers,  Morey and Lee, 2016). Bayesian statistics 
allow one to monitor changes in our prior beliefs indefinitely as more data are 
added providing an inherent measure of evidence (i.e. uncertainty).  
 
Emerging trends in mapping SCH and uncertainty quantification 
 
Spatial modelling and mapping of SCH aims to describe the spatial distribution 
of populations at risk by using statistical models that link SCH infection data to 
environmental or socio-economic variables as drives of infection. Spatial 
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modelling of SCH has been supported by the use of geographic information 
systems (GIS), and EO data, to explore the significance of various 
environmental factors on SCH infection (Manyangadze et al., 2015). 
 
Geospatial artificial intelligence (geoAI) has emerged thanks to the 
development of innovative approaches in artificial intelligence (AI) such as 
machine learning, data mining (i.e. big data, data science), and fast 
computing, combined with spatial sciences (Vopham et al., 2018). Innovations 
in this field aim to address real-world problems like the ones related to human 
health, in particular, spatial epidemiology (Baker and Nieuwenhuijsen, 2008). 
geoAI in spatial epidemiology looks to target issues related to inefficient 
computational processing and data constraints regarding coarse spatial and 
temporal supports, for exposure assessment (Lin et al., 2017; Vopham et al., 
2018).  
 
Three main advantages of applying geoAI in SCH mapping were identified. 
First, the use of spatial big data (SBD) coming from diverse sources, formats 
and structures (Dietrich, 2015). Data such as direct measures, surrogate 
variables or electronic health records might be generated at high velocity and 
derived from large geographic study areas. These data in combination with 
applied machine and deep learning algorithms could extract relevant 
information regarding SCH. The use of SBD could improve the spatio-temporal 
resolutions of the output predictions, as well as identify significant risk factors 
of SCH prevalence (Vopham et al., 2018). For instance, Lin et al. (Lin et al., 
2017) eliminated the need of previous selection of predictors of air pollution, 
by letting the data decide which risk factors were significant for exposure. This 
was done using a data mining-based algorithm. Second, geoAI is flexible when 
to addressing properties of spatial processes such as spatial non-stationarity 
and anisotropy (Vopham et al., 2018). For instance, Lin et al. (Brown and 
Heuvelink, 2006) addressed spatial non-stationarity by grouping air monitoring 
stations into similar geographic features based on unique temporal geo-
contexts. Anisotropy could be addressed by modifying algorithms to include 
more data to predict different environmental exposures at various geographic 
areas (Vopham et al., 2018). Third, geoAI involves the development of 
algorithms to identify and classify objects with spatio-temporal limitations 
using EO data (Vopham et al., 2018). This decreases computational time by 
getting a faster and accurate use of environmental drivers of SCH infection. 
 
Despite the potential advantages of geoAI in spatial SCH mapping, the 
presence and use of SBD is a key challenge that needs to be carefully 
considered (Vopham et al., 2018). SBD offers more data from diverse sources. 
However, it also could bring uncertainties in three ways. First, multisource data 
have been generated by different methods, units, and are of a varying quality 
(Shi et al., 2018). Second, results may be affected by aggregation or 
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disaggregation of multisource data into different areas (Openshaw, 1984) or 
time periods (Cheng and Adepeju, 2014). Third, the chances of getting noise, 
erroneous data correlations, and unreliable or biased results increase from 
multiple data sets (Fan,  Han and Liu, 2014). SBD quality by means of variety 
of sources, veracity of data, computing velocity and data volume (Shi et al., 
2018) needs to be evaluated before SBD can be used for mapping SCH. Higher 
accuracy of geoAI algorithms depends on higher sets of training data. Disease 
training data require continuous classification. Re-labelling these data over 
time could reduce cost-effectiveness of geoAI applications, limiting its 
feasibility (Shi et al., 2018). Some solutions to this problem have been 
proposed such as the use of weakly supervised learning that works on 
incomplete low-quality labels (Han et al., 2015), or crowdsourcing of training 
data (Chen and Zipf, 2017).  
 
Applications of geoAI in the mapping of SCH and other diseases require the 
inclusion of uncertainty as a quality measure of the results. Uncertainty 
quantification in geoAI could be challenging due to the unknown complexity of 
the proposed algorithms, which limits the generation of an analytical solution 
for uncertainty quantification. Some work has been done on this aspect. For 
example, Gal and Ghahrami (Gal and Ghahramani, 2016) evaluated the 
uncertainty derived from the use of deep neural networks using Bayesian 
methods. They used a dropout training approach to avoid overfitting caused 
by the deep neural network. The reliability of geoAI applications needs to be 
further explored. For this, uncertainty quantification of these applications 
applied to SCH mapping is essential not only for epidemiologists, but also 
scientists and decision makers in this field. 

6.3 Recommendations 
In Chapter 3 I used a sBN with purely discrete variables. This was done to 
represent the various risk factors ranges at which exposure could occur. 
Nevertheless, the construction of node probability tables might become 
challenging for a larger number of discrete parent nodes. Therefore, for the 
definition of exposure areas with more complex network configurations, it is 
suggested to explore the use of a mixed Bayesian network. These networks 
mix a set of  discrete 	and  continuous 	random variables, factorizing the 
joint probability distribution from equation 1.1 as: 
 

	∏ 	 ∙     (6.1) 
 
In Chapters 3, 4, and 5, issues of data quality were identified as a limitation to 
the network and model input data as well as for validation. In Chapter 3 I used 
a limited number of survey data, and in Chapters 4 and 5, I used barangay-
level aggregated survey data. Further research in this regard could perform a 
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simulation back of survey data using the estimated model parameters from 
Chapters 4 and 5. This would be done in order to generate a more reliable snail 
infection rate map and get enough human positive cases points for validation.  
 
Other issues regarding the selection of environmental risk factors, and different 
spatial supports of analyses need further investigation. In Chapters 3, 4, and 
5, environmental risk factors were pre-selected from literature and assumed 
to be potential drivers for SCH prevalence. In Chapter 5, I presented five 
increasing spatial supports. It would be interesting to investigate other spatial 
supports, especially between 500 m and 1 km, to more precisely explore the 
shift of a variable from significant to non-significant or vice versa. To further 
explore these issues I encourage to investigate geoAI applications for spatial 
epidemiology. For instance, Lin et al (Lin et al., 2017) presented a data mining 
approach to automatically select important geographic features for PM2.5 
concentration predictions. These features were selected using a random forest 
classifier that quantified their influence on SCH prevalence. This was done in 
order to avoid the use of expert-selected predictors. Another advantage of 
geoAI is that it allows the inclusion of data at fine and coarse spatial supports 
to perform predictions at fine spatial supports. Lin et al. (Lin et al., 2017) 
avoids the selection of a specific spatial support size by creating geo-contexts 
that use various feature types extracted at different buffer sizes. The creation 
of geo-contexts could be an alternative to deal with the MAUP in SCH 
predictions, as different geographic characteristics for each surveyed location 
could be inserted as layers in a learning classifier, such a classifier then decides 
which risk factors at which spatial supports are relevant for SCH prevalence. 
 
Current trends in artificial intelligence are for instance machine learning 
algorithms (MLAs). These algorithms parse the data and learn from them to 
make informed decisions based upon both inputs and the desired outputs 
(supervised learning) or only inputs (unsupervised learning). In Chapters 3, 4, 
and 5, I have addressed three sources of uncertainty coming from the use of 
EO data: positional mismatch, pure specification bias, and MAUP, respectively. 
In order to incorporate their uncertainties into a MLA for SCH prediction I 
suggest (i) to perform a supervised learning using uncertainty probability 
distributions, coming from pure specification bias and MAUP (Chapters 4 and 
5), as input parameters for the MLA; and (ii) to include distance proximity 
scenarios between survey locations and potential exposure areas (Chapter 3), 
also as input parameters for the supervised MLA. This could allow the 
incorporation of uncertainties as layers in a deep learning method, or as nodes 
and weights in a random forest classifier for SCH prediction. 
 
Last but not least, there are many more uncertainty sources that need 
attention, in particular the ones related to the use of EO data such as 
uncertainties derived from temporal aggregation and temporal misaligned EO 
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data. By using Bayesian statistics or exploring the applications of geoAI as a 
tool for uncertainty quantification, we could tackle uncertainties necessary for 
the control and spread of SCH.  
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Table 3.A1: Saaty's pairwise comparison matrix for Land Use 

 
Wet 
Soil 

Water 
bodies 

Agriculture 
land and 

grass 

Forest and 
Natural 
Areas 

Built 
land 

Barren 
land 

Wet Soil 1.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 9.00 9.00 

Water bodies 0.33 1.00 5.00 7.00 9.00 9.00 

Agriculture 
land and grass 0.20 0.20 1.00 5.00 7.00 9.00 
Forest and 
Natural Areas 0.14 0.14 0.20 1.00 5.00 5.00 

Built land 0.11 0.11 0.14 0.20 1.00 3.00 

Barren land 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.20 0.33 1.00 

sum= 1.90 4.57 11.45 20.40 31.33 36.00 
 

Normalized relative weights 
Normalized 

pricipal 
eingen vector 

Wet 
Soil 

Water 
bodies 

Agriculture 
land and 

grass 

Forest and 
Natural 
Areas 

Built 
land 

Barren 
land 

0.53 0.66 0.44 0.34 0.29 0.25 0.42 

0.18 0.22 0.44 0.34 0.29 0.25 0.29 

0.11 0.04 0.09 0.25 0.22 0.25 0.16 

0.08 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.16 0.14 0.08 

0.06 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.08 0.04 

0.06 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.02 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00  
 
 
Principal eingen value 7.52
Number of factors 6.00
Consistency index 0.30
Random index (n factors) 1.24
Consistency ratio 0.24 acceptable
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Table 3.A2: Saaty's pairwise comparison matrix for Elevation 

 
High 
Risk 

Medium 
Risk 

Low 
Risk

Normalized 
relative weights  

Normalized 
pricipal 
eingen vector 

High 
Risk 1.00 5.00 9.00 0.76 0.81 0.53 0.70 

Medium 
Risk 0.20 1.00 7.00 0.15 0.16 0.41 0.24 

Low 
Risk 0.11 0.14 1.00 0.08 0.02 0.06 0.06 
Sum= 1.31 6.14 17 1 1 1  

 
Principal eingen value 3.35
Number of factors 3.00

Consistency index 0.18
Random index (n 
factors) 0.58
Consistency ratio 0.31 acceptable

 
Table 3.A3: Saaty's pairwise comparison matrix for Slope 

 
High 
Risk 

Medium 
Risk 

Low 
Risk

Normalized 
relative 
weights 

Normalized 
pricipal 
eingen 
vector 

High 
Risk 1.00 5.00 7.00 0.74 0.81 0.54 0.70 
Medium 
Risk 0.20 1.00 5.00 0.15 0.16 0.38 0.23 
Low 
Risk 0.14 0.20 1.00 0.11 0.03 0.08 0.07 
sum= 1.34 6.20 13.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

  

Principal eingen value 3.31
Number of factors 3.00
Consistency index 0.15
Random index (n 
factors) 0.58
Consistency ratio 0.26 acceptable 
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Table 3.A4: Saaty's pairwise comparison matrix for Distance to water bodies 

 
High 
Risk 

Medium 
Risk 

Low 
Risk 

Normalized 
relative 
weights  

Normalized 
principal 
eingen 
vector 

High 
Risk 1.00 7.00 9.00 0.80 0.86 0.53 0.73 

Medium 
Risk 0.14 1.00 7.00 0.11 0.12 0.41 0.22 

Low Risk 0.11 0.14 1.00 0.09 0.02 0.06 0.05 
sum= 1.25 8.14 17.00 1.00 1.00 1.00  

 

Principal eingen value 3.61
Number of factors 3.00
Consistency index 0.30
Random index (n 
factors) 0.58
Consistency ratio 0.53 acceptable

 
 
Table 3.A5: Saaty's pairwise comparison matrix for snail infection rate 

 
High 
Risk 

Medium 
Risk 

Low 
Risk

Normalized 
relative 
weights  

Normalized 
pricipal eingen 

vector 
High 
Risk 1.00 3.00 7.00 0.68 0.71 0.54 0.64 

Medium 
Risk 0.33 1.00 5.00 0.23 0.24 0.38 0.28 
Low 
Risk 0.14 0.20 1.00 0.10 0.05 0.08 0.07 

sum= 1.48 4.20 13.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
 
Principal eingen value 3.10
Number of factors 3.00
Consistency index 0.05
Random index (n 
factors) 0.58
Consistency ratio 0.08 acceptable 
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Table 3.A6: Saaty's pairwise comparison matrix for all risk factors 

 
Land 
Use Elevation Slope

Distance to 
water 
bodies 

Snail infection 
rate 

Land Use 1.00 7.00 3.00 0.33 5.00 
Elevation 0.14 1.00 0.20 0.11 0.33 
Slope 0.33 5.00 1.00 0.20 3.00 
Distance to 
water bodies 3.00 9.00 5.00 1.00 7.00 
Snail 
infection rate 0.20 3.00 0.33 0.14 1.00 
sum 4.68 25.00 9.53 1.79 16.33 
 

Normalized relative weights 
Normalized principal 

eingen vector 
0.21 0.28 0.31 0.19 0.31 0.26 
0.03 0.04 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.03 
0.07 0.20 0.10 0.11 0.18 0.13 
0.64 0.36 0.52 0.56 0.43 0.50 
0.04 0.12 0.03 0.08 0.06 0.07 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

 
Principal eingen value 5.37
Number of factors 5.00
Consistency index 0.09
Random index (n 
factors) 1.12
Consistency ratio 0.08 acceptable 
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Table 3.A7: Total weights for all risk factors 

Risk 
factors Categories 

Prior probabilities 
per category 
(Weights) 

Prior probabilities 
per risk factor 
(Weights) 

Land Use 

Wet Soil 0.42 

0.26 

Water bodies 0.29 

Agriculture 
land and grass 0.16 

Forest and 
Natural Areas 0.08 
Built land 0.04 
Barren land 0.02 

Elevation 

High risk 0.70 

0.03 
Medium risk 0.24 
Low risk 0.06 

Slope 

High risk 0.70 

0.13 
Medium risk 0.23 
Low risk 0.07 

DWB 

High risk 0.73 

0.50 
Medium risk 0.22 
Low risk 0.05 

SIR 

High risk 0.64 

0.07 

Medium risk 0.28 

Low risk 0.07 
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Table A4.1: Survey data 

Barangay 
ID (k) 

Number 
of 

positive 
cases 
(y) 

Number 
of 

sampled 
people 

(N) 
Barangay 

ID (k) 

Number 
of 

positive 
cases (y)

Number 
of 

sampled 
people 

(N) 
1 0 199 33 0 96 
2 0 246 34 0 258 
3 0 183 35 3 198 
4 1 264 36 1 169 
5 0 268 37 0 252 
6 16 428 38 0 207 
7 23 271 39 0 222 
8 1 302 40 0 233 
9 0 256 41 0 166 
10 20 268 42 0 215 
11 3 226 43 0 206 
12 0 243 44 0 125 
13 0 154 45 0 102 
14 0 208 46 0 129 
15 14 267 47 0 138 
16 0 34 48 0 76 
17 0 69 49 9 264 
18 0 115 50 0 247 
19 0 224 51 0 168 
20 0 161 52 0 216 
21 0 208 53 0 56 
22 0 196 54 0 15 
23 0 234 55 0 87 
24 6 215 56 1 111 
25 0 159 57 1 87 
26 1 275 58 0 89 
27 1 202 59 0 47 
28 3 267 60 1 88 
29 0 81 61 0 236 
30 1 272 62 0 257 
31 5 208 63 0 181 
32 0 209 64 0 193 
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Barangay 
ID (k) 

Number 
of 

positive 
cases 
(y) 

Number 
of 

sampled 
people 

(N) 
Barangay 

ID (k) 

Number 
of 

positive 
cases (y)

Number 
of 

sampled 
people 

(N) 
65 0 319 87 1 130 
66 0 178 88 0 227 
67 0 142 89 0 165 
68 0 133 90 0 145 
69 0 91 91 0 253 
70 0 196 92 0 289 
71 0 114 93 2 91 
72 0 199 94 6 250 
73 0 288 95 0 156 
74 0 6 96 3 140 
75 0 115 97 0 143 
76 0 59 98 0 90 
77 0 59 99 0 258 
78 0 104 100 0 256 
79 0 84 101 0 258 
80 0 134 102 0 229 
81 0 150 103 0 260 
82 2 144 104 0 269 
83 0 91 105 0 274 
84 0 147 106 0 274 
85 0 167 107 0 274 
86 1 91 108 0 275 
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Code A 4.2: BUGs code 
 
model{ 
  #likelihood 
    for(k in 1:108){ 
       y[k]~dbin(p[k],n[k]); 
        
        for(j in offset[k]:(offset[k+1]-1)){ 
        alfa_1[j]<-
beta0+beta1*ndvi[j]+beta2*ndwi[j]+beta3*lstd[j]+beta4*lstn[j]+beta5*e[j]
+beta6*ndwb[j]+s[k] 
        alfa_2[j]<-1/(1+exp(-alfa_1[j]))     
        } 
        p[k]<-sum(alfa_2[offset[k]:(offset[k+1]-1)])/m[k]  
    } 
 
#PRIORS FOR FIXED EFFECTS BETAS 
 beta0~dunif(-100,100) 
 beta1~dnorm(0.0,prec) 
 beta2~dnorm(0.0,prec) 
 beta3~dnorm(0.0,prec) 
 beta4~dnorm(0.0,prec) 
 beta5~dnorm(0.0,prec) 
     beta6~dnorm(0.0,prec) 
 
     sigma.b~dunif(0,100)  
     prec<-pow(sigma.b,-2) 
 
#PRIORS FOR SPATIAL RANDOM EFFECTS 
 
    s[1:108]~spatial.exp(mu[],xcoor[],ycoor[],tau,phi,kappa) 
 
    for (i in 1:108){ 
        mu[i]<-0 
    } 
     
    #FIRST OPTION 
    sigma ~ dnorm(0,1) I(0,) #half standard normal prior 
    tau <- pow(sigma,-2)   
     
    phi~ dunif(0.0000002,0.003)  
    kappa <-1   
 
#PREDICTIONS 
 
 for (l in 1:108){ 
 y.pred_c[l]~dbin(p[l],n[l]) 
 } 
} 
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